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ABSTRACT

Worldwide, it has been recognised that local governments are uniquely placed to bring about

positive environmental change in their areas of jurisdiction. This research was conducted to

assess how one South African local municipality, the eThekwini Municipality, Durban, is faring

in its efforts to achieve sustainability. Hajer's (1993, 1995, 2003) discourse approach to

environmental policy making was used as the key theoretical and methodological basis of the

research. This approach recognises the power of discourse in shaping how society's

relationship with the environment should be managed and sustained. In global environmental

politics, ecological modernisation has emerged as the dominant environmental policy discourse

and reflects a weak approach to sustainability. An alternative is the strong sustainability

discourse, which argues that sustainability cannot be achieved without giving attention to issues

of social and environmental justice and including local communities in environmental policy

making. These two discourses are used to structure the assessment of environmental policy

discourse in the eThekwini Municipality.

A recent municipal project, "eThekwini Catchments 2002: A Strategic Tool for Planning" was

used as the research case study. The project provides an assessment of the environmental health

of each of the 18 river catchments identified in the municipal area, using environmental

indicators. The intention of the project was for this information to be used by municipal

planners as a tool for environmental decision-making. Municipal officials, representing several

municipal sectors, and the project consultants were interviewed to determine their perspectives

on the project. The interview transcripts, as well as the Catchments Project report and other

municipal documents, were analysed using Hajer's discourse methodology to uncover the key

discourses operating in the municipality that influence environmental policy making. Municipal

discourse was then reviewed in terms of the EM and strong sustainability discourses to

determine whether the municipality is moving towards stronger sustainability.

This research also contributes to an improved understanding of how discourse shapes

environmental policy projects and their outcomes. By identifying the environmental discourse

dynamics at work, it is possible to stimulate a more deliberate approach to environmental policy

making to bring about positive environmental change in the municipality.
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION

1.1 Introduction

Global and national environmental policy initiatives, such as Local Agenda 21, recognise the

imp0l1ant role that local governments can play in bringing about sustainable development

(Gibbs et aI., 1996). Many environmental problems originate in local activities and therefore

impact on the local environment (Blowers, 2000). Consequently, it is at local level that the

opportunities exist to make the most effective environmental changes. Local governments play

a critical role in managing economic and social development in their areas of jurisdiction

(UNCED, 1992). As local governments are in closer contact with their population than other

levels of government, they are obliged to be more accountable for their actions. Policy aimed at

sustainable development can therefore have a considerable impact at the local level (Hooper et

aI., 1999; Rees, 1999; UNCED, 1992).

Since the demise of apartheid in 1994, a range of new legislation has been promulgated in South

Africa relating to development, the environment, and municipal responsibilities. Sustainable

development has emerged as one of national government's key approaches. Municipal

governments are urged to promote development in their respective areas in a sustainable

manner. The key question, then, is how are South African municipalities faring in this drive

toward sustainability? This research considers how one metropolitan municipality, the

eThekwini Municipality, Durban, is responding to the sustainable development challenge. An

environmental policy project recently undertaken by the municipality, "eThekwini Catchments

2002: A Strategic Tool for Planning", was used as the research case study.

According to Sharp (1999: 139), much of the literature on local environmental policy aimed at

sustainable development implies that "a single and unproblematic goal of sustainability is being

pursued". In practice, this is far from true - sustainability can be interpreted in different ways,

depending on the particular perspectives of environmental policy makers. A discourse approach

to environmental policy enables the exploration of these complexities, by revealing how

different perspectives on how sustainability is to be achieved (environmental discourses) result

in particular environmental policies and practices. Hajer's (1993, 1995, 2002, 2003) discourse

approach to environmental policy making is therefore used as the theoretical and

methodological framework of this research. His approach enables an in-depth exploration of
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discourse dynamics in the eThekwini Municipality related to the Catchments Project, with

particular implications for environmental policy making.

While a range of perspectives on the environment and sustainability can be identified,

ecological modernisation has emerged as the dominant environmental discourse in global

environmental politics. Ecological modernisation recognises the 'environmental problem' but

believes that, within the context of the current path of economic growth, technology, science

and management approaches can bring about adequate environmental change (Hajer, 1995;

Christoff, 1996; Blowers, 2000). However, an alternative environmental discourse, the strong

sustainability discourse, argues that ecological modernisation promotes a weak form of

sustainability, as it ignores issues of social and environmental justice, power and the inclusion

of communities in environmental decision-making (Hajer, 1995; Harvey, 1996; Oelofse et al.,

2002). As contrasting 'ideal types', these two environmental discourses structure the assessment

of the eThekwini Municipality's approach to sustainability. 1n South Africa's context as a

developing country with associated socio-economic challenges, this research is based on the

premise that a strong sustainability approach needs to be incorporated into municipal

environmental policy making.

1.2 Research rationale

The rationale for this research is based on several aspects related to improving sustainability in

the municipal context. Since national legislation promotes sustainability in municipal

development, it is important to monitor how municipalities are progressing in their efforts

toward sustainability. The eThekwini Municipality is a large metropolitan municipality facing a

range of social and development challenges, due in part to municipal restructuring and

associated new roles and responsibilities. These challenges and responsibilities have

considerable impact on how environmental policy making is approached. The municipality is

also influenced by dominant global approaches to environmental policy making. Discourse

analysis can reveal these complexities and influences, assisting the municipality to approach

future environmental policy making in a more deliberate way. The choice of the eThekwini

Catchments Project as a case study in environmental policy making was partly motivated by the

researcher's working experience in town and regional planning. The project was initiated and

managed by the Urban Strategy Department of the municipality to provide an environmental

tool to guide city planners in development decision-making. The researcher's interest in the

integration of planning and environmental management to improve city sustainability was thus a

further key motivation for the research.
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1.3 Aims and objectives

The aim of this study IS to explore environmental policy discourse in the eThekwini

Municipality, with specific reference to the eThekwini Catchments project, in order to

determine the implications for sustainability in the municipal area.

To structure the achievement of this aim, a number of objectives have been identified. These

objectives outline the key areas of research:

I. What are the key environmental policy discourses operating in the eThekwini Municipality,

both general and specific to the eThekwini Catchments project?

2. How do these discourses align with the global environmental discourses of ecological

modernisation and strong sustainability?

3. How are environmental policy discourse dynamics played out in the eThekwini

Municipality? Which discourses dominate and how has this discourse institutionalisation

been achieved? What does this indicate about discourse institutionalisation in the municipal

context?

4. How can discourse analysis contribute to improved sustainability and environmental

decision-making in the Illunicipal context?

The research ann and objectives provided the framework for the choice of theory and

methodology employed in this research. These are discussed in more detail in the following

section, which outlines the structure of the thesis.

1.4 Structure ofthe thesis

Chapter One introduces the study and provides the rationale for the research. It sets out the

research aim and objectives which structure the way the research was conducted.

Chapter Two provides the theoretical foundation of the research. It first provides a short

overview of environmental politics and policy making, before introducing the role of discourse

in shaping how society perceives reality. This is followed by a review of the two environmental

discourses that structure this research - ecological modernisation and strong sustainability. The

chapter then proceeds to a detailed discussion of discourse theory and the dynamics of discourse

interaction in the institutional context of the municipality. Hajer's argumentative discourse
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analysis approach and concepts, which structure the research methodology, are then presented.

The chapter concludes with a discussion of the how discourse analysis can be used to facilitate

deliberative and interactive policy making.

Chapter Three presents an overview of the eThekwini Catchments Project within the broader

context of the eThekwini Municipality and national legislation. The economic, spatial, social

and biophysical aspects of the eThekwini municipal area are first explored, followed by a

synopsis of the institutional structure of the municipality. Key national legislation influencing

municipal governance, development and environmental management is then discussed, as well

as specific municipal initiatives which relate to the case study project. The eThekwini

Catchments Project is presented last, by discussing the project process and the detail of the final

project report.

Chapter Four describes the methodology used to carry out this research. Since this study is

based on a social constructionist approach to reality, discourse analysis was used to uncover the

ways that environmental policy in the eThekwini Municipality is socially constructed through

language. The majority of the research data was generated through interviews with municipal

officials and the project consultants. This chapter presents the data sources for the research and

discusses the interview process. It then describes the discourse analysis framework, and details

how this was used to undertake discourse analysis. A discussion of the limitations of the

research concludes the chapter.

The findings of the research are presented in two chapters - Chapter Five explores

environmental discourse at a broad municipal level, while Chapter Six studies the catchment

discourse, associated with the eThekwini Catchments Project, in more detail.

Chapter Five first places municipal environmental discourse in the national legislative context

by exploring how the ecological modernisation and strong sustainability discourses are reflected

in South African legislation. The key terms of municipal policy discourse (epistemic notions,

policy vocabularies and story-lines) are then presented in detail, by referring to the discourse of

municipal officials and municipal documents. Municipal environmental discourse is then

reviewed to determine its alignment with the ecological modernisation and strong sustainability

discourses.
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Chapter Six is concerned with one municipal discourse, the catchment discourse, the key

discourse associated with the eThekwini Catchments Project. The role and influence of the

project consultants is first discussed, in terms of how they influenced the project process and

outcomes. This is followed by a detailed analysis of the terms of the catchment discourse,

which reveals the connections and disjunctures between this discourse and other municipal

discourses. The catchment discourse coalition is then examined, followed by a discussion of

possible reasons why institutionalisation of the catchment discourse has not occurred. Lastly,

the alignment of the catchment discourse with the EM and strong sustainability discourses is

assessed.

Chapter Seven concludes the thesis by examining two key aspects of the research. It first

considers the value of Hajer's discourse approach in gaining an understanding of environmental

policy making in the municipal context. Secondly, an alternate catchment approach is presented,

which suggests a strong sustainability approach to the use of the catchment concept in

environmental policy making.

1.5 Conclusion

This research aims to explore environmental policy discourse in the eThekwini Municipality,

using the eThekwini Catchments project as a case study in environmental policy making. The

broader intention of the project is to determine how environmental policy discourse reflects the

municipality's approach to sustainability, and how a discourse approach can contribute to

positive environmental change in the municipal context. The following chapter introduces and

explores discourse theory and concepts, as well as the ecological modernisation and strong

sustainability discourses, to provide a strong theoretical foundation for the remainder of the

thesis.
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CHAPTER TWO: ENVIRONMENTAL DISCOURSE 

THEORY AND PRACTICE

2.1 Introduction

This study of environmental discourse within the eThekwini Municipality is grounded in current

research in environmental politics. Over the past four decades, growing concern relating to the

negative impacts of human development on the environment has led to the emergence of

institutions at an international and national level devoted to environmental management and

sustainable development. Most countries now have environmental ministries at national level,

related environmental legislation has been passed, and national and local governments are

obliged to give far more consideration to environmental issues than ever before. At a local

government level, programmes such as Local Agenda 21 have been initiated to integrate

environmental concerns into local development and planning. Aside from the infusion of

environmental concerns into formal institutional and power structures, environmental issues are

also a growing concern of the business sector, civil society, non-government organisations and

individuals. Environmental issues have therefore become political issues.

It has been recognised that the municipal context is particularly important for bringing about

positive environmental change, because it is at a local level that environment impacts are most

widely experienced, and therefore where the opportunities exist to make the most effective

changes (Gibbs et aI., 1998; Sharp, 1999; Blowers, 2000; Rees, 1999). Local governments

tend to be in closer contact with their population, as well as more accountable for their actions.

Policy aimed at sustainable development can therefore have a considerable impact at the local

level (Rees, 1999). By focusing on the municipal context, this research aims to uncover how the

ecological modernisation and strong sustainability discourses are influencing policy-making and

development decision-making, and what this means for achieving stronger sustainability at a

local level.

The intention of this chapter is to provide a general overview of how environmental politics and

policy making in the municipal context can be understood using a discourse approach. The

chapter first gives a brief overview of environmental politics and policy making. It then

introduces discourse and discusses its role in shaping society's view of reality. A review of the

global environmental discourse of ecological modernisation, and its alternative, strong
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sustainability follows. This provides the foundation for an in-depth discussion of discourse

theory and the dynam ics of discourse interaction in the institutional context of the municipal ity.

Hajer's argumentative discourse analysis approach and concepts, a key element of the research

methodology, are then presented. The chapter concludes by considering the value of a discourse

analysis approach in deliberative and interactive policy making.

2.2 Environmental politics and policies

Compared to most political issues, for example education or health, 'the environment' as a

political subject has unique qualities (Jacobs, 1997). Environmental issues cut across almost all

political sectors in a variety of ways, and require diverse policy approaches involving a range of

interest groups and institutions. The multi-dimensionality of environmental issues involves the

intersection of two complex systems: human social systems and ecological systems (Dryzek,

1997). As ecological systems interact with social, economic and political systems,

environmental issues are characterised by high levels of uncertainty and complexity (ibid).

Newby (1993, cited in Jordan and O'Riordan, 1999: 70) states that environmental matters

" ... are deeply political, raising concerns about the expansion of individual choice and

the satisfaction of social needs, about individual freedom versus a planned allocation of

resources, about distributional justice and the defence of private property rights, and

about the impact of science and technology on society. Beneath the concern for 'the

environment' there is, therefore, a much deeper conflict involving fundamental Issues

about the kind of society we wish to create for the future".

These complexities are especially evident in the municipal government context, where

municipal politicians and officials constantly make decisions with environmental and social

consequences. This research is concerned with the way environmental politics plays itself out

in municipal government. In other words, how are environmental issues and problems translated

into policies and decision-making? And more specifically, how are environmental problems

constructed and prioritised by different municipal actors, why do certain issues get

environmental policy attention and others not, and how are environmental policies

conceptual ised?

To answer these questions, it is first useful to consider what policy is and how policy is

developed. There is no one definition of policy - it can take the form of formal decisions, law,

programmes or actual practice (Keeley and Scoones, 2000). Environmental pol icy can be
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defined simply as "public policy concerned with governing the relationship between people and

the environment" (McCormick, 1999, cited in Jordan and O'Riordan, 2000: 81). Traditionally,

policy scientists have viewed policy formation as a sequential process starting with problem

emergence, and moving through the stages of agenda setting, consideration of policy options,

adoption of policy options, implementation and evaluation - a process very much managed by

political and administrative institutions or powers (Hajer, 1989; Keeley and Scoones, 2000;

Jordan and O'Riordan, 2000). However, more recently it has been recognised that policy

making is a far more complex process, particularly in an environmental context. It is

"a diverse, diffuse, complicated activity, where sometimes competing, sometimes

overlapping policy positions are presented by a range of different groupings of actors,

including scientists, administrators, NGO personnel, government officials, ... people

and politicians" (Keeley and Scoones, 2000: 90).

Policy-making and consequent administrative action IS therefore not a simple sequential

activity. The process consists of a "multitude of circles, loops and feedback curves" (Hajer,

1989: 23). The formulation of policies, and their consequent transformation into administrative

or political action, is affected by context-specific circumstances and a network of actors.

Policies are the product of complex social relationships through which ideas are articulated

(Giddens, 1984, cited in Healey, 1999). Hajer (1989) argues that policymaking is politics. The

issues that receive policy attention are the outcomes of power relations, ideological

disagreements and political conflict (Ockwell, 200 I). Opposing positions result from different

assumptions, perspectives and world views. Policy issues are interpreted in different ways

because of this range of perspectives (Keeley and Scoones, 2000; Dryzek, 1997).

While there are different ways of conceptualising and explaining the environmental policy

process, this research is based on a discourse approach, drawn mostly from Hajer's work (1993,

1995, 2002, 2003) on the politics of environmental discourse. Falling within the post

structuralist school of thought, a discourse approach gives attention to the central and

constructive role of language in policy formulation and decision-making.

23 Thepowerofd~coune

In recent years, a changing perspective on the role of language in politics, policy-making, and

society in general has become evident in the social sciences and in particular in the policy

sciences (Hajer, 1993, 1995,2002; Fischer and Forester, 1993; Fairclough and Wodak, 1997;
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Hastings, 1999; Atkinson, 1999; among others). In the positivist tradition, language was seen as

a neutral means to describe reality. As explained by Ortony (1993, cited in Butteriss et al.,

2000), "(a) basic notion of positivism was that reality could be precisely described through the

medium of language in a manner that was clear, unambiguous, and in principle, testable".

Within the policy context, therefore, policy language was assumed (and still is by many) to be a

"neutral medium through which ideas and an objective world can be represented and discussed"

(Darcy, 1999, cited in Ockwell, 2001: 5). However, with the 'linguistic turn' in the social

sciences, new tools and methodologies have been developed in an attempt to uncover the

relationship between language, social structures and power relationships. This has exciting

possibilities for an improved understanding of the political process and policy formulation.

The power of language has been recognised in its ability not only to describe the world but to

create it, that is, to shape society's view of reality (Hajer, 1993; Fairclough and Wodak, 1997).

"As politicians know only too well but social scientists too often forget, public policy is made of

language" (Majone, 1989, in Fischer and Forester, 1993: 1). Language plays a key role in

determining what issues or problems receive political and policy attention. In a political context

actors will have different definitions of an issue or problem, since such issues or problems are

socially constructed (Hajer, 1995). Of interest is how certain issues or definitions of an issue

are included or excluded through the use of language; therefore how the political process can be

studied as the mobilisation of bias (Hajer, 1995, 2002). As claimed by Schattschneider (1960,

cited in Hajer, 1995: 42),

"(a)11 forms of political organisation have a bias in favour of the exploitation of some

kinds of conflict and the suppression of others because organisation is the mobilisation

of bias. Some issues are organised into politics while others are organised out"

Exploring the links between language and policy formulation, therefore, can demonstrate how

the social construction of issues and problems occurs and how this leads into the establishment

of certain institutional frameworks and practices.

'Discourse' is the term generally used to describe a way of talking or writing about reality

(Fairclough and Wodak, 1997). Environmental discourse is a particular way of talking and

thinking about environmental politics (Hajer, 1995). Dryzek (1997:8) describes discourse as "a

shared way of apprehending the world. Embedded in language, it enables those who subscribe

to it, to interpret bits of information and put them together into coherent stories or accounts".

However, as Ockwell (2001: 4) notes, discourse is a "complex and contested term, with roots in
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both social theory and linguistics". From Hajer's social constructivist perspective, discourse has

a more extensive meaning. Hajer (1995:44) describes discourse as

"a specific ensemble of ideas, concepts and categorisations that are produced,

reproduced, and transformed in a particular set of practices and through which meaning

is given to physical and social realities".

This more complex definition of discourse relates not only to the content of what is being

written or said, but also to its context, the social practices in which it is produced, the actors

involved, and its ability to transform and give meaning to social reality (Hajer, 1995).

Discourse is essentially contextual - it is "time- and space-specific ... (and) reflects our past

experiences and present preoccupations" (Hajer, 1995: 17). The ideas, concepts and categories

that constitute a discourse vary from one to another. They may be normative or analytical, and

based on historical references, physical realities or myths (ibid). Discourses frame problems

and provide the tools to construct problems, distinguishing some aspects of a situation above

others. Beyond this, discourses produce and reproduce meaning through an identifiable set of

practices (Hajer, 2002). Therefore discourse has a clear institutional dimension (Hajer, 1995).

From this perspective discourse is itself a form of social practice (Fairclough and Wodak, 1997).

This implies a dialectical relationship between discourse and its context. Discourse is shaped by

social situations, institutions and social structures, but it also shapes situations and the social

relationships between people and groups of people. It can sustain and reproduce the current

social status quo, as well as contribute to its transformation. The social influence of discourse

(and hence language) is therefore extremely powerful. Discursive practices can help produce

and reproduce power relations, and have important ideological effects in society (ibid).

In the environmental politics context, environmental policy discourses can be identified that

frame and influence environmental decisions and debates. They offer different perspectives on

how society's relationship with the environment should be managed and sustained. The

influence of these environmental discourses extends beyond those with an interest 111

environmental matters, to all those who find themselves in the position of engaging 111

environment-development issues, including politicians, bureaucrats, lawyers and ordinary

citizens (Dryzek, 1997). In a local government context, therefore, environmental discourses can

be found reflected in the written and spoken word of most officials and certainly all politicians

as they grapple with development decisions and policy formulation.
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The discourse of ecological modernisation has emerged as the dominant environmental policy

discourse in global environmental politics today. This discourse exerts considerable influence

on how national and local governments, business, NGOs and even individuals conceptualise the

relationship between the environment and society. The following section explores the

ecological modernisation discourse, outlining its key aspects. It then presents a critique of

ecological modernisation by suggesting strong sustainability as an alternative discourse. This

provides the context for a more in-depth discussion of discourse theory and its application to

environmental policy making in the institutional context of the municipality, as well as acting as

a framework for the discourse analysi.s undertaken as part ofthis research.

2.4 An environmental discourse framework

2.4.1 Ecological modernisation

Ecological modernisation has variously been described as a technical theory, a policy discourse,

an approach to development, a concept or term, and even as a belief system (Hajer, 1995;

Christoff, 1996; Blowers, 1997; Buttel, 2000; Seippel, 2000; Berger et aI., 200 I). As this

research focuses on a discourse approach to environmental policy making, ecological

modernisation is interpreted as an environmental policy discourse as conceptualised by Hajer

(1995). The literature on ecological modernisation ~ontinues to evolve, since the concept first

originated through the work of German sociologist Joseph Huber in the 1980s. Buttel (2000)

and Christoff (1996) explore these nuances in more detail. However, this review of ecological

modernisation will not focus on the differences in interpretation, but will rather attempt to give a

general overview of the key aspects ofthe discourse.

Since the "environment-development" debate first started in earnest in 1972 at the UN

Conference on the Human Environment, substantial changes have occurred in environmental

politics (Hajer, 1995; Duarte, 1999). The way that environmental policies are conceptualised

has changed from the 1970s notions of "limits to growth" to assumptions that economic

development and environmental protection can be reconciled (Pepper, 1999; Duarte, 1999).·

The emergence of the new policy discourse of ecological modernisation in the 1980s

"recognises the structural character of the environmental problematique but none the less

assumes that the existing political, economic, and social institutions can internalise the care for

the environment" (Hajer, 1995: 25). In other words, from this perspective there is no inherent

conflict perceived between environmental protection and economic growth; in fact they can be

mutually supportive (Murphy, 2000).
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The key aspects of ecological modernisation (EM) are:

I. Environmental protection is perceived as a source of economic growth by emphasising the

mutually reinforcing benefits of resource efficiency and waste minimisation (Pepper, 1999;

Christoff, 1996). The internalisation of environmental impacts and associated costs through

the concept of 'pollution prevention pays' has led to tremendous growth in waste

management, recycling and associated technological innovation. EM is conceptualised as a

positive approach to environmental management with associated economic benefits. It uses

the language of business to stress the cost-effectiveness and efficiency of changing to

improved environmental management practices, leading to improved market

competitiveness (Hajer, 1995; Christoff, 1996). Drawing from Mol, Berger et al. (2001: 57)

refer to this as "the institutionalisation of ecology into the social practices of production and

consumption ... to redirect economic practices into more ecologically sound ones".

2. A key focus of EM is the role of technology and innovation in bringing about environmental

change, aimed at reducing pollution emissions on-site and encouraging more efficient use of

resources, including the use of renewable resources and the conservation of energy

(Christoff, 1996; Murphy, 2000; Blowers, 2000; Berger et al., 2001). As Hajer (1995: 32)

argues, the EM discourse turns the 'ecological crisis' upside-down - "a threat to the system

now becomes a vehicle for its very innovation", EM suggests that through the development

of more sophisticated technologies environmental problems can be addressed. Innovation

has also been encouraged in the development of environmental policy, through the

introduction of economic concepts, mechanisms and principles which encourage

environmental reform (Murphy, 2000; Berger et al., 2001).

3. Ecological modernisation perceives environmental protection as a management problem

(Hajer, 1995). Through the combined efforts of society - government and the private sector

- the environmental problem can be adequately managed and controlled. EM suggests that

there is "a techno-institutional fix for the present problems" (Hajer, 1995: 32).

4. The growing influence of the EM discourse has led to a more dominant role for science and

scientific experts (Hajer, 1995). Science has taken on the role of identifying environmental

problems and solutions. Debate surrounding environmental issues is "conducted via

scientific evidence and counter-evidence in a culture of expertise" (Blowers, 1997: 851).

Systems ecology and more integrative ecological ideas relating to carrying capacity have
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become important in environmental policy and decision-making processes (Hajer, 1995).

EM thus rei ies on the quantitative measurement of environmental degradation and

environmental impacts (Oelofse et al., 2002).

5. New environmental policy principles and techniques have been developed, allowing for the

environmental costs of development to be internalised. These include "the polluter pays

principle, cost-benefit analysis, risk analysis, the precautionary principle, tradable pollution

rights and the levy of charges on polluting activities, as well as ". resource taxes and

emission taxes" (Hajer, 1995: 27).

6. EM promotes greater integration of environmental policy goals into all areas of government,

recognising that effective environmental management can be achieved only through

realignment of broader policy goals (Murphy, 2000). This is reflected in a more integrated

and interdisciplinary approach to environmental management, evident in initiatives such as

integrated catchment management. This is also manifested in a more integrative regulatory

approach which aims to achieve administrative efficiency and limit regulatory overload on

the public (Christoff, 1996).

7. The state's relationship with business has also changed under EM from strictly regulatory to

more participative and enabling. State-business partnerships reflect a relationship which is

"complementary rather than conflictual" (Blowers and Pain, 1999: 266). EM encourages

co-operative and voluntary arrangements with industry, opening up new ways of regulating

environmental impacts (Christoff, 1996). The state therefore plays the role of encouraging

companies to undertake self-regulation, by providing a "framework of incentives and

standards for environmental performance" (Blowers, 2000: 378). This corresponds with

changes world-wide in state relations with the public, including South Africa, which have

moved from government to governance (Berger et al., 2001).

8. EM also encourages the involvement of the public in environmental policy making. A range

of participation procedures and methodologies have been developed to ensure more

democratic policy making (Oelofse et al., 2002). In the urban context, participation

approaches include Local Agenda 21 which is aimed at promoting sustainable city

development (Blowers and Pain, 1999).
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9. Related to the above, the rise of the EM discourse has seen environmental groups

increasingly being involved in collaborative relationships with business and government as

part of environmental policy making processes (Blowers, 1997; 2000; Mol, 2001). By

accepting the environmental problem, EM "seeks to bring to an end the sharp antagonistic

debates between the state and the environmental movement that were characteristic of the

1970s" (Hajer, 1995: 28-29). The EM discourse therefore internalises potential conflict in

the environmental arena (Harvey, 1996). This interesting change shows how the EM

discourse has been credible enough to be appropriated by many environmental groups.

Duarte (1999) suggests that the reasons for this shift are complex, but in part relate to an

active strategy by environmentalists to legitimate their claims in negotiations with the state

and business.

10. Lastly, EM ultimately seeks the restructuring of national economies resulting in industrial

sectors "which combine higher levels of economic development with lower levels of

environmental impact" (Gouldson and Murphy, 1997, cited in Murphy, 2000:2). This

would see the shift of emphasis away from resource and energy intensive industries to

service and knowledge based industries at a national level. However, this does not account

for the continuation of resource and energy based industry elsewhere in the world to meet

global demands.

A review of the discourse of EM would be incomplete without drawing attention to its pivotal

concept of sustainable development which has emerged over the past two decades as 'the

dominant theme in international and local debate concerning development and the environment.

In many ways, EM is a synonym for sustainable development (Buttel, 2000). Sustainable

development has been defined and interpreted in countless ways. Officially launched in the

1987 Brundtland report, sustainable development was defined as "development that meets the

needs of the present without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own

needs" (WeED, 1987, cited in Duarte, 1999: 61). Despite a range of interpretations, it is

generally recognised that environmental, economic and social concerns need to be integrated to

ensure that development is sustainable. In global, regional and local development politics, the

principles of sustainable development are regularly drawn on in policy-making and practice, as

well as by business and environmental groups (Berger et aI., 200 I; Duarte, 1999). This IS

becoming increasingly evident in the South African context at a national and local level.
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Hajer (1995) explores how broad consensus around the concept of sustainable development has

been reached from parties with widely differing views. He presents sustainable development as

a story-line (a concept which will be elaborated on later in this chapter) that has united a wide

range of role-players in environmental politics at global and local levels. Sustainable

development's vagueness allows "people with hitherto irreconcilable positions in the

environment-development debate to search for common ground without appearing to

compromise their positions" (ute, 1991: 607). The paradox of the sustainable development

concept is that its vagueness is both its strength and weakness. More radical positions on

sustainability can be submerged in the broadness of the concept.

Despite being premised on a greater awareness of the ecological limitations to development,

Duarte (1999) argues that sustainable development is still essentially a modernist concept,

focusing on economic growth and technological innovation as the means to overcome problems

of poverty and underdevelopment. The concept of sustainable development can therefore be

considered as a key uniting factor leading to the growing dominance and power of the

ecological modernisation discourse in environmental politics. As Harvey (1996: 382-3)

contends,

"Indeed, it IS not impossible to imagine a world in which big industry ... , big

governments (including the World Bank) and establishment, high-tech big science can

get to dominate the world even more than they currently do in the name of

'sustainability', ecological modernization and appropriate global management of the

supposedly fragile health of planet earth".

2.4.2 A critique of ecological modernisation

Harvey's quote above alludes to the fact that the discourse of ecological modernisation as an

approach to achieving sustainable development is not without its critics. EM has been criticised

on a number of fronts:

Firstly, EM takes for granted the ideal of development as economic growth. Consequently, the

practices of EM reproduce this modernist paradigm (Duarte, 1999; Seippel, 2000). This

suggests a revival of mainstream development theory (Christoff, 1996). EM is "a moderate and

conservative theory confirming business as usual" (Blowers, 1997: 853). It has wide appeal

since it does not require any major changes to contemporary economic imperatives, which still

tend to take priority in development decisions. Hajer and Fischer (1999: 3) contend that EM and
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its story-line sustainable development are caught in "the culture of progress", which believes

that, once recognised, environmental problems "can be handled by the institutions of science,

technology and management". EM therefore does not encourage existing institutions to

question the normative and cultural premises underlying their practices (Hajer and Fischer,

1999). For those who believe that the free market economic system is a root cause of

environmental degradation, poverty and underdevelopment, EM presents serious shortcomings.

Secondly, EM is based entirely on western or Eurocentric industrial experience (Blowers, 1997;

Christoff, 1996). EM discourse assumes that western affluence and growth can be universally

applied in a sustainable way. While aspects of modernisation may apply equally well in

developing countries, others have proved to be unsustainable. As Blowers (1997: 854) notes,

"(s)ubsistence economies which are prevalent over much of the South may actually be more

sustainable than modern agricultural systems based on the intensification of production". The

wholesale appropriation of EM discourse could have dangerous results in developing countries

which depend upon primary resource exploitation to fund local economic growth (Christoff,

1996; Blowers, 2000). The assumed conditions for EM - "economic prosperity, an efficient

market, technological advancement, an enabling state and a plural, inclusive society" - are either

not present or are poorly developed in developing countries (Blowers and Pain, 1999: 267). In a

country like South Africa, which is grappling with transformation, high levels of poverty and

lack of capacity, the conditions are not fully present for EM to be applicable.

Some of the negative effects of the EM approach are evident in the pulp and paper making

industry in SE Asia. While EM's influence has resulted in cleaner production technologies, it

has not led to a decrease in the use of resources, otherwise termed "dematerialisation"

(Sonnenfeld, 2000). Technological innovation in production has also resulted in job losses with

associated high costs to society. EM therefore exhibits serious shortfalls in its application to the

developing world, and does not consider alternative approaches to development and

sustainability, based on non-western cultural experience.

Thirdly, a related factor is that EM explicitly avoids addressing the social contradictions that

earlier environmental discourses suggested (Hajer, 1995; Blowers, 1997; Berger et al., 2001).

EM rather focuses on technocratic and institutional solutions, giving precedence to efficiency at

the cost of social equity (Oelofse et al., 2002). EM does not call for structural change to the

economic status quo, and ignores the fundamental issues of social justice, redistribution and

democracy that should accompany a more sustainable approach to development (Pepper, 1999;
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Guldbrandsen and Holland, 2001). It neglects to gIve attention to the divergent interests

reflected in society and particularly to wealth and power inequalities, which act as a barrier to

co-operation in environmental decision-making (Blowers, 1997; Oelofse et al., 2002). This is

especially relevant when considering the appropriateness of EM discourse in South Africa's

developing context, characterised by high levels of social inequality.

EM tends to focus on the physical or environmental aspects of sustainability (Blowers and Pain,

1999). A reliance on science and technology for problem solving and environmental

management means that "social and development issues are sidelined as they are difficult to

both conceptualise and measure" (Oelofse et al., 2002: 4). For example, sustainability

indicators tend to emphasise the ecological dimension while neglecting social issues (Blowers

and Pain, 1999). While new EM participation approaches involve the incorporation of public

inputs into decision-making, many remain legitimising processes with very little power sharing.

Participation processes often reinforce the important partnership between business and

government, while other groups are marginalised (ibid).

A fourth criticism of EM discourse is its national focus. By focusing on changes within nation

states, EM ignores the global dimensions of economic development in relation to sustainability

issues. While certain European countries may be making strides in reducing waste and resource

consumption, much of this is because environmental impacts have been displaced elsewhere in

the world, particularly to developing nations (Christoff, 1996; Blowers and Pain, 1999;

Blowers, 2000; Cohen, 2001). A related factor is globalisation itself. The pressures placed on

countries to perform in the international marketplace have led to increased export dependency,

specialisation and a lack of local control (Pepper, 1999; Mol, 2001). Globalisation tends to

reinforce the economic growth of core areas at the expense of peripheral developing countries.

EM fails to consider the environmental impacts of globalisation, which are often related to

issues of poverty and control over local resources. It is therefore not compatible with aims of

achieving global sustainable development (Blowers, 2000).

Lastly, Cohen (2001) points to the apolitical nature of EM. By reducing the role of the state and

turning instead to the market, business and science to bring about improved environmental

responsibility, EM provides fewer opportunities for direct political engagement (ibid). As

Guldbrandsen and Holland (200 I: 130) note, since business is considered apolitical and "a

taken-for-granted good", it is not questioned in the same light as stronger environmental

positions which are often construed as political and even radical. This is illustrated in
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Guldbrandsen and Holland's (2001) research into the American Heritage Rivers Initiative in

North Carolina and Virginia. This project, which is aimed at preserving the ecological and

cultural integrity of the New River, exhibits all the trademarks of ecological modernisation,

expressed in a partnership between the state, business and environmental NGOs. These

environmental groups are encouraged to engage as equal partners, however in reality they are

obliged to temper their positions and concerns in line with economic imperatives (ibid). As

such, EM often excludes the consideration of more politically sensitive environmental issues or

concerns.

EM theorists such as Mol (200 I), Frijns et al. (2000) and Sonnenfeld (2000) argue for

adjustments in the current western-based EM discourse to overcome its inadequacies related to

the local development dynamics of developing countries, particularly within the context of

globalisation. However, this perspective still upholds the central tenets of EM, focusing on

continued modernisation while taking consideration of, and adapting to, environmental and

societal constraints. Essentially EM is based on a belief in progress and the capacity of modern

technologies and techniques to manage environmental problems (Oelofse et aI., 2002.)

Consequently critics perceive the EM discourse as promoting a weak form of sustainability

(Pepper, 1999; Oelofse et aI., 2002). Conversely, a more radical alternative to EM has been put

forward, which can be broadly defined as the strong sustainability discourse.

2.4.3 An alternative to EM: The strong sustainability discourse

In contrast to the relatively cohesive nature of the EM discourse, the alternative, strong

sustainability, is less well defined. Some may even argue that there is no cohesive strong

sustainability discourse. This in part due to the fact that the discourse of strong sustainability is

firstly a critique of EM and modernisation in general (Blowers, 1997). Pointing out the

deficiencies of EM (as outlined above), the strong sustainability discourse suggests what needs

to be considered and done to aim for stronger sustainability. The discourse draws from a range

of ideological and theoretical viewpoints including social, ecological and environmental justice,

ecosocialism, neoMarxist demodernisation perspectives, and deep ecology (Harvey, 1996;

Blowers, 1997,2000; Pepper, 1999; Taylor, 2000). While these represent some diverse and even

oppositional viewpoints, they share the following common aspects:

1. In broad terms this alternative discourse contends that "nothing less than fundamental social

and economic changes" are required to cope with the global environmental crisis (Blowers,

1997: 846). Current global economic and social systems based on a capitalist approach to
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development need to be substantially altered to achieve sustainable development.

Institutional and social arrangements require restructuring and economic thinking needs to be

transformed (O'Riordan, 1993; Gibbs et aI., 1998). How exactly this is to be achieved is the

subject of much debate, and some radical perspectives would even argue for a stateless,

moneyless and marketless economy (Pepper, 1999). Others argue for an increased role of

the state to ensure that the poor and disadvantaged receive protection and assistance from the

state, particularly in light of the increased vulnerability of these groups in a global economy.

The provision of state support structures, including welfare, housing, social services,

education and health are still vital to ensure that environmental conditions do not deteriorate

further (Blowers, 1997).

2. However, whatever form economic change should take, the importance of the local context

is emphasised as being the key focus of efforts leading to sustainability (Pepper, 1999;

Blowers, 2000). More and more frequently local problems are caused by geographically

distant consumers and producers (Gould et aI., 1996, cited in Blowers, 2000). To counteract

the effects of globalisation and the international economy, therefore, the strong sustainability

discourse argues for decentralisation and the reassertion of localism, to create "protective

space" for local communities and regions (Pepper, 1999: 25). Linked to this then would be a

decreasing dependency on external markets, through increased self-reliance, autonomy and

self-determination. This would also involve a focus on meeting basic needs through self

sufficiency (ibid).

3. Central to strong sustainability is the need to address issues of social inequality, which are

intricately linked to issues of power, through environmental and social justice (Blowers,

1997; Taylor, 2000). The poor are the most vulnerable to environmental impacts and

change, and are unequally exposed to environmental hazards. The environmental justice

movement, which originated in the USA, has politicised these inequalities, drawing attention

to the need to ensure justice in all development decision-making. While the environmental

justice movement has focused on the exposure of marginalized groups to pollution, its

precepts are applicable to all kinds of developmental impacts and concerns. Environmental

justice "puts the survival of people in general, and of the poor and marginalised in particular,

at the centre of its concerns" (Harvey, 1996: 386). It therefore moves beyond concern for

the biophysical environment alone to recognise the complex human dimensions of the

environmental problem. In other words, it is "a people-orientated way of addressing

'environmentalism' that adds a vital social, economic and political element" (Szasz, 1994:
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153, cited in Harvey, 1996: 410). Dealing with environmental problems requires a

confrontation with the fundamental underlying processes that generate social and

environmental injustices, leading to the transformation of these processes (Harvey, 1996).

These would include "power structures, social relations, institutional configurations,

discourses and belief systems" (ibid: 401).

4. Linked to this is the need to promote the participation and empowerment of affected

individuals in any development context. While EM discourse promotes the participation of

all stakeholders in environmental decision-making, it tends to depoliticise the environmental

debate. However, in reality, many environmental impacts are the direct result of unequal

power relations, and participation approaches are not adequately applied to deal with these

issues of power. Strong sustainability argues for the redistribution of power, allowing for

local communities to take control of, or at least contribute to, decision-making that affects

their livelihoods and living environment. This requires a commitment to "a participatory

framework of decision-making which provides people with effective power" (Blowers, 1997:

867). While participatory democracy is not without its difficulties, including lengthy and

contradictory decision-making and participation fatigue, sustainable change requires that

people are given greater freedom and responsibility (Blowers, 1997; Oelofse, et aI., 2002).

5. Essential too, is ensuring that the concerns of local communities are not excluded by their

use of non-scientific or non-technical language. Expert discourses have often been

deployed by those in positions of political or economic power to attempt to diminish the

importance of local viewpoints or concerns (Harvey, 1996). Scientific or other formal

institutionalised arguments should be balanced by local discourses, arguments and traditional

forms of knowledge.

The strong sustainability discourse thus gives vOice to a range of concerns or issues most

strongly expressed at a local level and by or for those who have experienced the inequalities of

the current development paradigm. It brings together a diverse group of interests from urban

communities in the North dealing with environmental justice issues, to radical green movements

seeking alternative sustainable lifestyles, to rural communities in the South dependent on natural

resources for their livelihoods. How then can the strong sustainability discourse make an

impact on the status quo in environmental politics? Bond (1999: 28) argues that for meaningful

change to happen requires transcending these diverse interests through the establishment of

stronger alliances "between community, labour and environmental activists", both at a local and
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global level. As Harvey (1996: 40 I) contends, "the environmental justice movement has to

radicalise the ecological modernisation discourse". This requires dealing with

"the material and institutional issues of how to organise production and distribution in

general, how to confront the realities of global power politics and how to displace the

hegemonic powers of capitalism not simply with dispersed, autonomous, localised, and

essentially communitarian solutions ... , but with a rather more complex politics that

recognises how environmental and social justice must be sought by a rational ordering

of activities at different scales.... such a movement will have no option, as it broadens

out from its militant particularist base, but to reclaim for itself a nonco-opted and

nonperverted version of the theses of ecological modernisation" (ibid: 400-40 I).

For a developing country such as South Africa, the strong sustainability discourse offers a more

socially relevant approach to managing the relationship between society and the environment. It

recognises the social contradictions and complexities of the 'environmental problem', and

suggests that if meaningful change is to occur on the road to sustainability, more attention needs

to be given to issues of social justice, inclusion and empowerment.

2.4.4 A sustainability continuum

In concluding this section, it must be kept in mind that while the EM and strong sustainability

discourses are contrasted here as incompatible opposites, they are in a sense "ideal types"

(Blowers, 1997: 852). In practice, there is a continuum of possibilities between these two

discourses (Gibbs et aI., 1998). It is helpful to conceptualise sustainability as a pathway towards

meeting the goals and principles of sustainable development (Oelofse et aI., 2002). EM can

therefore be understood as a weak form of sustainability. While the story-line of sustainable

development has been appropriated as EM's pivotal concept, it can also be interpreted in other

ways representing strong sustainability. It therefore represents two different conceptualisations

of sustainability. Hajer and Fischer (1999) argue that it is not the concept of sustainable

development that is problematic, but its interpretation.

What is critical in the context of the eThekwini Municipality is how these discourses are being

drawn on in environmental policy making. As the next section explains, elements from multiple

discourses can be drawn on by the same institution and its officials at the same time.

Consequently, both the EM and strong sustainability discourses can be in operation

simultaneously in the municipality. It is the power of these discourses both individually and in

relation to one another which can indicate whether environmental policy making is moving in a
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sustainable direction. In order to gain an understanding of how discourses such as ecological

modernisation and strong sustainability interact and influence environmental policy making, the

following section provides an in-depth review of discourse theory. Particular attention is given

to the role of human agency in the production and reproduction of discourses within institutional

structures such as municipalities.

2.5 Environmental discourse dynamics

2.5.1 A social constructivist approach

There is a wide range of approaches to discourse and how it can be understood and analysed.

These include the social constructivist approach of Hajer, the more linguistic Neo-Marxist

approach of Fairclough, which both draw substantially from Foucault, and the broader approach

of Dryzek who rejects Foucauldian notions of discourse (OckweJI, 2001). Each of these

approaches produces alternative views of how discourse influences the policy process.

This research is based on a social constructivist approach and draws widely from Hajer's work

(1993, 1995,2002) on environmental discourse, as well as from Sharp's (1999) research on the

relationship between environmental policy and discourse in a local government context. Both

Hajer and Sharp are influenced strongly by Foucault's discourse theory. This section of the

chapter first turns to a review of Foucault's ideas, which is followed by a discussion on the role

of structure and agency in discourse dynamics, with particular reference to the institutional

context. This paves the way for more detailed consideration of Hajer's "argumentative

discourse analysis" approach, which will be used as the methodological basis of this research

into environmental discourse in the eThekwini Municipality.

2.5.2 Foucault's discourse theory

Foucault developed the idea that power and knowledge is transmitted through discourse

(Richardson, 1996; Sharp, 1999; Tait and Campbell, 2000; Hastings, 1999). He attempted to

uncover the deeper dynamics of power and knowledge within and between discourses - i.e. how

"power appropriates knowledge and weaves it into discourses" (Richardson, 1996). As

interpreted by Layder (1994, cited in Richardson, 1996: 282), "Foucault's interest is the link

between regimes of power based on conjunctions of discourses, knowledge and practice. In this

analysis, discourse is seen as the meeting point of power and knowledge".

Foucault made important claims about the relationship between power and discourse. Firstly, he

claimed that power is prior to language, meaning that language use is motivated by power and is
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a reflection of power (Fairclough, 1992, McHoul and Grace, 1993 and Burr, 1995, cited in

Hastings, 1999). Secondly, he claimed that language use plays a central role in the way that

power relations are realised (McHoul and Grace, 1993, cited in Hastings, 1999). Discourse

therefore serves power in the sense that it concretises power or makes it real (Hastings, 1999).

From this perspective, discourses can be defined as

"socially grounded interpretative frameworks ... (which act) as powerful forms of

knowledge which structure what can be thought, said and done by social actors"

(Meinhof and Richardson, 1994, cited in Hastings, 1999: 10).

Another important idea developed by Foucault is that power is not a feature of an institution per

se, but is defined relationally. Power is defined in terms of how institutions and actors are

implicated in discourses (Hajer, 1995). The power of an institution is permanent only in so far

as it is a constant feature of the discourses through which the role of that institution is being

produced (ibid). This illustrates the instability of discourses and their potential to change, and

therefore to alter power relations. The operation of a particular discourse therefore involves not

only its own reproduction but the potential stimulation of counter-discourse:

"We must make allowance for the complex and unstable process whereby discourse can

be both an instrument and an effect of power, but also ... a point of resistance and a

starting point for an opposing strategy. Discourse transmits and produces power; it

reinforces it, but also undermines and exposes it, renders it fragile and makes it possible

to thwart it" (Foucault, 1990, cited in Richardson, 1996: 281).

A key element of Foucault's understanding of power is that a range of discourses operate at any

point in time in "perpetual and fluid competition" (Foucault, 1999, cited in Sharp, 1999: 146).

A review of politics or history over time would not reveal a linear movement from one

discourse to another, but rather the many overlapping discourses in operation and their changing

influence over time (Sharp, 1999; Hajer, 1995). In the same way, the world of discourse is not

divided into a dominant and a dominated discourse (Foucault, 1976, cited in Hajer, 1995).

Although discourse analysis aims to uncover and identify particular discourses, the definition of

one discourse from another could be considered to some extent an arbitrary process due to this

overlapping nature of discourses (Sharp, 1999). Thus within the institutional context of the

eThekwini Municipality, it should be possible to identify a range of overlapping discourses with

different power effects.
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By focusing on the "plurality of discourses" Foucault attempted to explain the play of

dependencies and discontinuities within and between discourses (Hajer, 1995). He was

interested in how "a multiplicity of discursive elements ... come into play in various strategies"

(Foucault, 1976 in Hajer, 1995: 50). His idea of the "tactical polyvalence of discourses"

explored how various discursive elements together create a new "discursive space" within

which problems can be discussed (Hajer, 1995). This draws attention also to the structuring

ability of discourse - how discourse has the potential to create new realities or new ways of

talking and thinking about reality.

Foucault emphasised that discourses contain internal rules that allow them to constrain human

behaviour and maintain discursive order (Hajer, 1995). Discourses imply prohibitions since

they make it impossible to raise certain questions and steer thought and action in a particular

direction (Atkinson, 1999). In this way discourses can be exclusionary, only authorising certain

people to participate (Hajer, 1995), for example, the power of academic disciplines to exclude

certain people or issues. Discourses structure "what is ... sanctioned as thinkable and ... bestow

upon particular individuals/ organisations the right to determine the appropriate (i.e. legitimate)

scope of operations, formes) of organisation, operating procedures, etc" (Atkinson, 1999: 61).

This is useful for understanding how discourses structure institutional arrangements and

procedures in the eThekwini Municipality in a certain way, excluding other possibilities.

Sharp (1999) and Bevir (1999) draw attention to Foucault's contention that discourses need to

be searched for in the detail of policies and actions. Hence, all small actions are tied to wider

aims and objectives, reflective of a wider discourse (Sharp, 1999). The effects of an action (i.e.

the working out of power) betray the discourse that these actions promote (ibid). These ideas

were explored in Foucault's work on political institutions. He argued that the key to

understanding an institution is in terms of the ideas and concepts that give that institution its

character (Bevir, 1999). A decentred study of an institution will reveal how it is created,

sustained and changed through the meanings and ideas of a range of micro-practices (ibid).

From this perspective, the study of political institutions, such as the eThekwini Municipality,

involves the study of the processes and activities in which that institution is involved. We are

encouraged to conduct research from the "bottom up", to analyse political institutions in terms

of "local attempts to find solutions to a host of particular local difficulties" (Bevir, 1999: 356).

Consequently, this research analyses one 'micro-practice', the eThekwini Catchments Project,

to uncover the key discourses influencing environmental decision-making in the city.
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Foucault's theory of discourse contributes a great deal to our understanding of the linkages

between power and discourse, pa11icularly how the power of institutions or authorities is

maintained or changed through discourse. The strength of his theory "lies at the level of

discursive practices and the interaction and coalescence of discourses" (Hajer, 1995: 51), that

reveals the complex, overlapping plurality of discourses, which are constantly in a state of flux.

Especially relevant to research in a local government context are his views that institutional

practices (including policies and administrative action) are reflective of the wider discourses in

operation.

However, a number of criticisms have been levelled against Foucault's theory, particularly in

terms of its restrictions on the role of human agency and its shortcomings when applied in an

empirical context (Bevir, 1999; Tait and Campbell, 2000; Hajer, 1995). In contrast to the now

widely held belief in the social sciences of the dialectical relationship between structure and

agency, Foucault played down individual strategic action, and therefore the role of the subject in

discourse production and reproduction. In other words, the role of the discoursing subject

remains ambivalent (Hajer, 1995). Foucault tended to focus on the way individuals are

constructed by regimes of power, hence rejecting the idea of an autonomous subject. By

minimising human agency, his work remained at the level of social discourses, neglecting

interpersonal discursive interaction (Hajer, 1995). The individual is seen instead as "an effect of

power" (Bevir, 1999: 349). "His emphasis always remains, therefore, on the ways in which the

social world makes the subject, not the ways in which the subject makes the social world"

(Bevir, 1999: 357). Using Foucault's understanding of discourse in this research would

therefore ignore the role played by municipal officials and politicians in the production and

reproduction of discourses. Due to these limitations, Hajer (1995) argues for the need to

develop more appropriate discourse theory that gives space to human agency and the role of

individual strategic action in discourse interaction.

Although Foucault points to the important linkages between local practices and wider discourse,

his work has also been criticised for the conceptual gap between abstract theory and the study of

concrete political events, particularly at a local contextual level (Hajer, 1995; Tait and

Campbell, 2000). This problem may be influenced by Foucault's treatment of discourses as

objects, which draws attention away from the practices and contexts in which they are

embedded (Potter, 1996, cited in Tait and Campbell, 2000). Abstract discourses are seen to

interact with other abstract discourses without giving attention to other ways in which

discourses are constructed (Tait and Campbell, 2000). Linked to this, Foucault neglected the

relations between discursive and non-discursive practices, in the sense of how discursive
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practices are influenced by non-discursive and material practices (ibid). The role of the material

world in social action is understated, elevating language as the sole force of social change. Tait

and Campbell (2000) believe that the connections between abstract and practical need to be

enhanced, in order for Foucault's theory to be more useful for empirical research. This study of

discourse in the eThekwini Municipality provides an opportunity to illustrate these connections.

2.5.3 Structure - agency and the institutional context

In order to remedy, in a sense, Foucault's limited attention to human agency, both Hajer and

Sharp subscribe to a more balanced view of structure and agency. Hajer draws from Gidden's

concept of the "duality of structure" (Giddens, 1984, cited in Hajer, 1995). This is based on the

premise that individuals are not completely free to act independently, but act within the context

of the structures of society (Hajer, 1989). However, individuals also constantly reproduce

and/or transform society and societal structures (Bhaskar, 1979 in Hajer, 1989). Therefore

structures are conceived not only as constraints to action and human agency, but as enabling the

transformation of society (Hajer, 1989, 1995). The relationship between structure and human

agency is a dialectical relationship - structure and agency are interrelated and inseparable. Acts

of power are only brought about through the relationship between individuals and societal

structures. Structures alone cannot bring about societal change. As summarised by Hajer

(1995: 58),

"social action originates In human agency of clever, creative human beings but in a

context of social structures of various sorts that both enable and constrain their agency.

.. .(S)ociety is reproduced in this process of interaction between agents and structures

that constantly adjusts, transforms, resists, or reinvents social arrangements".

Taking this one step further into a discursive context, Sharp argues that individuals may be both

"structurally influenced by the discourses to which they are exposed, but also to exercise some

of their own agency in the reproduction of discourses" (Sharp, 1999: 148). Individuals'

particular circumstances will determine which discourses they are exposed to, and therefore the

discourses that they may reproduce in their personal and professional capacity. However

individuals still do have a choice as to which discourses to subscribe to or appropriate, and

which to dismiss, even though this is generally done unconsciously. These acts of human

agency therefore make an important contribution to discursive reproduction (ibid). It follows

that individuals in the municipal context play a key role in the reproduction of multiple

discourses. It is also possible for individuals to reproduce contradictory discourses in different

contexts or circumstances (Sharp, 1999).
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The way in which discourses interact with individuals can be applied to institutions (ibid). In

fact, Hajer (1995) argues that institutional arrangements are a precondition for the process of

discourse formation and change. Institutions and their associated practices (whether they be

policies, programmes or structures), require discursive "software" to operate and produce

effects. It is the interaction of individuals within the institutional context that is key to Hajer's

argumentative discourse analysis approach (which will be discussed in more detail in the next

section). As with individuals, the political realm of institutions is influenced and characterised

by a plurality of discourses, particularly in environmental politics in municipalities, where

problems are complex and comprise many different aspects (Hajer, 1993).

Environmental discourse is not one coherent whole, but the discussion of a particular

environmental problem will involve a number of discourses (Hajer, 1995). Actors can and do

draw their arguments from more than one discourse at a time. A policy document on a certain

issue may draw discursive elements from a variety of discourses. In the municipal context,

specifically, influential sources of discourses will include national policy guidelines, legislation

and even political party directives (Sharp, 1999). These discourses will compete for influence

over the municipality, and this discursive competition will be "played out in terms of many

small struggles (or non-struggles) over policy wording, decision-making structures, policy

monitoring devices, resource allocation, and the detail of policy initiatives" (Sharp, 1999: 149).

Similarly, municipalities produce and reproduce a range of discourses. Due to the volume of

discourses produced and reproduced by institutions, the potential for discursive inconsistency,

or contradictory discourses, is heightened (Sharp, 1999).

According the Hajer, the relative influence of a discourse in an institutional context is expressed

through the processes of discourse structuration and discourse institutionalisation. Discourse

structuration occurs when a discourse begins to dominate the way the institution conceptualises

the world, i.e. if actors draw on a certain discourse to ensure their credibility in particular

context (Hajer: 1993, 1995). This can occur at the level of policy documentation and in policy

debates and rhetoric (Healey, 1999). Discourse institutionalisation occurs when a successful

discourse solidifies into institutional arrangements, organisational practices and policies, or as

traditional ways of reasoning (Hajer, ibid). Thus the institutional structure and dominant

practices and procedures of a municipality can indicate whether a particular discourse has been

institutionalised. Hajer (1995) notes that a discourse can be considered hegemonic when both

discourse structuration and institutionalisation are achieved.
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An institutionalised discourse can exert considerable power in the municipal context. Actors

working within the frame of an institutionalised discourse can use their positions to persuade or

force others to interpret and approach reality as they do (Hajer, 1993). Once institutionalised,

however, a discourse still needs to be continually drawn upon (or reproduced) to retain its

power. As Hajer notes, drawing from Davies and Harn.~, "discourse is reproduced through a

sequence of speech situations" (Hajer, 1995: 55). The rules and conventions that constitute the

social order need to be confirmed and reproduced in actual speech situations, for example, in

documents and debates. Nonetheless, an institutionalised discourse can be difficult to change,

due to its reproduction through institutional arrangements and practices. Sharp (1999) raises the

important point that this discursive reproduction builds on longevity - in other words, through

policy statements, programmes and institutional decision-making structures, discourses continue

to be reproduced long after a decision on those statements, programmes and structures was

made.

Institutional structures probably play the strongest role in entrenching a particular discourse. For

example, a decision to split up environmental management functions in a municipal context into

sectoral issues (e.g. air, water) can restrict the development of new ideas and related practices

until reorganisation occurs (Sharp, 1999). This also illustrates the difficulty of deliberate

policy-making efforts to bring in a new discourse to structure institutional action. The

introduction of a new policy discourse may appear successful in that it begins to be drawn upon

by a range of actors. However, unless it filters down from the conceptual level of discourse

structuration to the level of policy practices and/or structures, i.e. institutionalisation, it cannot

be said to have achieved its intentions (Healey, 1999). The issue of discourse

institutionalisation is of particular relevance to this research, which seeks to discover whether

the discourse associated with the eThekwini Catchments Project has been institutionalised.

This discussion of discourse in the institutional context provides a strong theoretical foundation

for the analysis of the discourse dynamics in the eThekwini Municipality. However, to

undertake empirical discourse analysis requires some practical tools. As presented in the next

section, Hajer (1995, 2002, 2003) has developed some helpful concepts for use in discourse

analysis. These form part of his "argumentative discourse analysis approach".
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2.6 Hajer's argumentative discourse analysis approach and concepts

2.6.1 Argumentative discourse analysis

Hajer's approach to discourse is built on the strengths and foundation of Foucault's work, but

gives more attention to the role of human agency in discourse dynamics. The theoretical

concepts and methodology devised by Hajer have been used by a number of researchers in

recent years to explore the relationship between discourse and policy outcomes, mainly in the

environmental and planning policy contexts (for example, Bulkeley, 2000; Ginger, 2000;

Healey, 1999; Ockwell, 2001; Sharp, 1999, among others). The strength of his approach is that

it has both theoretical depth and practical applicability in empirical research, something that

Hajer has deliberately tried to achieve (Hajer, 1995).

Hajer's approach has been developed in what he calls the "argumentative discourse analysis

(ADA) tradition" (Hajer, 2002: 2). Hajer speaks of an argumentative turn, rather than a

linguistic turn, in the social sciences (Hajer, 1993,2000; Fischer and Forester, 1993). As Billig

(1987, in Hajer, 2002:2) contends,

"to understand the meaning of a sentence or whole discourse in an argumentative

context, one should not examine merely the words within that discourse or the images in

the speaker's mind at the moment of utterance. One should also consider the positions

which are being criticised, or against which a justification is being mounted. Without

knowing these counter-positions, the argumentative meaning will be lost".

This element of Hajer's work draws from discourse theory in the field of social psychology.

The work of authors such as Ham~, Davies and Billig overlaps to some extent with Foucault, but

focuses on the level of interpersonal interaction, which Hajer refers to as "social interactive"

discourse theory (Hajer, 1995: 52). From this perspective, the human subject is actively

involved in the production and transformation of discourse (Hajer, 1995). Actors are perceived

as "active, selecting and adapting thoughts, mutating and creating them, in the continued

struggle for argumentative victory against rival thinkers" (Billig, 1989 in Hajer, 1995: 54).

Environmental politics is therefore understood as an argumentative struggle in which actors not

only try to make others appropriate their understanding of problems, but also seek to position

actors in a certain way (Hajer, 1995). In the municipality, therefore, municipal actors play a key

role in the production and reproduction of municipal discourse.
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Hajer (1995) suggests that three factors determine the relative power of discursive arguments

credibility, acceptability and trust. Credibility requires that actors believe in and can appropriate

the particular argument into their own context. Acceptability relates to the whether an argument

appears necessary or attractive. Trust allows for any doubts or uncertainties to be disregarded

by virtue of confidence in the author of the argument, or in the practices which support that

argument.

ADA therefore goes beyond analysing arguments or contrasting interpretations of facts or

reality. It explores the process of argumentation, the practice within which actors are involved 

how actors position one another through language use or how they are positioned through

discourses (Hajer, 2002). Consequently ADA can be used to gain insights into how individuals

and institutions compete argumentatively to establish a particular version of reality that will

promote their objectives (Jacobs, 1999). By analysing interpersonal communication and policy

documentation in a particular policy context, the key perspectives on reality that are upheld

through argumentative discourse can be revealed (Hajer, 1995; Ginger 2000). Policy documents

should therefore be analysed beyond their technical content (Ginger, 2000). In fact, argument

can be considered as the link between technical information and policy recommendations

(Ginger,2000). Policy documents "can be understood as a form of argumentative discourse" in

which authors of policy "frame issues and make normative arguments through technical

analysis" (Ginger, 2000: 292).

While individual human agency and choice play an impOltant role in discourse production and

transformation, social-interactive discourse theory also recognises the "considerable power of

structured ways of seeing" (Hajer, 1995: 56). In other words, not all argumentative positioning

is as a result of a conscious process of choosing or excluding certain positions. It is here that

Hajer puts forward the two key concepts of his ADA approach - the story-line and the discourse

coalition. Working within an argumentative understanding of discourse, these concepts provide

the key structuring elements for undertaking empirical discourse analysis, as used in this

research.

2.6.2 Hajer's key concepts - the story-line and discourse coalition

Hajer defines story-lines as "narratives on social reality through which elements from many

different domains are combined and that provide actors with a set of symbolic references that

suggest a common understanding" (Hajer, 1995: 62). The great power of story-lines is their

ability to regulate conflict by providing common ground between discourses, and therefore to
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suggest unity despite the variety of separate discursive components of a problem or issue. The

concept of the story-line is based on the assumption that "the potential power of a text is not

derived from its consistency but from it multi-interpretability" (Hajer, 1995: 61). Story-lines act

as "discursive cement" that creates communicative networks among actors with different or

overlapping perspectives (ibid: 63).

A story-line is accepted and used in a particular context because it "sounds right", based on the

plausibility of the argument, the credibility of the author of that argument and the acceptability

of the practice in which it is produced (ibid). Story-lines are powerful political devices. They

help construct problems, and play an important role in the creation of the social and moral order

in a particular domain. Through story-lines, actors are positioned, and roles and responsibilities

are defined (ibid). Acting as metaphors, story-lines allow for the discursive complexity of a

problem to be reduced, thereby creating opportunities for problem closure. They also allow

different actors to expand their own understanding of a problem beyond their own discourse of

expertise or experience. In other words, story-lines provide narratives that allow a variety of

actors to illustrate where their work fits into the broader context of a particular problem (ibid).

Once story-lines are accepted and used by more actors, they get a ritual character, giving

permanence to a debate and rationalising a specific approach to the problem.

By reducing complexity and uniting diverse interests, story-lines have the ability to

disempower, by drawing attention away from the contextual (situated) or social understandings

of a problem (ibid). Vague story-lines which can be interpreted in a variety of ways by

different actors, with different social and cognitive commitments, replace complex disciplinary

debates. In the process key issues will get ignored or left out, and debates can be concluded

prematurely before these issues have been given sufficient attention (ibid). As such, story-lines

can promote certain interests while excluding others.

The concept of the story-line is based on Hajer's claim that discursive understanding is made

permanent by the "routinisation of cognitive commitments" (Hajer, 1995: 56). This refers to the

process whereby a person adopts a specific position and then sees the world from that angle, and

in terms of the "images, metaphors, story-lines and concepts of that position" (Davies and

Harn~, 1990, cited in Hajer, 1995: 56). Routinised forms of discourse can be well entrenched in

an institutional context, for example in the institutional arrangements and practices of a

municipality. They are particularly effective because they avoid confrontation, as to argue

against these routinised understandings is to argue against the institution itself. Discursive
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interaction within the "walls of routinised institutional structures" (Hajer, 1995: 57) is therefore

restricted and limited to the accepted ways of talking about a particular problem.

To explain how story-lines unite a diverse range of actors around a shared issue or problem,

Hajer has developed a second key concept - the discourse coalition. This he defines as "an

ensemble of (1) a set of story-lines; (2) the actors who utter these story-lines; and (3) the

practices in which this discursive activity is based" all organised around a discourse (Hajer

1995:65; 1993). Discourse coalitions are formed if previously independent practices are related

to one another through the uniting force of a shared story-line and its associated discourse (ibid).

The key advantage of the discourse coalition concept is that it shows how different actors and

organisational practices can help to reproduce or entrench a certain perspective, without

necessarily sharing core values or co-ordinating their actions (Hajer, 1993). Thus in a

municipality, discourse coalitions could be formed around shared story-lines that are relevant to

a range of municipal actors, even though these actors may represent a range of municipal

functions and perspectives that are not necessarily aligned.

Discourse coalitions are different from political coalitions in the sense that they are

linguistically based (story-lines are the foundation, not political interests) and the scope of

participants is broader, due in part to the vague nature of story-lines and their ability to draw a

wide range of role-players (ibid). Unlike political coalitions, a shared understanding of a policy

problem does not necessarily mean that members of a discourse coalition share a similar

worldview (Bulkeley, 2000). However, this does not mean that the use of a discourse and its

story-lines does not have power effects. In fact, the unity of a range of otherwise politically

unconnected role-players around a shared story-line can exert considerable political influence.

Using these concepts, Hajer (1995: 65) explains how ecological modernisation is based on a

number of "credible and attractive" story-lines. These include: "sustainable development is the

alternative to the previous pathway of defiling growth", "regulation of the environmental

problem appears as a positive-sum-game", "pollution is a matter of inefficiency", and

"anticipation is better than cure" (ibid). It is especially the most dominant story-line of

sustainable development that has drawn together a diverse range of players from around the

world to create the "first global discourse-coalition in environmental politics" (Hajer, 1995: 14).

This discourse coalition shares a way of talking about the environment and development, but

includes members with widely different agendas and worldviews. Because of the diverse nature

of the members of this discourse coalition, sustainable development as a story-line has become
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vague and can be interpreted in numerous ways. The paradox is that this coalition can only be

held together by the vagueness of its story-line (ibid).

Hajer (1993, 1995) has also used these concepts to explore the politics of acid rain in the UK

and the Netherlands. His work indicates that alternative discourse coalitions to the hegemonic

status quo, may achieve discourse structuration, but discourse institutionalisation is much harder

to achieve (Bulkeley, 2000). If discourse coalitions are not aligned to institutionalised policy

communities, their impact and therefore their chances of discourse institutionalisation are

reduced (ibid). Another important point raised by Bulkeley is that actors can "draw on different

story-lines in different contexts and therefore move between discourse coalitions" (ibid: 734).

This has important implications for research in that discourse analysis may reveal how actors

are aligned with or influenced by elements of different discourses in different contexts. It is

therefore not possible to neatly divide actors into different discourse coalition groupings.

Rather, research should focus on illuminating the discourses at play in specific contexts and

how actors are grouped in different discourse coalitions depending on the particular issues being

debated or discussed at the time.

The story-line and discourse coalition concepts are key elements of the discourse analysis

methodology introduced by Hajer (2003) in his recent work on nature development in the

Netherlands. Hajer's approach is used as the methodological framework for this research, and is

therefore outlined in more detail in Chapter 4. However, at this point it is useful to introduce

two further discourse concepts, which are key components of Hajer's methodology - policy

vocabularies and epistemic notions.

2.6.3 Hajer's discourse analysis framework: policy vocabularies and epistemic notions

Hajer divides his methodological framework for empirical discourse analysis into three

elements: firstly, the study of the 'terms of policy discourse', secondly the formation of

discourse coalitions around shared story-lines, and thirdly, the analysis of the institutional

practices in which discourses are produced (Hajer, 2003: 103). The first element, the 'terms of

policy discourse' are relevant here, and are defined as "institutionalised structures of meaning

that channel political thought and action in certain directions" (Connelly, 1983, cited in Hajer,

2003: 104). These terms consist of three layers which structure a discourse, as illustrated in

Table 2.1 below.
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Table 2.1 Hajer's terms of policy discourse (adapted from Hajer, 2003: 104)

Terms of Policy Discourse

l. Story-lines, myths and metaphors - (crisp) generative statements that that bring

together previously unrelated elements of reality and thus facilitate discourse coalition

formation.

2. Policy vocabularies - sets of concepts structuring a particular policy, consciously

developed by policy makers.

3. Epistemic notions - rules of formation that underpin theories/policies but are not

'formulated in their own right'

The first layer consists of the story-lines, myths and metaphors that assist in sustaining the

support for a particular policy programme (Hajer, 2003). As discussed in the previous section,

story-lines are short narratives that 'help people to fit their bit of knowledge, experience or

expertise into the larger jigsaw of a policy debate' (ibid: 104). Both metaphors and myths

simplify discursive complexity, enabling people to discuss complex policy issues.

Policy vocabularies, the second layer, are the "sets of concepts structuring a particular policy,

consciously developed by policy makers" (Hajer, 2003: 105). Policy vocabularies are drawn

from specific theories or policy fields, such as catchment management or environmental

science, to provide the conceptual basis of a policy. They play a key role in structuring

government policy documents, such as white papers, and determine the nature of legitimate

policy action (Hajer, 2003).

The third layer concentrates on the formative power of epistemic notions, defined as "a

regularity in the thinking of a particular period, structuring the understanding of reality without

actors necessarily being aware of it" (Hajer, 2003: 106). Epistemic notions are dominant ideas

or concepts that influence policy formation, but without being specifically formulated for that

purpose. These broadly applicable ideas can be appropriated by a range of policies in different

fields, for example the concepts 'network' and 'infrastructure' in Hajer's (2003) case study in

the Netherlands.

Thus the story-lines, epistemic notions and policy vocabularies reflected in discourse are able to

exert power in policy contexts by framing issues in certain ways. The discourse analysis
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approach of this research is aimed at uncovering these terms of policy discourse to determine

how language shapes environmental policy making in the eThekwini Municipality.

2.7 A critical role for discourse analysis

The preceding discussion has shown how discourse analysis, and in this instance, Hajer's

argumentative discourse analysis, can be employed to explore the dominance of particular ideas

or discourses within environmental politics and policy-making. Discourse analysis therefore

plays the critical role of exposing power inequalities "hidden within language use" (Ockwell,

200 I: 50). This has consequent emancipatory possibilities, which leads us to the question: how

then can discourse analysis be used as a strategic resource to make a practical impact in

environmental politics in a municipal context?

Discourse analysis can play a role "at the level of practical politics by opening up the terms of

the debate and encouraging a critical approach to policy-making" (Jacobs, 1999: 210). Put

simply, "discourse opens ways to recreate society" (Hajer, 1995: 263). Here Hajer puts forward

his ideal of "reflexive ecological modernisation". Reflexive ecological modernisation is "a

democratic process of deliberate social choice out of alternative scenarios of development (or

indeed non-development)" (Hajer, 1995: 280). The concept of reflexivity is based on Beck's

(1986) thesis of a risk society. Beck argues that the global ecological crisis is due to the

structural deficits of the institutions of industrial society, in that institutions are increasingly

unable to handle the dangers that they themselves produced (Hajer, 1995). In response to this

ecological crisis and its associated risks, Beck (1997) suggests that "reflexive modernisation" 

meaning self-confrontation and self-transformation - is taking place in society.

Giving a discursive spin to Beck's risk society, Hajer (1995: 280) defines reflexivity as "a

quality of discursive practices that illuminates the effect of certain social and cognitive systems

of classification and categorisation on our perceptions of reality". Hajer argues that the

challenge for reflexive ecological modernisation is to find appropriate institutional arrangements

in which different discourses and concerns can be "meaningfully and productively related to one

another" (ibid: 281). This is essential if environmental politics is to encourage the mobilisation

of opinions that are independent of respected authorities and institutions, such as municipalities.

Such forms of public debate, that uncover the hidden assumptions and agendas of role-players,

would allow for reflection on the kind of development that society wants at a local level.
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These ideas align with current approaches towards achieving more democratic institutional

practices, such as deliberate democracy, discursive design, environmental mediation, round

tables, consensus-building, more inclusionary and argumentative approaches to planning, and

the global move in general from government to governance (Hajer, 2003; Hajer and Kesselring,

1999; Fischer and Forester, 1993; Forester, 1999; Hea1ey, 1994, 1996, 1999; Burgess et al.,

1998). Partly as a result of an increased lack of trust in political systems and scientific

authority, there has been a growing demand for more democratic policy making in the past

decade (Ockwell, 2001; Burgess et al., 1998).

Hajer's recent work (2003) on the discourse of nature development in the Netherlands, analyses

the confrontation in environmental politics between institutionalised science-based discourses

and local ways of ascribing meaning to reality (Hajer, 2003). This confrontation led to a

broader and more inclusive approach to development. To Hajer, this story demonstrates that

different interactive policy-making practices are needed in which local actors are represented,

and which stimulates public deliberation and reflection on the future. The work of researchers in

urban policy and planning, such as Healey (1996) and Rydin (l998b), promotes the use of

discourse analysis to "construct opportunities for dialogue and new forms of politics" (Jacobs,

1999: 205), or in other words, to "explore ways of developing inter-discursive policy

formulation" (Healey, 1994: 43). In fact, one way of approaching inclusionary participation is to

view it as the task of creating a new shared discourse (Healey, 1996). Discourse theory can

therefore be put to normative use.

Discourse analysis can also be used as a tool for environmental dispute resolution. It "provides a

systematic and substantive basis for a mediator to develop better understanding of each party's

position, and thus to be able to engage more productively in the dispute negotiation process"

(Butteriss et al., 2000: 7). Discourse analysis can unearth assumptions; reveal value

judgements, norms and motives; show the nature of struggles between ideologies; and expose

practices that mask power relationships (ibid).

Key to such an approach is an understanding of how environmental politics in government

contexts is dominated by scientific experts, who tend to down play the public's opinions and

perspectives. These experts have institutionalised access to authoritative information and

influence (Killingsworth and Palmer, 2000). The expert "thinks of the political context of 'us'

and 'them', of the knowledgeable and rational experts and the uniformed and emotional public"

(Hays, undated, cited in Killingsworth and Palmer, 2000). These experts are generally applied
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scientists or technicians primarily interested in facts and procedures. According to

Killingsworth and Palmer (2000), they require large compilations of data from which they are

able to assert their authority. While preserving science's interest in inductive reasoning and the

generation of data, they tend to ignore research rules of tight argumentation and the need for

peer review (ibid).

Social theorists refer to this behaviour of government experts as instrumental rationality 

experts seek to instrumentalise the relationship between people and the natural environment

(ibid). The rhetoric of instrumentalism dominates the major documents produced by

administrative government internationally and in South Africa, such as policies and EIAs.

Government policy makers "shape the environment in a mode of rationality, referring legitimate

discourse to the expertise of managerial environmental practices" (Berger et aI., 200 I: 59).

While western democracy espouses a belief in democratic participation, this is "corrupted by the

liberal desire for efficiency, the great goal of instrumental action" (Killingsworth and Palmer,

2000: 58).

[n contrast to instrumental rationality, social theorist Jurgen Habermas put forward his notion of

"communicative rationality". Habermas was committed to public policy making which reflects

more fully and diversely on how actors explain and understand reality, as an alternative to "the

narrow diminished world of instrumental rationality and the dominant interests of economic and

bureaucratic power" (Healey, 1996: 219). This calls for communicative action involving

democratic argumentation and discussion in which actors are encouraged to bring together their

different views with the aim of reaching shared understandings. Communicative action forms

the basis ofHealey's call for democratic participation in policy making, which can lead to

"more participatory forms based on inclusionary argumentation. By this term is

implied public reasoning which accepts the contributions of all members of a

political community and recognises the range of ways they have of knowing,

valuing and giving meaning" (Healey, 1996: 219).

Such a reflexive or interactive policy-making approach is not without its pitfalls, however.

There is a lack of empirical illustrations of how discourse analysis has been used to impact on

policy-making or to bring about social or policy change (Ockwell, 200 I; Jacobs, 1999). In a

situation where, for example, the competing discourses are diametrically opposed (as in

Ockwell's (2001) study of pro- and anti-fire discourses in Australia), it is unclear whether

increased participation in the policy-making processes could overcome issues of power and
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interest (Ockwell, 2001). People who imagine the world through different discourses may

continue to "talk past one another" because they are unable to overcome the barriers between

the different conceptual languages they use (Demeritt, 1994 in Butteriss et a\., 2000; Healey,

1996).

Role-players may also be disadvantaged by their inability to present their argument in an

accepted style or language (ibid). The differences in discursive power between lay people and

those with technical, professional expertise therefore need to be recognised (Burgess et aI.,

1998). Proactive discourse managers could be employed to assist to minimise these power

effects, but it will be difficult to ensure their neutrality. Many participatory policy exercises

also have a strong "co-opting effect", leading to limited concessions being made but little real

change taking place (Hajer, 2003: 99).

Issues related to not being able to achieve consensus due to the unmanageable diversity of role

players have also been raised (Dryzek, 2000, cited in Ockwell, 200 I; Hajer, 1995). This is

particularly relevant in South Africa with its culturally diverse population, and associated

language, educational and economic differences. It is methodologically complex to make such

inclusionary approaches work (Healey, 1996). For example, public debates relating to the

chemical industry in Germany did not achieve consensus but ended in increased confusion

(Hajer, 1995). Maximising honesty and openness can lead to increased antagonism. Ockwell

(200 I) also raises the interesting point that deliberative democracy is an anthropocentric

concept, which may pose philosophical problems in terms of the representation of the interests

of non-human species. This illustrates that even deliberative, interactive approaches are

constrained by issues of representation and power. As Ockwell (2001: 48) asks, "what is more

important, democracy or sound environmental management?", a question which could take this

research along another line of debate entirely. Hajer and Kesselring's (1999) research into

transport policy in Munich reveals that neocorporist negotiations were far more effective in

bringing about sustainable mobility strategies than new democratic processes with wider

society.

What does this mean then for bringing about improved environmental policy- and decision

making in the eThekwini municipal context? While problems have been experienced in more

deliberative and interactive policy approaches, the benefits can still outweigh the difficulties.

Hajer (1995) suggests that the potential problems of more interactive policy making often relate

to specific institutional designs, and not as much to the idea of public deliberation itself.
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Interactive policy making and debate should take place at as early a stage as possible in the

policy process (Hajer, 1995; 2003). This will allow for the more inclusive definition of

problems at the outset. From Hajer's perspective, reflexive institutional arrangements should not

be based on pre-conceived problem definitions. Instead the process should include the

construction of the problem by all role-players. In the eThekwini Municipality this includes

municipal politicians and officials, civil society, business, environmental groups and NGOs.

The skills of policy makers also need to be developed to encourage and manage more

participatory approaches (Myerson and Rydin, 1991; Healey, 1996; Forester, 1999). These

would include gaining an improved understanding of argument and discourse in policy

situations and developing argumentative skills. In the planning context of local government,

Myerson and Rydin (1991) suggest that this will encourage an improved process of debate and

argument, leading to greater political involvement of all role-players, and the facilitation of

political change. Ockwell (2001) also suggests, drawing from Dryzek, that legitimacy can be

achieved without complete consensus, as long as policy decisions have been subject to

consideration and debate with all affected role-players, and represent the majority of discourses.

While the main aim of this research is to focus on illuminating the environmental discourse

dynamics at play in the eThekwini Municipality, the ideas embodied in an interactive or

reflexive policy making approach provide a useful starting point for critiquing the policy

process followed in the eThekwini Catchments project. These ideas, and the institutional

actions they suggest, align well with the strong sustainability discourse. As such they will add

an important dimension to the link between the identified discourses and their institutional

context.

2.8 Conclusion

This overview of environmental policy discourse and the complexities of discourse dynamics in

the institutional context provides a strong theoretical foundation for this research. Hajer's

discourse concepts are the key structuring elements of the analysis of environmental discourse

in the eThekwini Municipality, focused on the eThekwini Catchments project. The use of

Hajer's discourse analysis methodology ensures that a close link is maintained between the

theoretical and practical aspects of discourse. In addition to a strong theoretical foundation, the

examination of environmental discourse dynamics in the municipality requires a thorough

understand ing of the local institutional context. The following chapter therefore provides an

overview of the institutional context of the eThekwini Catchments project.
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CHAPTER THREE: CONTEXT AND CASE STUDY

3.1 Introduction

Environmental discourse III any municipality is influenced by a number of factors - by

international and national legal obligations relating to development and the environment, by

internal politics, policies and practices, as well as by the local political, social and economic

context. However, the influence of these factors has been compl icated over the past decade by

dramatic political changes within South Africa. Since 1994 municipalities have been required

to respond to a barrage of new legislation relating to development, the environment and

municipal responsibilities, while also adjusting to new municipal boundaries and consequent

institutional transformation. These changes in municipal governance have made environmental

decision-making a complex, difficult, and uncertain activity. The focus of this research, the

Urban Strategy Department project, "eThekwini Catchments 2002: A Strategic Tool for

Planning,,1 (Diederichs et aI., 2002), was therefore initiated and developed within the context of

these unsettled institutional circumstances.

This chapter provides a general overview of the context of the project. It examll1es the

economic, spatial, social and biophysical characteristics of the eThekwini municipal area, the

institutional structure of the municipality, the key legislation directing municipal governance

and development, and specific municipal initiatives relating to planning, the environment and

development. The chapter concludes with a description of the eThekwini Catchments project,

as both process and product, which provides a basis for the discussion of the research

methodology in Chapter 4.

3.2 The eThekwini Municipal Area

The eThekwini municipal area is situated on the east coast of South Africa, in the province of

KwaZulu-Natal. It covers an area of 2,297 km 2
, 1.4% of the total area of the province. With a

population of approximately 3 million (over 1/3 of the population of the province) and

generating about 60% of the province's economic activity, the municipal area is subject to wide

ranging development pressures (eThekwini Municipality, 2003a). Durban plays a key role in the

national economy as South Africa's major port city, and therefore the country's main entry and

exit point for imports and exports. It is the trading gateway to the Gauteng mineral-industrial

1 Referred to as 'the Catchments Project' in the remainder of the thesis.
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complex, and to markets and trading routes in the East (ibid). Durban is also the second largest

industrial centre after Gauteng, with manufacturing contributing about 30% to the local

economy. Other main sectors of the economy include tourism, finance and transport (ibid).

Tourism contributes about 24% to the city's economy (ibid), based mainly on the attractions of

its coastline and more recently, the conference facilities provided by the International

Convention Centre.

Durban's sub-tropical climate, topography, vegetation and coastal resources are major assets,

not only for tourism, but also for the city's residents, business and industry (Hindson et al.,

1996). The natural environment consists of a wide variety of terrestrial, freshwater and marine

ecosystems (eThekwini Municipality, 2003a). The city is located in an area of high biodiversity

due to its location in a biogeographic replacement transition zone (Hindson et al., 1996). In

essence, it is here where the tropical subtraction zone extending from East Africa in the north

meets and overlaps with the temperate subtraction zone from the Cape in the south. Fauna and

flora in the municipal area therefore represent both tropical and temperate zones (ibid). Despite

the apparent wealth of the city's natural assets, the natural systems of the municipal area have

been dramatically transformed by human settlement and exploitation. The municipality's 1996

State of Environment Report (Hindson et al., 1996) estimated that natural areas made up only

5% of the city's area at that time, i.e. when the municipal area was 60% of its current size. It

went further to say that only 1% of those natural areas were close to their original natural state.

Much of the natural resource base has been permanently altered by dredging, river canalisation,

infilling of wetlands, land reclamation and the construction of large scale infrastructure (ibid).

The city's natural systems continue to be under extreme pressure from agriculture, industry, and

commercial and residential development.

The topography of the municipal area is diverse, ranging from a flat coastal plain in the east

along the Indian Ocean through rolling hills and valleys to a steep escarpment in the west. The

river drainage or catchment system and the hilly topography of much of the municipal area act

as constraints to development, and have determined to some degree the spatial pattern of

development in the city. However, where these constraints have not been adequately taken into

account, development has resulted in environmental hazards and problems, including flooding,

soil erosion and siltation, with consequent high economic and social costs. Not only has the

natural environment been negatively impacted on by development - Durban's communities are

also at risk. In the South Industrial Basin, for example, where most of the city's industry and, in

particular, the petrochemical industry is located, local communities are threatened by severe air
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pollution, as well as water, land and noise pollution which impacts all basic life support systems

(Hindson et al., 1996).

The legacy of apartheid and the city's spatial structure has directly influenced the way that

development has impacted on the natural environment and the city's communities. The

majority of the city's urban development occupies only 35% of the municipal area and is

concentrated in a T-shaped axis roughly congruent with the national N3 and N2 highways

(eThekwini Municipality, 2003a). Areas close to these national roads are generally well

provided with infrastructural and social services, while areas on the periphery are poorly

serviced. Figure 3.1 illustrates the spatial form of the city. Apartheid planning led to the

emergence of a spatial form which is still "fragmented, racially structured and in which the vast

majority of the poor are located on the urban periphery and the affluent in the core (Hindson et

al., 1996: 23). Most of the historically black formal residential areas, and informal and peri

urban settlement, are located on the periphery, resulting in unequal and inefficient patterns of

development and service provision in the municipal area (eThekwini Municipality, 2003a).

According to the city's 2000 Quality of Life Survey, approximately 23% of the city's

households live in informal settlements (Urban Strategy Department, 2000). While the

municipality is making great strides in housing development, it still has a housing backlog of

220 000 units, which translates to the development of approximately 16 000 units per annum

over the next 10 to 15 years (Respondent 1I, Housing Department, 2003). The municipality has

also made considerable progress in service provision, such that 75% of all households now have

"access to adequate levels of basic household services" (eThekwini Municipality, 2003a: 8).

Since the establishment of the new eThekwini Municipality in December 2000, the municipal

boundary now incorporates large rural areas where many communities have limited or non

existent access to basic services. For those yet to be serviced in these newly incorporated peri

urban and rural areas, as well as the city's informal settlements, the absence of basic services

has led to deteriorating physical and social conditions, with associated health risk implications.

This has also put the natural environment under pressure, as the poor exploit natural resources to

meet their needs. A lack of adequate liquid and solid waste disposal services has led to the

pollution of underground water and streams and rivers (Hindson et aI., 1996).
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Figure 3.1 The city's spatial form

Poverty is one of the city's major challenges. Approximately 40% of Durban's households can

be classified as poor, i.e. earning less than RI 834 per month (eThekwini Municipality, 2003a).

While the city plays a key economic role in the country, and its Gross Geographic Product

(GGP) income per person is higher than the national average, the economy is growing slowly at

1.8% per annum. Unemployment is high and worsening in the city - between 30 and 40% ofthe

income earning age group are unemployed. There has been a net loss of jobs of 1.5% per

annum since 1997 - a total of 40 000 jobs lost over the past five years (ibid). A further aspect

which has exacerbated the desperate situation of the poor in the municipal area is the pandemic

oflllV/AIDS. It is projected that the city's population in 2020 will remain at it current size of

approximately 3 million due to the effects of lllV/A1DS. The pandemic not only affects the

lives ofthose infected and their families, but puts considerable pressures on the community, and

municipal and provincial social services.
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This brief overview of the municipal area reveals a natural, social and economic environment

that is under extreme pressure. As Hindson et al. (1996: Executive Summary unnumbered)

argue,

"(t)he city juxtaposes abundant resources with widespread environmental damage, green

spaces with a built environment ranging from mansions to sprawling shantytowns, the

very rich with the very poor, different cultures, and local governments which vary from

effective to collapsed".

The critical role of the eThekwini Municipality is to seek to overcome these inequalities and

problems through a new national approach to municipal governance - developmental local

government - as outlined in national legislation concerning municipal responsibilities. The

thinking behind this approach and the consequent institutional implications for the eThekwini

Municipality are reviewed in the next section.

3.3 The eThekwini institutional context

Since 1994, municipal governance in South Africa has undergone substantial changes. In order

to make municipalities more financially and administratively viable, the national government

initiated a process of municipal rationalisation through the Local Government Demarcation Act

(RSA, 1998a). This led to the demarcation and establishment of fewer, larger municipalities

(Pieterse, 2002). In terms of revenue base, larger municipalities combined viable areas with

non-viable areas, in order to provide services more effectively (ibid). Through this process, the

eThekwini municipal area was demarcated to incorporate larger areas of peri-urban and rural

land on the periphery of the previous municipal boundaries. The municipal area has grown in

size from 300 km2 prior to 1996, to 1366 km2 between 1996 and 2000, to its current area of

2297 km2 (Roberts and Diederichs, 2002). The current municipal area came into effect in

December 2000, when the last municipal elections were held. It now includes six previous

Local Council areas (North, North Central, South Central, South, Inner West and Outer West),

the previous Umkomaas Transitional Local Council area, as well as large areas of rural and

tribal land. The eThekwini Municipality is a "Category A" municipality, as described in the

Municipal Structures Act (RSA, 1998b), one of six metropolitan municipalities in the country.

The key policy objective and strategic framework of government's approach to municipal

government, is "developmental local government" (Parnell and Pieterse, 2002). Through the

Municipal Systems Act (RSA, 2000), the functions of local government have been expanded
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and transformed. The municipality is the primary agent responsible for development in the

municipal area, "the major conduit for poverty alleviation, the guarantor of social and economic

rights, the enabler of economic growth, the principal agent of spatial or physical planning and

the watchdog of environmental justice" (Parnell and Pieterse, 2002: 82-3). This new approach

to municipal governance is uniquely based on notions of sustainable democratic development at

the local level (ibid). The mechanism for performing these responsibilities is the Integrated

Development Plan, the strategic planning tool required of all municipalities in South Africa in

terms of the Municipal Systems Act.

To facilitate the achievement of its new mandate of developmental local government,

institutional transformation is underway in the eThekwini Municipality. The new institutional

structure has been approved by Council, and is closely aligned with the city's IDP, to ensure the

effective implementation of the IDP's sectoral plans, and to break down the fragmented "silo

based" delivery of the past (eThekwini Municipality, 2003a). By transforming the city's

institutional and administrative systems to be more stable, efficient and effective, the municipal

restructuring is intended to ensure "a strategically led municipality, integrated service delivery

(and) outcomes based planning" (ibid: 14). The new structure is based on six functional

clusters, each headed by a Deputy City Manager, with 27 associated sectoral units. The clusters

are: Sustainable Development and City Enterprises; Procurement and Infrastructure; Health,

Safety and Social Services; Governance; Corporate and Human Resources; and Treasury

(eThekwini Municipality, 2003a). The City Manager also has four units that report directly to

him: Geographical Information and Policy; Internal Audit and Performance Management;

International and Governance Relations; and Ombudsperson and Investigations. See Figure 3.2

below for a detailed organogram.

While the municipality's institutional framework is now in place, the finer details of how the

institution will function are still being finalised. In many sectors the municipality is still

working administratively within its previous Local Council areas framework (Respondent 6,

Development Planning, 2003). One of the city's main challenges is the disparities between

these areas. Staff resources are still unevenly spread between areas, with the central areas being

considerably better staffed. City processes, for example planning processes, also vary between

the old Local Councils areas. These are now being streamlined to ensure continuity across the

whole municipality. The process of transformation to merge the previous institutional structures

and procedures into one functional municipal entity is therefore still underway.
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Figure 3.2 Municipal institutional structure (eThekwini Municipality, 2003a: 14)

In the period leading up to the establishment of the new municipality, substantial work was done

by the city's strategic planners to investigate the demarcation of new administrative areas for the

city. However, this work was never implemented at a city-wide level, as it was decided to test

an Area-Based Management approach in five pilot areas first (as discussed in section 3.5.5).

Consequently, the city has not been divided into separate administrative regions. However, a

newly appointed Head of Regional Centres has been tasked with developing administrative

service centres to bring 'local government closer to the people through one-stop shops'

(Respondent 5, lOP Planner, 2003).

As provided by the Municipal Structures Act (RSA, 1998b), the elected decision-making body

of the municipality is the municipal council. The eThekwini Municipal Council has 200

councillors, 100 being elected ward councillors and the other 100 representative of political

parties on the basis of proportional representation (eThekwini Municipality, 2003b). An

Executive Committee comprising of 9 councillors is chaired by the city's Mayor. The

Executive Committee is the principle management committee of the municipality and reports to

the full Council. The Council also has six supporting committees which meet at least once a

month, with each councillor serving on at least one committee. These committees have certain

delegated powers by which they take decisions on behalf of Council, and report and make

recommendations to Council within their sphere of responsibility (ibid). The Council's
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supporting committees are as follows: Tender and Contract Committee; Town Planning; Health

and Safety; Economic Development and Planning; Infrastructure, Transport, Culture and

Recreation; and Housing, Land and Human Resources. The municipal councillors are therefore

responsible for making the major decisions on development and infrastructure in the city, with

consequent social and environmental implications. However, the role of the municipal officials

in environmental decision-making must not be underestimated. They play a key role in making

recommendations to the Council on a range of development decisions, and in initiating policy

which is ultimately approved by Council for implementation in the municipality. Thus

environmental policy initiatives such as the Catchments Project play a pivotal role in

environmental decision-making in the city.

3.4 The Legislative Context - Implications for Environmental Decision-making

Municipal government must act within the framework provided by national and provincial

legislation in carrying out its range of responsibilities. This section outlines the key pieces of

legislation impacting on municipal environmental governance, including the Constitution and

municipal, land use and environmental law. This legislation is one of the key influences on

municipal environmental discourse, particularly in terms of promoting EM or strong

sustainability principles.

3.4.1. The Constitution

The South African Constitution (RSA, 1996) is the supreme law of the country, providing the

foundation for all other legislation, and is binding on all spheres of government. Of particular

significance is section 24 in the Constitution's Bill of Rights, the "environmental right":

"Everyone has the right

a. to an environment that is not harmful to their health or well-being; and

b. to have the environment protected, for the benefit of present and future generations,

thorough reasonable legislative and other measures that

I. prevent pollution and ecological degradation;

11. promote conservation; and

Ill. secure ecologically sustainable development and use of natural resources

while promoting justifiable economic and social development."

While very clearly taking an anthropocentric stance towards the environment, sustainability is a

key aspect of the Constitution. This has directly influenced legislation promulgated since 1996.
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Also of relevance is Chapter 7 of the Constitution, which deals with local government matters.

Specifically, section IS2( I) states that:

"The objects of local government are-

a. to provide democratic and accountable government for local communities;

b. to ensure the provision of services to communities in a sustainable manner;

c. to promote social and economic development;

d. to promote a safe and healthy environment; and

e. to encourage the involvement of communities and community organisations in the

matters of local government".

Local government is therefore required to be democratic and accountable, focused on

sustainable development and service provision, the protector and promoter of environmental

health and safety, while also ensuring local participation. While the Constitution provides for an

enhanced role for local government, municipalities do not act in isolation (Hamann et al., 2000).

Since national, provincial and local spheres of government are "distinctive, interdependent and

interrelated", the Constitution promotes the concept of co-operative governance, to ensure that

all spheres of government work together in "mutual trust and good faith" (RSA, 1996, 40, 41).

Environmental management is shared by all levels of government and it is therefore important

that the different spheres involved work closely together to avoid duplication and confusion.

3.4.2 Municipal legislation

As discussed in section 3.3, the implementation of the Local Government Demarcation Act

(RSA, 1998a) and the Municipal Structures Act (RSA, 1998b), has led to substantial change in

municipal governance. The Local Government Demarcation Act deals with the actual physical

demarcation of municipal boundaries, through the Municipal Demarcation Board. The

Municipal Structures Act details the different categories and types of municipalities, providing

the framework for their establishment and regulating their internal systems and structures (RSA,

1998b). The eThekwini Muni~ipality is a "Category A" municipality, having exclusive

municipal executive and legislative authority in its area (RSA, 1996). The Structures Act

defines the Category A municipality as -

"(a) a conurbation featuring-

(i) areas of high population density;

(ii) intensive movement of people, goods and services;

(iii) extensive development; and
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(iv) multiple business districts and industrial areas;

(b) a centre of economic activity with a complex and diverse economy;

(c) a single area for which integrated development planning is desirable; and

(d) having strong interdependent social and economic linkages between its constituent

parts" (RSA, 1998b, 2).

The Municipal Systems Act (RSA, 2000) provides the core principles, mechanisms and

processes necessary to enable municipalities to undertake developmental local government

(RSA, 2000: preamble). Key duties of the municipal council include: the provision of

municipal services in a "financially and environmentally sustainable manner"; consultation with

the community; responsibility for promoting and undertaking development; and the promotion

of a safe and healthy environment (RSA, 2000, 4(2)). A key requirement of the Act is

municipality's duty to develop a system of participatory governance (RSA, 2000, 16).

Conditions need to be created to encourage community participation in municipal affairs

including its lOP, performance management system, budget and strategic decisions relating to

municipal service provision. Thus municipal legislation has a strong focus on involving the

local community in governance matters.

Municipalities are required to prepare an Integrated Development Plan (lOP) to meet their

Constitutional duties of developmental local government (RSA, 2000, 23). An lOP is a single,

inclusive and strategic plan for the development of the municipality and guides all decisions

relating to planning, management and development in the municipal area (RSA, 2000, 25 and

35). It thus plays a key role in directing municipal development in a particular manner. The

Municipal Systems Act's definition of development is particularly interesting, since it is clearly

influenced by sustainability principles. Development is defined as:

"sustainable development, and includes integrated social, economic, environmental,

spatial, infrastructural, institutional, organisational and human resources upliftment of a

community, aimed at-

(a) improving the quality of life of its members with specific reference to the poor and

other disadvantaged sections of the community; and

(b) ensure that development serves present and future generations" (RSA, 2000, I).

Chapter 25 of the Act details the core components of lDPs and the process for the development,

approval and review of IDPs. An lDP must reflect the following:
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(I) Council's VISIon for its long term development, an assessment of the existing level of

development;

(2) Council's development priorities and objectives;

(3) Counci I' s development strategies;

(4) A spatial development framework (SDF) (including basic guidelines for a land use

management system);

(5) Operational strategies;

(6) Disaster management plans;

(7) A financial plan; and

(8) Key performance indicators and targets (RSA, 2000, 26).

The Municipal Planning and Performance Management Regulations (RSA, 200 I) provide more

detailed requirements regarding the contents of IDPs. These regulations also elaborate on the

requirements for the preparation of a SDF, which needs to include: objectives that reflect the

desired spatial form of the municipality; strategies and policies to achieve these objectives;

basic guidelines for a land use management system; a capital investment framework; a strategic

environmental assessment; the identification of programs and projects; and a visual

representation of the desired spatial form. The SDF therefore unites spatial, environmental and

economic aspects to provide strategic guidance for city development.

3.4.3 Land use planning legislation

Apart from the planning framework provided by the IDP and its SDF at a strategic level,

municipalities continue to manage land use through a complex mix of planning and

development legislation inherited from the apartheid era. Different land use management

systems apply to different areas, with different procedures and standards (Ministry of

Agriculture and Land Affairs, 2001). In KwaZulu-Natal, land use, development and the

subdivision of land is predominantly managed through the Town Planning Ordinance (Natal,

1949) and the more recent Development Facilitation Act (RSA, 1995). In the eThekwini

municipality, Town Planning Schemes prepared in terms of the Town Planning Ordinance guide

development at a local level. However these schemes only apply to previously white, indian or

coloured group areas, while alternate apartheid-era legislation still applies to the black township

areas. The current land use planning framework is therefore fragmented and unequal in its

treatment of different localities in the city, making planning administration complex and

confusing. Imbalances in planning administration are also complicated by the different ways of
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managing planning processes in the old Local Council areas. However, efforts are underway to

streamline planning processes, so that one generic set of processes is used by all areas.

The development of new national legislation to improve planning in the country is still in

process. The only planning law passed at national level since 1994 is the Development

Facilitation Act (RSA, 1995). This act was promulgated as an interim measure to "bridge the

gap between the old apartheid era planning laws and a new planning system reflecting the needs

and priorities of the democratic South Africa" (Ministry of Agriculture and Land Affairs, 2001).

The Act provides for measures to facilitate and speed up the consideration of land development

and land use change applications by provincial development tribunals. While many large scale

developments are submitted for approval through the KwaZulu-Natal Development Tribunal,

thus sidestepping municipal planning obligations, a large proportion of land use and

development applications are still handled by the eThekwini Municipality through the old

legislation.

The White Paper on Spatial Planning and Land Use Management (Ministry of Agriculture and

Land Affairs, 200 I) recognises the need for new legislation to provide a uniform framework for

spatial planning and land use management throughout the country, in both urban and rural areas.

Consequently, a new national Land Use Management Bill is in the process of being drafted.

Once enacted, the new Land Use Management Act will replace the DFA as well as other

apartheid era planning legislation. The key principles that will underpin the new act include:

I. Sustainability - the sustainable management and use of the resources of the natural and built

environment;

2. Equality - everyone must enjoy equal protection and benefits relating to spatial planning,

land use management and land development actions;

3. Integration - separate and diverse elements involved in development planning and land use

should be combined and coordinated; and

4. Good governance - spatial planning, land use management and land development must be

democratic, legitimate and participatory (Ministry of Agriculture and Land Affairs, 200 I).

While national government plans to proceed with the proposed Land Use Management Bill in

2004, delays and complications with the drafting of the Bill have lead to provincial government

proceeding with the drafting of their own new overarching planning and land use legislation.

When the national Land Use Management Act is promulgated, provincial governments will be

able to request exemption from certain sections of the new act which overlap with new
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provincial legislation. In KwaZulu-Natal, the provincial department of Traditional and Local

Government Affairs is preparing provincial land use legislation suited to the specific context of

the province. The eThekwini municipality is involved in this legal drafting process, which is

linked to the development of its own land use management system (LUMS).

The White Paper on Spatial Planning and Land Use Management makes the point that local

government is the most important sphere for decision making relating to spatial planning, land

use management and land development. Building on the requirements of the Municipal Systems

Act, the White Paper stresses the need for an effective link between municipal strategic

planning (the IDP and SDF) and development control (the land use management system). It is

therefore essential that the new provincial planning legislation provides for the development of

municipal land use management systems which will be designed to carry out the intentions of

the IDP and the SDF. The links between strategic planning and development control will be

enhanced through ensuring that most planning and land use decisions will be made by

municipalities in terms of their new land use management systems, with certain exceptions such

as appeals against municipal decisions.

3.4.4 Environmental legislation

The National Environmental Management Act (NEMA) (RSA, 1998c) is the overarching

environmental law in South Africa. NEMA establishes key principles for decision-making on

matters relating to the environment, which apply to the actions of all organs of state in South

Africa. Of particular importance is the anthropocentric focus of the principles, which is based

on the environmental right in the Constitution. The first principle states,

"Environmental management must place people and their needs at the forefront of its

concern, and serve their physical, psychological, developmental, cultural and social

interests equitably" (section 2(2), RSA, 1998c).

Other important principles uphold the concept of sustainable development, and promote

integrated environmental management, environmental justice, equitable access to environmental

resources, benefits and services, community participation and related capacity building (section

2, RSA, 1998c). NEMA consequently focuses on the management of the environment in

relation to human needs in such a way that development is socially, economically and

environmentally sustainable. The influence of these principles is of particular importance in this

exploration of environmental discourse in the eThekwini Municipality, especially in relation to

the Catchments Project approach.
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NEMA promotes integrated environmental management uSlllg appropriate environmental

management tools, to encourage decision-making that applies these principles. It also provides a

framework for the integration of the environmental management activities of the different

spheres of government (McKenzie, 2003). The Act provides for "co-operative environmental

governance" by establishing a National Environmental Advisory Forum and a Committee for

Environmental Co-ordination (RSA, 1998c). National departments responsible for

environmental management or whose functions impact on the environment are required to

prepare environmental implementation plans and environmental management plans. The

purpose of these plans is "to coordinate and harmonise environmental policies, plans,

programmes and decisions" of government. Municipal actions and decision-making should be

informed by these plans. While local government is represented on the Committee for

Environmental Co-ordination, NEMA tends to focus on the role of national and provincial

government in environmental management, perhaps neglecting the key roles and responsibilities

of local municipalities related to the environment (Hamann et al., 2000).

The Environment Conservation Act (RSA, 1989) is the second key environmental law in South

Africa, although most of its sections were repealed when NEMA came into effect in 1998. The

Act's current importance is due to its environmental regulations (R1182 and R 1183 of 1997)

which outline particular development activities requiring the authorisation of the relevant

provincial environmental department and the associated authorisation process. While

municipalities have not been delegated the authority to process these Environmental Impact

Assessment (EIA) applications, they play a key role in providing comments to the provincial

environmental department. The environmental regulations will be repealed once NEMA has

been amended to include a similar environmental approval process. The Environment

Conservation Act will then also be repealed.

Several of the municipal officials interviewed for this thesis are involved in the review of EIA

applications, making use of municipal environmental policy in the review process. The EIA

regulations therefore play a key role in framing environmental discourse in the municipality.

However, apart from these two key environmental laws, a range of legislation governs specific

areas of environmental management in South Africa, such as marine resources, forestry and

agriculture. These all have relevance to municipal environmental governance. However, the

only other piece of national legislation of specific relevance to this case study is the National

Water Act (RSA, 1998d), discussed in section 3.4.5 below, due to its focus on catchment

management.
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3.4.5 The National Water Act

The National Water Act (RSA, 1998d) provides for fundamental reform of the law relating to

water resources in South Africa. The key premise of the Act is that water is a national resource,

owned by the people of South Africa, with the state acting as custodian of that resource

(Hamann and O'Riordan, 2000). The Act has a strong social focus and promotes equitable

access to water, particularly to ensure the provision of water for basic human needs (RSA,

1998d, 2). Sustainable management and use of South Africa's scarce water resources is

stressed, to ensure that the growing demand for water is met. Consequently, aquatic and

associated ecosystems need to be protected and the degradation and pollution of water resources

prevented (ibid).

To facilitate national water resource management, the Act provides for the development of a

national water resource strategy. This strategy provides the framework within which water will

be managed at a regional or catchment level based on defined water management areas (RSA,

1998d). Catchment management agencies are the institutions to be established to manage water

management areas. The Act's definition of a water management area (WMA) summarises this

institutional framework:

"water management area" is an area established as a management unit in the national

water resource strategy within which a catchment management agency will conduct the

protection, use, development, conservation, management and control of water resources'

(RSA, 1998d, I(xxv)).

The country has been divided into 19 WMAs aligned along the boundaries of major catchment

areas, of which three WMAs are in KwaZulu-Natal (McKay, 2003). The Department of Water

Affairs and Forestry is in the process of establishing the first Catchment Management Agencies

(CMAs) for areas of key importance for water resource management. The Mvoti to Mzimkulu

CMA is currently been established for the WMA which extends from Tongaat in the North to

Port Edward in the South and inland to the southern Drakensberg. It therefore incorporates the

whole of the eThekwini municipal area, as well as Pietermaritzburg and smaller centres along

the coast and inland. The Mvoti to Mzimukulu WMA consists of ten tertiary catchments,

including the Mvoti, Mgeni, Mkomazi and Mzimkulu river systems (Wilson and Associates,

2002). The Drainage and Coastal Engineering Department of the eThekwini Municipality has

been involved in the CMA establishment process since the project began in late 2000.
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The purpose of CMAs is to delegate water resource management to the regional level and to

involve local communities (RSA, 1998d). To represent the interests of various stakeholders in a

balanced manner, the Act provides for the establishment of a CMA governing board. Board

membership must achieve "a balance among the interests of water users, potential water users,

local and provincial government and environmental interest groups" (RSA, 1998d, 81). The

initial functions of a CMA are (RSA, 1998d)-

(a) to investigate and advise on the protection, use, development, management and control

of water resources in its water management area;

(b) development of a catchment management strategy;

(c) co-ordinatation of the related activities of water users and water management institutions;

(d) co-ordination with any development plan established in terms of the Water Services

Act; and

(e) to promote community participation performing its water management functions.

To facilitate community participation the Act also provides for the establishment of water user

associations (WUAs). Such associations operate at a "restricted localised level, and are in effect

co-operative associations of individual water users who wish to undertake water-related

activities for their mutual benefit" (RSA, 1998d, Chapter 8). Existing irrigation boards and

water control boards for stock watering are being restructured as WUAs. The Act is not clear

on the relationship between WUAs and their appropriate CMA (Hamann and O'Riordan, 2000).

However, the Act considers WUAs to be water institutions and therefore may be delegated

water management functions by the CMA if necessary.

Since 1997, the Department of Water Affairs and Forestry has also promoted the establishment

of Catchment Management Forums (CMFs), voluntary organisations focused on water resources

and related issues for particular sub-catchments (Wilson and Associates, 2002). In the Mvoti to

Mzimkulu WMA, 16 CMFs have been established, a critical part of developing the stakeholder

participation process in setting up the CMA. An example is the Mdloti CMF which was formed

to address problems such as: water quality, soil erosion, wetland protection, solid waste

disposal, pollution, eradication of alien plants and protection of indigenous vegetation (ibid).

Membership of the CMF includes tribal authorities, local farmers, WUAs, the eThekwini

Municipality, Umgeni Water and the Institute of Natural Resources. CMFs have played a

critical role in building local capacity and involvement in water management. The potential

exists for CMFs to undertake certain CMA functions particularly suited to the local level, such

as resource protection and monitoring.
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This review of national legislation relating to municipal governance, planning and the

environment gives an indication of the legislative influences on environmental discourse and

practice in the eThekwini Municipality. The chapter next considers municipal planning,

development and environmental initiatives which have been framed by national legislation, but

which also have effects on municipal environmental discourse.

3.5 Municipal Planning, Development and Environmental Initiatives

A number of key municipal initiatives, of strategic importance to development in the municipal

area, have been underway in the eThekwini Municipality in the past three years. These include

the city's Long Term Development Framework, Integrated Development Plan, Spatial

Development Framework and Area-Based Management initiative. A new Land Use

Management System is being developed to streamline land use planning in the municipal area.

Several key environmental initiatives have also been undertaken, such as the city's

Sustainability Management System and the Environmental Services Management Plan. Lastly,

the city's approach to catchment management has important implications for environmental

management. All ofthese initiatives together impact on environmental discourse and practice in

the municipality, and have particular relevance to the Catchments Project.

3.5.1 The Long Term Development Framework

The Long Term Development Framework (LTDF), approved in 2001, is a twenty year plan that

lays the foundation for democratic and developmental local government in the eThekwini

Municipal area (eThekwini Municipality, 2001 b). The LTDF provides a framework for the

Municipality's five year Integrated Development Plans, allowing for continuity between each

lOP cycle (eThekwini Municipality, 2003a). An important element of the LTDF is the city's

vision statement:

"By 2020 the eThekwini Municipality will enjoy the reputation of being Africa's most

caring and liveable city, where all citizens live in harmony. This vision will be achieved

by growing its economy, meeting people's needs so that all citizens enjoy a high quality

of life with equal opportunities, in a city that they are truly proud of' (eThekwini

Municipality, 2001 b: 4).

To achieve this vision, the LTDF aims to achieve balance in three key areas: meeting basic

needs, strengthening the economy, and building people skills and technology. Of special

interest is how the LTDF's vision makes no explicit reference to the natural environment,

instead focusing on the social and economic development of its citizens. In contrast, the city's
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lOP (completed some two years later under a new Municipal Manager) is strongly founded on

the principle of sustainability, as discussed in the following section.

3.5.2 The Integrated Development Plan

The eThekwini Municipality's revised Integrated Development Plan (lOP) for 2003 to 2007 was

adopted by Council in June 2003. To achieve its vision, the lOP presents a strategy which aims

to ensure that all its actions "contribute to sustainable development" (eThekwini Municipality,

2003a: 6). Chapter Two of the !DP, titled "Our City's Sustainable Development Strategy",

elaborates on the city's strategy for the next five years. The concept of sustainability therefore

underpins the implementation of the !DP, as stated in this chapter,

"We contend, in this revised !DP, that sustainability is not just about environmental

protection. In essence sustainability is about realising good change on all fronts - it has

as much to do with rising levels of income and having a clean supply of water as it does

with environmental protection of natural areas. eThekwini's sustainable development is

therefore about consciously building sustainability into the ways we promote economic

development, provide infrastructure and services, manage our city's finances, involve

citizens in decision making, and protect our threatened ecological spaces. The balancing

of social, economic and environmental needs of eThekwini will emphasise the efficient

use of all our resources and therefore ensure that all forms of development occur within

the carrying capacity of our natural surroundings" (ibid: 6).

Building on the key focus areas of the LTDF, the lOP outlines eight strategies that will drive

city action in the next five years:

I. Creating sustainable economic growth and job creation, as well as building strong and

vibrant local economies;

2. Regenerating existing residential areas to ensure higher quality of life for all citizens;

3. Balancing new development with renewal and maintenance;

4. Mainstreaming our co-ordinated responses to crime, HIV/AIDS and poverty alleviation;

5. Focusing on integrating delivery to maximize impact on job creation and poverty;

6. Developing a financial strategy to balance development expenditure with a strategy to grow

mcome;

7. Ensuring that local government is accountable, accessible and aligned; and

8. Maintaining the ecological integrity of the City

(eThekwini Municipality, 2003a: 11-13).
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Priority municipal programmes have been identified to implement these strategies, and a

number of institutional changes are underway to bring the municipality in line with the lOP.

Major institutional initiatives include the development of the six new organisational clusters, the

Area-Based Management approach (discussed in 3.5.4 below), partnerships with a range of

governmental, community and business actors, and the development of a new performance

management system. The lOP's six strategic plans are aligned with the six new organisational

clusters, and outline how the lOP's vision is to be achieved in the next five years.

The plan of most significance to this research is the Planning and Environment Plan, which is

the responsibility of the Development Planning and Management Unit in the Sustainable

Development and City Enterprises Cluster. The strategic purpose of this plan is to address the

city's "development challenges through the spatial restructuring of the metropolitan area"

(eThekwini Municipality, 2003a: 20). Its key aspects include the Spatial Development

Framework, the Land Use Management System, rural development, Area-Based Management,

environmental policy co-ordination and implementation, environmental impact assessment and

information co-ordination, natural resource planning and management, and coastal development

and management. The aspects of relevance to the case study project are covered in the

sections below.

The other plans which have most bearing on the case study project are the Service Delivery Plan

and the Community Service Plan. The Service Delivery Plan relates to the provision of basic

household services and the provision and maintenance of sustainable bulk infrastructure (ibid:

25). The implementing units include Housing, Electricity, Water and Sanitation, Cleansing and

Solid Waste, Engineering - which includes the Drainage and Coastal Engineering Department

and Transport, which all fall under the Procurement and Infrastructure Cluster. The Community

Service Plan relates to health service provision, crime prevention, and other social services

including recreation and parks, and falls within the ambit of the Health, Safety and Social

Services Cluster.

3.5.3 The Spatial Development Framework

A key element of the lOP is the Spatial Development Framework (SDF), as required in terms of

section 26 of the Municipal Systems Act (RSA, 2000). The SDF represents the spatial

development goals of the municipality in the form of a broad and flexible framework, while at

the same time providing clarity to decision-makers and the private sector (Ministry of

Agriculture and Land Affairs, 2001). The eThekwini Municipality defines their SDF as "the
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plan or map which suggests the appropriate location and form of physical development and

investment to promote desired outcomes" (eThekwini Municipality, 2002b: 1). This definition

is substantially narrower than the detailed definition provided in the Municipal Planning and

Performance Management Regu lations (RSA, 2001).

In essence, the eThekwini Municipality's SDF is the spatial expression of the LTDF and the

lOP, and is intended to reshape the city's spatial form to bring about more equitable, efficient

and sustainable development (eThekwini Municipality, 2002b). The SDF guides investment

and activity to best "promote economic generation potential; maximise opportunities for the

poor; promote accessibility; minimise the cost of physical expansion; ensure that people are

well located; (and to) promote a sustainable supply of environmental services" (eThekwini

Municipality, 2003b: 20). Based on settlement density, infrastructure capacity and the structure

and limitations of the natural landscape, the SDF divides the city into the urban core, urban

periphery and rural periphery (eThekwini Municipality, 2002b). The urban edge, which

coincides with the edge of the urban periphery, denotes the area beyond which urban-level

services should not be provided, in the interests of sustainability. This relates to the economic

efficiency aspect of sustainable development. The SDF also identifies key investment points and

road networks to direct public investment and encourage private investment, and to promote

public transport and accessibility (ibid). The SDF is shown below in Figure 3.3.

A number of key actions are still required to complete the SDF, including final determination of

the boundaries of the urban core, urban periphery and peri-urban areas; the establishment of

spatial policy and land use management frameworks; and political approval by the Council

(eThekwini Municipality, 2003a). It is worth noting that the current SDF is not supported

across the board. For example, the implications of the urban edge in terms of lower levels of

service provision in outlying areas is a contentious issue in certain quarters (Respondent 1,

Urban Strategy Department, 2003).

3.5.4 Area-Based Management

The city's Area-Based Management (ABM) programme was initiated to test new ways of

promoting responsive developmental government (eThekwini Municipality, 2003a). ABM

originates from municipal deliberations during 2000/2001 relating to the establishment of

administrative areas in the city. Originally the whole municipal area was to be divided up into

28 to 32 administrative areas (Respondent 5, lOP, 2003). However, the city's thinking had

changed by the time European Union funding became available for the ABM programme.
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It was decided that the funding would be most effectively used to pilot the ABM approach in

five areas first, to test different ABM models. The pilot areas, as shown on the SDF map

(Figure 3.3 above), are: Inanda-Ntuzuma-KwaMashu (INK) (a Presidential Lead Project area),

the South Industrial Basin, Cato Manor, the Inner eThekwini renewal and Urban Management

Programme area, and KwaXimba located on the rural periphery. As stated in the Business Plan

for the INK ABM area, "(t)he purpose of the (ABM) programme is to contribute to the

municipality's goal of improving governance, urban management and development, and to

strengthen the municipality's capacity to implement, oversee, monitor and learn from the five

pilot areas" (eThekwini Municipality, 2002c). The focus of ABM therefore, is to use these five

learning areas to promote close co-operation with citizens in the delivery of services, and for

Council to learn and improve on its way of doing business (eThekwini Municipality, 2003a). It

also allows for integrated, holistic development and service delivery, and focused investment in

the learning areas. The ABM programme is still in the process of being established. It will be

monitored on an annual basis and its outcomes assessed in June 2007.

3.5.5 Land Use Management System

Characteristic of all cities in South Africa, land use in eThekwini is still managed through

disparate pieces of legislation, authorities and procedures inherited from the apartheid

dispensation. However, the municipality is in the process of developing a new Land Use

Management System (LUMS), working closely with the provincial Department of Traditional

and Local Government Affairs as the new provincial land use legislation is developed. The IDP

outlines a number of key actions to facilitate the development of the LUMS. These include

measures to improve land use planning and management in the interim, such as the

standardisation and streamlining of current land use planning procedures across the whole

municipality and the preparation of land use schemes for areas without schemes (eThekwini

Municipality,2003a).

The LUMS design and implementation process first involves developing strategic, management

and operational frameworks. The SDF provides the strategic framework for the city, which will

support a hierarchy of plans at a regional and district level. The management framework

incorporates how the LUMS will perform institutionally, and therefore relates to procedures,

decision-making, community participation, information systems and general management of the

system. The operational framework consists of the land use schemes and their associated

regulations - the practical tools to manage the system on a daily basis. Once these frameworks
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are in place, the LUMS development process will proceed with translating the existing schemes

into Land Use Schemes, the development of planning by-laws, associated training, and the

establishment of a LUMS performance management system (ibid).

3.5.6 Environmental Planning and Management initiatives

The core function of the Environmental Management Branch, located in the Development

Planning and Management Unit, is the development of a Sustainability Management System

(SMS) for the municipality (Environmental Management Branch, 2003). This initiative has been

developed within the framework of a range of environmental projects falling within the city's

Local Agenda 21 (LA21) programme. LA21 has been the key driving force behind all the

environmental initiatives undertaken by the Environmental Management Branch since the

Branch was first established in 1994 (Roberts and Diederichs, 2002). When the SMS project

was initiated in 2000, it was framed as an Environmental Management System based on the ISO

14001 standard for Environmental Management Systems. However, it was later expanded to

encompass broader sustainability issues. Now that the corporate responsibility for sustainable

development in the city has been allocated to the Geographical Information and Policy Unit

(GIPO), the project may refocus on environmental issues alone (Respondent 3, Environmental

Management Branch, 2003). The appropriation of broader sustainability principles by city

management, in particular in the lOP, has led the Environmental Management Branch to revert

back to its original focus on the biophysical environment. This includes handing over the

assessment of most El As to the city's planners. The Environmental Management Branch will

now focus on issues with a clear biophysical focus, such as biodiversity management (ibid).

The city's 1998 Metropolitan Environmental Management Policy provided the framework for

the SMS initiative, and was used as a guide to assess the sustainability of municipal policies,

activities and decision-making (Roberts and Diederichs, 2002). Based on this review process,

certain key interventions were identified to improve the municipality's sustainability

performance. A number of projects are now underway aimed at encouraging sectoral municipal

departments to implement the Environmental Management Policy in their realm of

responsibility (Respondent 3, Environmental Management Branch, 2003). The lOP also outlines

key actions required to continue to develop and implement the SMS, for example, the

development of sustainability indicators, an eco-procurement programme and associated

capacity and resources.
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Over the past decade, open space planning has been one of the Environmental Management

Branch's priority areas of focus. This approach to environmental management gives particular

attention to open spaces and their role as providers of environmental resources and services,

drawing on resource economics concepts. The most recent policy document reflecting this

approach is the municipality's Environmental Services Management Plan (ESMP) which

provides "a framework for the utilisation, protection, development and management of the

environmental resources and assets within the city" (eThekwini Municipality, 200 la: i). The

ESMP builds on previous municipal open space planning initiatives, including the 1989 Durban

Metropolitan Open Space System (D'MOSS) and the D'MOSS Framework Plan (Durban

Metropolitan Council, 1999). While the main reason for the ESMP was to extend the previous

open space planning work to include the new areas of the municipality, it has also been

informed by new concepts relating to the environmental services provided by open spaces

(Environmental Management Branch, 2003).

Four key concepts underpin the ESMP (eThekwini Municipality, 2001a):

• Open space assets - Open space assets are the unsealed, or vegetated, open spaces III

Durban, excluding agricultural land and rural settlements. These open spaces include

terrestrial, freshwater, estuarine, coastal and marine ecosystems, each consisting of different

vegetation and habitat types. The total open space asset within the municipal area amounts

to 75 561 ha, approximately 33% of the total municipal area.

• Catchment Management and Planning - The ESMP explicitly recognises the benefits

associated with planning and managing development and resource utilisation on a nver

catchment basis. A catchment approach acknowledges the central role that natural

environmental systems and resources play in ensuring the long term sustainability of

development. Since river catchments are "a fundamental element in the organisation and

functioning of natural (eco) systems and a primary structuring element for urban land use

and settlement patterns", they are a logical basis for managing resource use and development

(eThekwini Municipality, 2001a: 13).

The ESMP argues that catchment planning is useful for facilitating:

(I) Integration of various scales of planning;

(2) Translation of policy into spatial and physical development management strategies

and/or tools;
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(3) Integration of various planning sectors, such as institutional, land use, environmental and

economic development planning;

(4) Identification of the spatial and physical relationships between communities, and

identification of integrated strategies to solve common problems; and

(5) A practical response to issues facing stakeholders who share a common resource base

(eThekwini Municipality, 200 I a).

A total of 18 river catchments are located either wholly or partly in the eThekwini municipal

area (see Figure 3.4). Each catchment has different locational, physical, economic, social

and spatial characteristics, and different quantities and qualities of open space asset. The

ESMP maps and quantifies the open space asset of each catchment according to different

vegetation or habitat types. It also outlines the key management actions required to respond

to existing and proposed land uses and infrastructure requirements, and to maintain existing

environmental assets, on a catchment by catchment basis.

• Environmental services - The natural ecosystems III open space contain resources and

perform functions that provide goods and services to the environment and the greater

community. These services are vital to maintain an acceptable quality of life and to meet the

basic needs of communities. Environmental services include: climate regulation, water

regulation, erosion control, soil formation, waste treatment, biological control, production of

food and natural products, recreation and cultural uses. Different ecosystems or types of

open space have varying abilities to supply these services. Different land uses also exert a

variety of demands on environmental services.

Using the tool of resource economics, an evaluation of the environmental services provided

by the municipality's open space assets has been calculated at R3.4 billion per annum. The

ESMP argues that "the loss or inappropriate management of the city's open space assets will

result in a decline in residents' quality of life, unaffordable replacement costs of

environmental services and the loss of Durban's international and local tourism assets"

(eThekwini Municipality, 2001a: v).

• Open space system design - To ensure that open space assets continue to provide

environmental services in the long-term, the open space system needs to be designed to

maximise and maintain the ecological viability of the municipality's ecosystems. The ESMP

classifies ecosystems as functional, partially functional or isolated. A key role of all
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ecosystems is to function as corridors through which energy, water, nutrients, plants and

animals can flow through and to different parts of the municipal area.
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Figure 3.4 Catchments in the eThekwini Municipal Area (adapted from Diederichs et al
2002: 6) .,
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In order to secure the environmental services delivered by open space assets, the ESMP

promotes environmental services management strategies that should focus on:

• Effective management of the open space asset;

• Integrated management of the surrounding land uses and activities that impact on the open

space asset - this includes the incorporation of environmental issues and guidelines into

LUMS; and

• Appropriate institutional arrangements with the mandate and capacity to manage and

implement open space planning and environmental management initiatives. The ESMP

argues that environmental management should be the responsibility of all municipal

departments and stakeholder groups in the municipal area. To guide and co-ordinate the

activities of all stakeholders, the ESMP recommends the establishment of an entity to

"assist, monitor and guide local, catchment or area-based environmental initiatives"; the

creation of catchment forums or other area-based entities with the necessary stakeholder

participation; and the facilitation of effective partnerships between role-players (eThekwini

Municipality, 2001a: v).

While the ESMP promotes the involvement of all stakeholders including the local community in

environmental management, it should be noted that the Environmental Management Branch still

tends to focus on the acquisition of land identified as critical open space, as its main approach to

manage the city's open spaces (Respondent 15, Consultant, 2003). A community approach to

environmental management is part of the city's catchment management strategy.

3.5.7 Catchment Management

The municipality's Drainage and Coastal Engineering Department is responsible for stormwater

management in the city. The Department has been closely involved in the DWAF process to

establish the Mvoti to Mzimkulu Catchment Management Agency (CMA). In order to align

itself with the CMA and to promote catchment management in the municipal area, the

Department is in the process of restructuring itself to provide for a separate Catchment

Management Branch (Drainage and Coastal Engineering Department, 2003). Since the new

CMA does not wish to create an unnecessary bureaucracy, it is intended that many of its

functions will be out-sourced to existing institutions such municipalities and water boards

through co-operative agreements (Wilson and Associates, 2002). Certain CMA functions could

therefore be undertaken by this new branch.
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The proposed functions of the Catchment Management Branch include: liaison with the CMA,

co-ordination of catchment management in the municipal area, co-ordination with

environmental and land use departments in the municipality, pollution monitoring, public

education relating to stormwater systems, alien plant eradication and sandwinning (ibid). The

preparation of catchment management plans will fall under the Strategic Planning,

Infrastructural Management, Technical Support and Policy Branch. This Branch will also be

responsible for floodline determination and the preparation of master drainage plans. The

Department is in the process of undertaking I: 100 and I:50 year floodline studies for the whole

municipal area.

The importance of catchments has not only been recognised by the Drainage and Coastal

Engineering Department. An Urban Strategy Department project completed in 2000 used

catchments as the framework for informing planning and development in the Umdloti-Tongaat

area of the north coast (Durban Metropolitan Council, 2000). The report argues that "(t)he

catchment provides a practical and understandable management unit that relates to the capacity

and functioning of natural systems, but is also a unit than can foster social integration on the

basis of common interest ... and provide an effective means of monitoring the outcome of

development and the expenditure of public funds" (ibid: 89). The report provides catchment

management guidelines for each of the micro-catchments identified in the study area. However,

the value of a catchments approach in municipal planning did not end here. The following

section explores how the concept of the catchment as a management unit was appropriated by a

wide range of municipal officials, leading ultimately to the initiation of the Catchments Project.

3.6 Case Study - "eThekwini Catchments 2002: A Strategic Tool for Planning"

The socio-economic, legal and institutional context of the eThekwini Municipality, as described

in the previous sections, played a key role in how the Catchments Project was initiated and

developed. The analysis of the city's environmental discourse in relation to the Catchments

Project will illustrate the importance of these contextual factors. This section moves on to

describe the Catchments Project. It first provides a background to the project, and describes the

project process and terms of reference. The conceptual basis of the project is then explored,

followed by the project methodology (the Strategic Catchment Assessment process), and the

outcomes of the project, in the form of environmental status quo indicators. The section

concludes with a discussion of the implications for planning and development in the city, as

identified in the report in response to the indicator results.
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3.6.1 Project background

The origin of the eThekwin i Catchments project 111 early 200 I was closely Iinked to the

institutional changes taking place in the municipality at the time. The ideas behind the project

were being debated at least a year before the project was initiated, in the period leading up to the

establishment of the new eThekwini Municipality in December 2000. From about the mid

1990s2, a Transformation Office had been set up by the Municipal Manager, tasked with the

management of the institutional transformation of the municipality, including the preparation of

the Integrated Development Plan. As part of the lOP process, a Spatial Theme Group was

established to provide strategic direction on the Integrated Development Plan, and more

specifically, its Spatial Development Framework. The Spatial Theme Group was convened and

managed by the Urban Strategy Department (USD\ the department broadly responsible for

advising the Council on strategies to promote integrated development in the city, particularly

relating to spatial restructuring (Urban Strategy Department, 2002). Membership of the group

consisted of the following departments: USD, Development Planning and Management

(responsible for land use planning and thus the LUMS programme), Environmental

Management, Housing, Economic Development, Drainage and Coastal Engineering

Department, Water, Wastewater and Traffic and Transportation.

At least a year before the new municipality was established, the Spatial Theme Group was

tasked with developing potential administrative regions or areas for the newly demarcated

municipal area. Various options were developed, including regions based on planning unit

boundaries, river catchment boundaries, ward boundaries, or a mix of boundary types. The

concept of using river catchments as administrative boundaries for the city had emerged from a

number of quarters. Firstly, the Environmental Management Branch's Environmental Services

Management Plan (ESMP) suggested that catchments were useful spatial units for

environmental management (Respondents 3 and 4, Environmental Management Branch, 2003).

Secondly, a recent USD project used catchments as a unit for managing development at a micro

level in the coastal zone on the North Coast (Durban Metropolitan Council, 2000; Respondent 2,

Urban Strategy Department, 2003; Respondent 15, Consultant, 2003). Thirdly, the National

Water Act's provision for the establishment of catchment management agencies was also a key

factor. By using administrative boundaries based on catchments, linkages and integration with

2 Municipal officials were not able to provide an exact date.
3 The Urban Strategy Department has recently been renamed the Geographical Information and Policy
Unit. However, since 'Urban Strategy Department' was the name used by respondents during all
interviews, for practical purposes the old name is used in this thesis. Similarly, other departments' names
are to be changed shortly in Iine with the new institutional structure, but their current names will be used
here.
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the CMA could be achieved (Respondent 4, Environmental Management Branch, 2003;

Respondent 2, Urban Strategy Department, 2003). There was strong support for the use of

catchment boundaries among the members of the Spatial Theme Group.

Politically, however, the demarcation of regions according to catchment boundaries had limited

feasibility. This was partly due to the city councillors' insistence that ward boundaries be used

in defining areas (Respondent 7, LUMS, 2003; Respondent 5, Integrated Development

Planning, 2003). Substantial work was done by the Spatial Theme Group in defining between

28 and 32 regions and their boundaries, using a mix of catchment and ward boundaries.

Ultimately, however, this work was overtaken by institutional dynamics in the city (Respondent

5, Integrated Development Planning, 2003). The demarcation of regions was linked to

deliberations on Area-Based Management (ABM). As the city's thinking relating to ABM

unfolded, it was decided that instead of using the ABM approach in the 28 to 32 areas that had

been defined, it would be best to pilot the ABM approach in five areas first, as outlined in 3.4.4

above (ibid). Consequently, the work of the Spatial Theme Group has been set aside and the

city has yet to be divided into administrative regions. The Spatial Theme Group continued to

operate for a year after the eThekwini Municipality was established, and was disbanded by the

end of 2002 (Respondent I, Urban Strategy Department, 2003).

3.6.2 Project process and terms of reference

Early in 200 I, USAIO funding was made available to the Transformation Office for five

different projects linked to the lOP. One of these projects was for an 'Environmental Strategic

Assessment'. Since the Transformation Office did not have sufficient staff to manage all these

projects, it was decided that this project should be managed by USD, although it should remain

closely linked to the lOP. During the deliberations of the Spatial Theme Group around area

management boundaries, and particularly the use of catchment boundaries, USD had become

frustrated with the lack of environmental information relating to the municipal area. This

project was therefore framed in such a way as to gather environmental information on a

catchment basis both to inform these discussions and spatial and strategic planning more

generally in the municipality (Respondent 1, Urban Strategy Department, 2003; Respondent 15,

Consultant, 2003).

Due to the environmental and catchment basis of the project, USD approached Environmental

Management to assist with the project management and partial funding of the project.

Ultimately, however, the project was wholly managed and funded by USD through USAIO,
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even though the initial catchment-based concepts and ideas behind the project originated from

the Environmental Management Branch (Respondents 3 and 4, Environmental Management

Branch, 2003; Respondent 15, Consultant, 2003). The project consultants were appointed on 30

March 2001. They were predominantly the same team of consultants appointed to develop the

ESMP, which was completed in June 2001.

In the project terms of reference, the key project tasks were outlined as follows (Urban Strategy

Department, 2001):

1. Develop a process/procedure for integrating catchments into spatial planning. Assess

current planning process and identify appropriate areas/mechanisms of intervention for

integrating a catchment-based approach.

2. Develop a technical approach for assessing catchments' roles 111 economy, society and

environment.

3. Hold a stakeholder meeting for city planners to assess and build capacity around the

technical approach.

4. Identify information requirements for implementation of catchment based planning - with

associated technology and skills.

5. Apply the approach to all municipal catchments to provide an initial assessment of

catchment characteristics.

The Spatial Theme Group meetings, held approximately twice a month, were used as the core

forum to involve municipal staff in the project. The project was therefore aimed at key spatial

and strategic planners in the city. When necessary, interim reports were sent out to the relevant

municipal departments for comment. The consultants also met with relevant departments

individually when they needed to gather specific information. USD held project team meetings

on an ad hoc basis with the consultants to manage the project progress. In January 2002 the

consultants submitted an interim report outlining the project approach and methodology, and a

draft of the final report was submitted in June 2002. Although the project was intended to be

completed in five months (i.e. by 31 August 2001), it took much longer to finalise. This was

due to a number of factors, mostly linked to difficulties in obtaining information, the uncertainty

and complexity surrounding municipal restructuring, as well as poor attendance at meetings by

overstretched municipal staff (Respondents 1 and 2, Urban Strategy Department, 2003;

Respondent 13, Consultant, 2003). The final outcome of the project was the report, "eThekwini

Catchments 2002: A Strategic Tool for Planning,,4 (Diederichs et al., 2002), presented to

4 Referred to as 'the Catchments Report' in the rest of the thesis.
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municipal staff at a meeting on 20 November 2002. The consultants specifically chose to

produce a colourful report in A3 format, and with limited text, to encourage its ease of use and

accessibility. Figure 3.5 below illustrates the project process and the key role-players involved.
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Figure 3.5 Catchments Project process and role-players

The project approach taken by the consultants was an attempt to address two issues - firstly, to

provide a workable process to guide planners towards sustainable development, and secondly to

provide environmental information to inform planning decisions (Diederichs et al., 2002). To

do this, the consultants first developed a generic Strategic Catchment Assessment Process, using

river catchments as strategic planning units. This process provided for the assessment,

incorporation and monitoring of environmental, social and economic sustainability in strategic

planning (ibid). Only a generic process could be developed within the ambit of this project due

to the complexity and uncertainty surrounding institutional structures and planning processes
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(Respondent 15, consultant, 2003). As discussed in section 3.3, planning processes varied from

one Local Counci I area to another. This lack of clarity meant that there was no 'institutional

home' for this process, meaning that it could not be practically implemented as part of the

project.

The second part of the project involved the strategic environmental assessment of each of the 18

catchments in the eThekwini municipal area, using a range of environmental status quo

indicators to 'grade' the environmental health of each catchment. Using this information, the

report outlines the implications and appropriate responses required by municipal departments to

improve environmental quality and mitigate future development impacts on a catchment-by

catchment basis through appropriate management interventions. Key extracts from the report are

attached as Appendix I, including the detailed environmental status quo assessment of two

catchments at different ends of the sustainability spectrum (Mgeni and Umgababa).

3.6.3 Conceptual basis of the project

The project is based essentially on two of the key concepts that underpin the Environmental

Services Management Plan (2001), namely 'catchment management and planning' and

'environmental services' (refer to section 3.5.7 above). The use of catchments in planning is

explicitly explained at the beginning of the report, while the environmental services concept is

implicit in the methodology and content of the report. The project's approach is based on "the

concept of river catchments forming strategic planning units" (Diederichs et aI., 2002: I). The

impacts of development, such as flood damage and water quantity and quality issues, are most

often experienced within a river catchment. Consequently, by planning development in a

strategic way within the environmental carrying capacity constraints of each catchment, many

environmental, social and economic impacts can be minimised (ibid).

The report argues that in the current planning context of the eThekwini municipality,

catchments provide a number of benefits (Diederichs et aI., 2002: 2). At a strategic level,

catchments provide for the assessment of "the overall differences in environmental quality

across the eThekwini area" (ibid). Planners are then able to distinguish between catchments on

the basis of their environmental health and ability to provide environmental services, enabling

improved decision-making about development and resource conservation. A catchments

approach is useful for integrated development planning, providing a means of integrating

different development sectors within a defined geographic area. This will enhance resource

allocation and cost-effectiveness in planning. Area-Based Management can benefit from a
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catchments approach by translating the environmental status quo into appropriate settlement

densities, land uses and infrastructure in each catchment or area. Catchments also provide a

basis for the development of LUMS, by encouraging the review of zones, clauses, regulations

and procedures relating to urban sustainability. Lastly, catchments provide a mechanism for

sectoral planning and investment to be integrated within a geographically defined area, related

to environmental quality of specific catchments.

3.6.4 Strategic Catchment Assessment Process

The generic Strategic Catchment Assessment (SCA) Process developed by the consultants is

based on a constantly updated database that feeds into environmental indicators to determine the

environmental sustainability of each catchment. Using this information, the environmental

condition of catchments and the responses to poor environmental quality should be evaluated

for acceptability, and standards should be reviewed where necessary. The pressures on the

environment should be evaluated in terms of environmental services supply and demand. The

outcomes of this evaluation stage should direct action in area-based and sectoral planning in the

city, by providing information on the opportunities, constraints and responses required. Figure

3.6 illustrates the SCA process.
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Figure 3.6 Strategic Catchment Assessment process (Diederichs et aI., 2002: 3)
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3.6.5 Environmental Status Quo Indicators

Indicators were the key tool used in the SCA process to determine the environmental status quo

of each catchment. Only environmental (biophysical) indicators were developed in the project.

The environmental indicators helped to identify: (I) the pressures that are placed on the

catchment environment by existing development; (2) the condition of the catchment as a result

of these pressures; and (3) the social and economic responses to catchment condition

(Diederichs et al., 2002). Indicators were divided into eight themes - air quality, water quality,

water quantity, flooding, sedimentation/erosion, loss of biodiversity, agricultural production,

and recreational/cultural/educational uses. For each indicator theme, the environmental

condition of each catchment was graded as either poor, moderate or good.

Based on the environmental indicator results, an overall status quo assessment of each

catchment was then made, coded as green, orange or red. Green catchments are in good

condition and currently developed within sustainability limits. Orange catchments are in

moderate condition and nearing unsustainability. Red Catchments are in poor condition and

already unsustainable. In the eThekwini municipal area, this status quo assessment indicated

that four catchments have a green status, six catchments have a red status and the remaining

eight catchments have an orange status. The red catchments coincide with the highly developed

core of the municipal area, while the green catchments are located in the southern extent of the

municipal area which has low levels of development.

3.6.6 Strategic Planning Implications

Using the environmental indicator information, the report outlines the implications for planning

and management of each catchment, taking into account the Spatial Development Framework

and urban growth scenarios for the area. The repOlt first describes the anticipated impacts of

development on environmental services. It then goes on to recommend specific responses to

manage development pressures and protect the environmental assets of the catchment. Four

types of responses are identified - strategic, land use, environmental services asset and

infrastructural responses. These are linked to the sectoral municipal departments with the

mandate to respond to these issues.

According to the Catchments Report, the SCA shows that the majority of the municipal area is

in a condition where development demands exceed, or are approaching levels that exceed, the

ability of the natural environment to sustain the type of environmental quality outlined in the

vision of the municipality (Diederichs et al., 2002). Interventions are therefore required to
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ensure the future quality of the municipal environment. The report briefly provides general

guidelines for:

• managing urban and rural development, and agriculture;

• managing major external influences outside of the municipal area through cooperation with

neighbouring municipalities;

• managing individual catchments with their unique characteristics and issues; and

• monitoring environmental quality.

The report concludes by listing the key actions required in response to the SCA (Diederichs et

al., 2002), as follows:

• increased political awareness and commitment;

• the creation of public awareness relating to how individuals and organisations can improve

environmental quality;

• incorporation of the findings of the SCA into the LTDF, ABM initiatives, and sectoral

planning and programming processes;

• appropriate development principles, guidelines and procedures; and

• establishment of integrated, inter-sectoral monitoring systems to regularly generate and

assess environmental indicators.

3.7 Conclusion

The Catchments Project and its associated report, "eThekwini Catchments 2002: A Strategic

Tool for Planning", emerged out of the specific circumstances of the eThekwini Municipality

and its national and local context. National legislation and local municipal policy and practice

all combined to influence the project process and outcomes. It is the task of this study to

interpret these contextual circumstances in terms of the role that discourse plays in

environmental pol icy making. By uncovering the discursive basis of the Catchments Project, it

will be possible to show how the relative power of different perspectives on the relationship

between society and the environment (such as EM and strong sustainability) results in specific

environmental policy outcomes. Prior to exploring these issues, however, it is first necessary to

discuss the methodological. approach taken in this research.
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CHAPTER FOUR: RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

4.1 Introduction

Environmental research tends to focus predominantly on solving practical environmental

problems, using a scientific or technical approach. Reflecting a realist perspective towards the

environment, environmental problems and issues are perceived as existing independently of

social actors. Language is considered as a neutral, value-free means of describing these

problems or issues. This research, however, draws from a different ontological perspective - it

contends that reality is socially constructed, and that language plays a key role in that

construction (Hajer, 1995; Terre Blanche and Durrheim, 1999). From this perspective,

environmental issues are socially constructed through the medium of language. Social

constructionism is concerned with uncovering and understanding discursive effects in society,

through the analysis of the spoken and written word, or 'discourse analysis'.

Consequently, discourse analysis was the methodology used in this research to explore

environmental decision-making in the eThekwini Municipality. Semi-structured interviews

with key municipal officials and the project consultants were used as the principal means of

gathering 'discursive material' for analysis. Relevant municipal reports were also analysed. The

analysis phase used a framework developed by Hajer (2003) incorporating his core concepts of

the story-line, discourse coalition, and discourse structuration and institutionalisation. The

chosen framework aimed at not only defining discourses and their associated story-lines, but

also attempted to understand the discursive processes and dynamics which lead to discourse

institutionalisation in the municipal context (Hajer, 1995, 2003). The nuances of individual

discourses were therefore deemed as significant as their social and institutional dimensions and

effects.

The practical, systematic side of qualitative data analysis was guided by an approach developed

by Dey (1993, cited in Kitchin and Tate, 2000). Dey's approach is applicable to the study of all

types of qualitative data. Discourse analysis is but one of a range of qualitative research

methods, all sharing a number of common factors. These include: an emphasis on the subject's

perspective and interpretations of reality; understanding actions and meanings in their social

context; the use of open and relatively unstructured research designs; and a preference for

inductive research, which requires strong theory if generalizations are to be made

(Robinson,1998). Unlike quantitative research, the use of qualitative research methods such as
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discourse analysis is not intended to be representative but illustrative. Qualitative approaches

"can never be replicated, only corroborated by similar studies or complementary techniques"

(Valentine, 1997: 1J I). The value of qualitative approaches is their ability to generate rich

multi-layered material which can reveal the complexities of the social world.

This chapter provides an overview of the primary and secondary data sources that formed the

basis of the research, the interview process and the role of the researcher in the interviews, the

discourse analysis framework and methodology used, and concludes with a brief discussion of

the limitations of the research.

4.2 Data Sources

4.2.1 Primary data

The primary data was sourced through fifteen interviews held with municipal officials and the

project consultants over a period of three months, from April to June 2003, as well as from the

proceedings of the final catchment project meeting held in November 2002. The interview

candidates were ehosen in consultation with staff from the Urban Strategy Department, and

focused on gaining access to as broad a spectrum of municipal departments and their related

functions as possible. The majority of the municipal officials interviewed had attended the

Spatial Theme Group meetings, at least sporadically, and therefore were involved in the project

as it progressed. One official from the Wastewater Department, who had been involved to some

extent in the project process, refused an interview, due to his lack of interest in and support for

the project.

Although not involved in the project process, the Municipal Manager, the IDP co-ordinator, the

Manager of the Environmental Management Branch, and a manager of one of the five Area

Based Management pilot areas were also interviewed. Their input gave more of an outsider's

viewpoint to the project, but was useful to situate the Catchments Project within the broader

municipal planning and development context. Attempts to set up interviews with officials from

other relevant municipal departments that had had none or limited involvement in the project,

such as Health, Water and Economic Development, were unsuccessful. This was partly because

the officials did not see any value in speaking about a project which they knew nothing about.

Since the interview process was not intended to be a process of educating municipal staff on the

project, this line of interview questioning was not pursued. All three of the key project

consultants were interviewed due to the different skills and contributions that they brought to

the project. Table 4.1 lists the officials and consultants interviewed. The table indicates either
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the municipal department or area of responsibility of each municipal official, depending on

which more accurately described their role in the municipality. The training backgrounds of the

respondents are also shown. Names have been withheld to ensure anonymity.

Table 4.1 eThekwini Catchments 2002 interviews: respondents' details

ETHEKWINI CATCHMENTS 2002 INTERVIEWS: RESPONDENTS' DETAILS

Municipal Department/ Profession/educational Interview Date
Responsibility background

01 Urban Strategy Department Town and Regional Planner 10 April 2003

02 Urban Strategy Department Town and Regional Planner 29 May 2003

03 Environmental Management Environmental management, 18 May 2003
urban ecology

04 Environmental Management Environmental science 10 April 2003

05 Integrated Development Plan~ Town and Regional Planner 06 May 2003
06 Development PlanningO Town and Regional Planner 14 May 2003
07 Land Use Management System' Town and Regional Planner 13 June 2003

08 Area-Based Management Town and Regional Planner 18 June 2003
09 Transport Transport engineer 29 April 2003
10 Drainage and Coastal Engineering Water engineer 06 May 2003
I I Housing Town and Regional Planner 08 May 2003
12 Municipal Manager Town and Regional Planner, 24 June 2003

geographer
13 Consultant Urban planning, urban design, 29 April 2003

environmental planning
14 Consultant Environmental science 07 May 2003
15 Consultant Environmental economics, 20 May 2003

urban planning

4.2.2 Secondary data

In addition to the transcribed interview material, secondary data, in the form of several key

municipal reports, was also used as a source of text for discourse analysis. The most important

source was the project report, "eThekwini Catchments 2002: A Strategic Tool for Planning"

(Diederichs et al., 2002), as well as the project terms of reference and an interim progress report

prepared by the consultants. Other texts included the city's Environmental Services

Management Plan, the Integrated Development Plan, a Drainage and Coastal Engineering

5 Respondent 5 works in the Urban Strategy Department, and is responsible for the lOP.
6 Respondent 6 works in the Development Planning and Management Department and is responsible for
planning and development control at a local implementation level.
7 Respondent 7 works in the Development Planning and Management Department and is responsible for
implementing the city's new Land Use Management System.
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Department report related to the new institutional structure based on catchment management, as

well as the draft proposal to establish the Mvoti to Mzimkulu Catchment Management Agency.

The theoretical framework of this research was developed by drawing from an extensive review

of literature relating to discourse theory, environmental politics and policy making,

environmental discourse, ecological modernisation, environmental justice and sustainable

development. As there is limited literature originating in South Africa (or in the developing

world context) which focuses on environmental politics and discourse, the consequent

theoretical framework is dominated by European discourse theory. The applicability of such

literature in the South African context could therefore be questioned. This issue is discussed

further in the concluding chapter, when the use of the chosen discourse theory for this case

study is reviewed.

Substantial work was done in developing the theoretical framework prior to initiating

interviews, to ensure that the interviews were held in such a way that the interview questions

and discussions resulted in appropriate text for discourse analysis. A clear theoretical

understanding meant that during the interviews and the transcribing process that followed,

dominant story-lines, policy vocabularies and discourses could already be identified. This aided

the analysis phase of the research process, and ensured that a strong link between the theory and

data was established.

4.3 Interviews

4.3.1 The interview process

Once the initial list of interview candidates had been generated, candidates were contacted

telephonically or by email to request an interview. An overview of the research rationale,

reasons for the interview, and interview details was used to guide this initial conversation (see

Appendix 2). Interviews were arranged at the respondent's place of work, during office hours.

Most interviews were 45 minutes to one hour long. With the agreement of the interview

respondents, all interviews were taped, and then fully transcribed later. Apart from needing a

detailed transcript of the interview conversations for discourse analysis purposes, taping of the

interviews enabled full attention to be given to the respondent. Taping aids the progress and

flow of the conversation by allowing the researcher to concentrate on how to conduct the

interview as well as the subtleties of what is being discussed (Valentine, 1997; Robinson, 1998).

Semi-structured interviews were chosen as the means of providing sufficiently detailed and rich

textual material for discourse analysis. Also referred to as 'semi-standardised', 'in-depth',
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'informal' and 'focused' interviews, semi-structured interviews are commonly defined by their

conversational nature (Ballard, 2002). Such a conversational approach means that each

interview varies "according to the interests, experiences and views of the interviewees"

(Valentine, 1997). Respondents are able to discuss issues from their perspective in their own

words, and are able to explain and elaborate further where necessary. This allows for issues to

be explored fully with the researcher, providing deeper, multi-layered material than that

achieved through more structured interview methods or questionnaires (ibid). Through this

approach, interesting perspectives and themes may emerge that were not anticipated by the

researcher. From a social constructionist perspective, therefore, semi-structured interviews "are

particularly suited for studying people's understanding of the meanings in their lived world,

describing their experiences and self-understanding, and clarifying and elaborating their own

perspective" (Kvale, 1996, cited in Ballard, 2002: 58). However, it should be clarified that,

unlike interpretive research, a social constructionist approach does not use the interview to

interpret and understand people's experiences. Instead the purpose of the interview is to uncover

those linguistic patterns which illustrate how language is used to create particular social realities

(Terre Blanche and Durrheim, 1999).

In order to provide some structure and direction to the interviews and to ensure that the main

areas of discussion were covered, guideline interview themes and questions were developed.

These were adapted for the different respondents, depending on their specific role in the project

process (see Appendix 3). As opposed to a more formal style of questioning the use of an

interview guide approach allows for flexibility in the interview sequence and wording of

questions (Kitchin and Tate, 2000). Frequently the interviews did not follow the sequence of

the guideline, in order to encourage the flow of conversation, and to follow the respondent's

train of thought. As the interviewer, it was important therefore to keep track of which issues

had been discussed, and to steer or re-orientate the conversation where necessary. Often

respondents would take the line of discussion away from the research questions, raising other

interesting perspectives or issues. However, once these issues had been adequately discussed, it

was important to bring the discussion back to the core research questions or issues. The

challenge was maintaining a balance between "keeping the interview focused and letting it flow

and take its own course" (Valentine, 1997: 120). Conducting the interviews certainly was a

learning process, and particularly in the earlier interviews, certain issues or questions may not

have been as adequately explored as one would have liked. However, the chosen approach

resulted in a wealth of interesting and often unexpected discourse and associated contextual

information, which a more formal structured approach would likely have missed.
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4.3.2 Role of the researcher in the interview

An important element of any research is to reflect on the researcher's role in the generation and

interpretation of data (Robinson, 1998). This 'reflexivity' is defined by England (1994, in

Valentine, 1997: 113) as "self-critical sympathetic introspection and the self conscious

analytical scrutiny of the self as researcher". In-depth interviews are often criticized from the

positivist camp for interviewer's bias. However, it is generally recognized in the social sciences

that no research can be completely objective (Valentine, 1997). All research is impl icitly or

explicitly informed by the particular understanding, experiences and context of the researcher.

Not even a skilled and experienced researcher "can play a purely facilitative role in allowing the

interviewee to give expression to her or his feelings and experiences" (Terre Blanche and

Durrheim, 1999: 153). The researcher plays a key role by deciding on which questions to ask

and issues to introduce, and by guiding the conversation in certain directions. Consequently, the

material generated in an interview is not a reflection of the respondent's perspectives or

discourse alone, but is produced by the interaction between the researcher and the respondent

(Ballard, 2002; Terre Blanche and Durrheim, 1999). Furthermore, the discursive material

produced in an interview situation is also a product of the broader social system and its

discourses (Terre Blanche and Durrheim, 1999).

It is also essential to be aware of the power relationships that exist between researcher and

respondents during interview encounters (Valentine, 1997). Sharing a similar professional

background with respondents can facilitate the interview conversation, producing rich, detailed

text based on mutual understanding and respect (ibid). This was certainly the case with the

interviews conducted with the municipal officials, many of whom were town and regional

planners or environmental scientists. As a researcher with an educational background in urban

and regional planning and environmental management, as well as over eight years work

experience in the town planning field, the area of discussion was familiar territory. A good

understanding of planning and environmental concepts and familiarity with the policy

vocabularies of these fields meant that most conversations were comfortable and non

threatening, facilitating in-depth discussions of the project and its context. A good

understanding of the institutional context and development and planning process issues also

aided discussion. This meant that unnecessary time was not spent on understanding this context,

but the discussion could focus specifically on the project and more complex related issues.

It is not only the researcher who exerts power in the interview relationship. Respondents are

also able to exert power through controlling access to knowledge, choosing which information
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or perspectives to share and which to exclude (Valentine, 1997). Respondents can channel the

conversation to the discussion of issues which may not be central to the research questions, or

may attempt to steer the conversation away from issues which they do not wish to discuss. This

was more evident in some interviews than others. One interview in particular was especially

difficult to conduct as the respondent was more interested in asking questions about the project

in solving certain problems, rather than answering the interview questions.

4.4 Discourse Analysis

4.4.1 Hajer's discourse analysis framework

There are a variety of ways to approach the analysis of discourse, dependent on the particular

research focus or orientation. This research uses Hajer's (2003) framework for discourse

analysis which is organised around his core concepts - the story-line, discourse coalitions,

epistemic notions and policy vocabularies. It is also structured to explore the processes of

discourse structuration and institutionalisation. Hajer's framework provides a well-structured

guide for environmental policy discourse analysis, and maintains strong links between the data

and key theoretical concepts. The framework is divided into three components: (1) study of the
\

terms of policy discourse, (2) analysis of the formation of discourse coalitions, and (3) analysis

of particular institutional practices.

As discussed in Chapter 2, the first component of the framework, the study of the terms of

policy discourse, is defined by Hajer, drawing from Connolly (1983, in Hajer, 2003: 104), as

"institutionalised structures of meaning that channel political thought and action in certain

directions". Hajer divides these terms of policy discourse into three layers - story-lines, policy

vocabularies and epistemic notions. These are discussed in detail in Chapter 2. The second

component involves the analysis of the formation of discourse coalitions. This requires the

identification of those actors that coalesce around specific story-lines, even though they may

come from different policy domains. The third component is focused on the particular

institutional practices in which discourses are produced and reproduced. It explores the

dynamics involved in the entrenchment of specific discourses in the institutional context

through the processes of discourse structuration and institutionalisation.

For the purpose of this research, Hajer's framework has been adapted slightly, as shown in

Table 4.2 below. For example, the terms of policy discourse have been re-ordered so that

epistemic notions and then policy vocabularies are considered before story-lines. Since

epistemic notions are the broader framing devices structuring policy discourse, it is more useful
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to study them first before focusing on the policy vocabularies and story-lines more specific to

the policy discourse being studied. It is also helpful to identify the policy vocabularies prior to

the story-lines. Policy vocabularies act as signposts for different policy fields, for example the

concept of 'densification' (a policy vocabulary) is associated with the spatial planning policy

field. When such policy vocabularies are evident in an extract of discourse that reflects a

particular story-line, they can indicate the policy field from which that story-line emerged.

Table 4.2 Discourse analysis framework (adapted from Hajer, 2003)

DISCOURSE ANALYSIS FRAMEWORK

1 Study of the terms of policy discourse

1.1 Epistemic Notions
Regularity in thinking of a particular period, which has formative power, i.e. structures the
understanding of reality without actors necessarily being aware of it. Epistemic notions are not
formulated in their own right for particular policy purposes.

1.2 Policy Vocabularies

Set of concepts structuring a policy, that are consciously developed by the policy makers, and
supported by a particular scientific theory.

1.3 Story-lines

Short narratives that "help people to fit their bit of knowledge, experience or expertise into the
larger jigsaw of a policy debate" (Hajer, 2003: 104).

2 Analysis of the formation of discourse coalitions around story-lines
Coalition of actors from different policy domains that refer to shared story-lines.

3 Analysis of particular institutional practices
Institutional practices are the context and outcome of discourse production and reproduction.
Has discourse structuration and/or institutionalisation occurred? How does this occur?

This is illustrated in the following extract of a municipal official's discourse: "The Spatial

Framework of the IDP document is starting to make some of the difficult choices about

rehabilitating the CBD and the Southern Basin, and that immediately forces the issue of starting

to limit growth in the north, starting to densify ... instead of the leapfrog development that is

happening" (Respondent 2, Urban Strategy, 2003). This extract reflects a story-line which

argues that 'city development must concentrate on densification of the core areas to promote

integration and the efficient use of resources'. The word 'densify' in the above extract indicates

that this story-line originates in the spatial planning policy field. The relationship between
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epistemic notions, policy vocabularies and story-lines will become clearer when demonstrated

in the analysis of the eThekwini Municipality's environmental discourse in Chapters 5 and 6.

4.4.2 The analysis process

While Hajer's framework provided the key elements of focus for the discourse analysis,

practical guidance on qualitative data analysis was drawn from an approach developed by Dey

(1993, cited in Kitchin and Tate, 2000). As argued by Kitchin and Tate (2000: 230), qualitative

data analysis "is largely an inductive, open-ended process that is not easily captured by a

mechanical process of assembly-line steps". However, Dey's approach was useful to structure

the analysis process so that the volume of discursive material could be practically and

thoroughly managed. Dey's approach consists of three main phases: description, classification

and connection (Kitchin and Tate, 2000).

The description phase entailed undertaking the full transcription of all of the interviews.

Transcribing took place as soon as possible after each interview had been conducted, to ensure

that the completed transcripts were as accurate as possible. Since the discourse analysis was not

focused on linguistic nuances and speech patterns, the transcripts were straightforward records

of what was discussed. At this stage, it was already possible to start identifying certain policy

vocabularies and story-lines as they appeared in the transcribed text.

The classification phase involved breaking up the data into constituent parts and then placing

them in relevant categories (Kitchin and Tate, 2000). This process helped to identify similarities

and differences in the data. Using Hajer's framework, each interview transcript was first

reviewed to identify the terms of policy discourse, i.e. the epistemic notions, policy vocabularies

and story-lines evident in the text. Coloured pens were used to identify these different elements.

Secondly, the transcripts were reviewed for any evidence of a discourse coalition related to the

catchment discourse and its story-lines. Lastly, data related to the institutional context, including

evidence of discourse structuration and institutionalisation was flagged.

Once the initial review of each transcript was completed, extracts from each interview were then

'cut and pasted' into a new Word file, to reflect each element of the analysis in the order shown

in Table 4.2. Through this classification process it became evident that many of the story-lines

identified were reflective of a broader discourse context than the catchment discourse. While

the focus of the research was on the Catchments Project and its associated catchment discourse

and story-lines, it was important to reflect on the other story-lines influencing environmental
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policy making. Consequently the story-line element was divided further into different types of

story-lines - planning, environment-development (including sustainability) or catchment story

lines. It was then possible to group together those extracts reflecting these different aspects. As

this was done, the specific arguments of different story-lines began to emerge. Similarly, the

institutional context element was broken into more general municipality-wide information and

that which applied directly to the catchment project.

At the end of this step each interview had been reworked in a new Word file to reflect each of

Hajer's key elements. The next step in the classification phase involved a further refinement and

ordering of the data, in order to bring the different elements identified in each individual

transcript together. Extracts from each interview transcript were grouped together in new Word

files, with each file dealing with one of Hajer's elements. Each piece of text was coded with the

number of the respective respondent, in order not to lose the source of these extracts. The

municipal staff transcripts were grouped together separately from the consultants' transcripts, to

ensure that the results of the research gave a reflection of discourse within the municipality. The

material generated from the consultants' interviews was useful for illustrating the key discursive

influences on their work, as well as linkages between their work and the discourse dynamics in

the city.

Firstly, extracts reflecting the epistemic notions identified in the individual transcripts were

grouped together in a new Word file, referenced with the respective numbers of the individual

respondents. Secondly, the policy vocabularies from all the interviews were grouped together

and then divided into different policy fields. In general, these policy fields aligned with the

different types of story-lines identified earlier, i.e. catchment, planning and environment

development. The environment-development policy field was separated further into a

sustainability and environmental policy field, since this more accurately described the nature of

these policy vocabularies. For improved understanding, the policy vocabularies were also

separated into the concepts, principles and policy tools which reflected that policy field. The

third step involved setting up Word files for each identified story-line. As with the policy

vocabularies, the environment-development story-lines were further broken down into

sustainability and environmental management story-lines.

While this part of the analysis identified general municipal epistemic notions, policy

vocabularies and story-lines, as well as those specific to the catchment project and approach, the

remainder of this 'refinement' phase focused strongly on the catchment project. The next step
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concentrated on the analysis of the catchment discourse coalition. This involved pulling together

the relevant extracts from the interview transcripts which illustrated how a discourse coalition

had formed around the catchment story-line, who the key role-players in the project were, and

the influence of the consultants during the project process. The last step in this phase drew

together interview extracts relating to the institutional issues surrounding the catchment project,

particularly focussed on discourse institutionalisation. To aid the analysis process, these

extracts were grouped into a range of institutional aspects and issues.

Once the full classification of the interviews had been completed in this manner, the final

important step in this phase involved reviewing other relevant texts. These included the

Catchments Report, the lOP and SDF documentation, as well as the full transcript of the

Catchments RepOlt presentation to municipal staff held in December 2002. This analysis also

used the framework outlined in Table 4.2, but concentrated on the terms of policy discourse.

The third stage of the analysis process, the connection phase, focused on identifying and

understanding the relationships and associations between the various elements of the analysis

(Kitchin and Tate, 2000). It was thus possible to identify the influence of the epistemic notions

on the policy vocabularies and story-lines. It also became evident that policy vocabularies and

story-lines were often connected due to their origins in a particular policy field. As argued

earlier, policy vocabularies 'flagged' the policy field from which a specific story-line may have

originated. The use of the same or similar policy vocabularies in different story-lines reflecting

different policy fields indicated the relationships between story-lines and their respective

discourses. In particular, it was possible to explore the influence of the broader municipal terms

of policy discourse on the catchment discourse. Thus this connection phase of the analysis

enabled the exploration of the complex overlapping nature of discourse interaction in the

municipality.

In addition to exploring the associations between these different elements, the connection phase

also involved reflecting on how the terms of policy discourse aligned with the EM and strong

sustainability discourses. Elements of EM and strong sustainability were identified in the

municipal epistemic notions, policy vocabularies and story-lines. Due to the overlap between

municipal discourses and the catchment discourse, the EM and strong sustainability aspects in

the municipal discourses had certain effects on the catchment discourse, and also influenced the

way in which the Catchments Project was developed. These issues will be explored in detail in

the following two chapters.
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4.5 Limitations

All research is subject to certain limitations. The use of semi-structured interviews to generate

qualitative data, and the consequent use of a discourse analysis approach means that a degree of

subjectivity was an integral part of this research. As discussed in section 4.3.2 the particular

biases and perspectives of the interviewer affect the interview process, including the questions

and issues that are raised. It is quite possible that if another researcher had interviewed the

respondents, different insights into discourse dynamics in the municipality would have emerged.

This implies that generalisations, for example, about municipal environmental discourse in

municipalities in the rest of South Africa, cannot be made. The development of the Catchments

Project in the eThekwini Municipality is a unique situation, which has been used to. illustrate

how environmental discourse dynamics operate in the institutional context.

A further limitation of the research is that its scope was limited to those involved in the

Catchments Project. Only a small group of municipal officials were interviewed. A wider

representation of municipal departments, for example Economic Development and Health,

would probably have resulted in more variation in the data. Additional terms of municipal

policy discourse and different effects of the EM and strong sustainability discourses may have

emerged. However, their lack of involvement and interest in the Catchments Project would have

made questioning difficult. It was not the intention of this research to 'educate' municipal

officials about the project, as this would have led to further bias in the responses of the

respondents. It was therefore best to limit the interviews to those involved in, or sufficiently

aware ofthe project.

The shOl1 period of time spent with each respondent also limited the research. The research

findings are based on these 'slice in time' interviews. Longer interviews, or several interviews

would have revealed more and/or reinforced what was already said. Being involved in the

Catchments Project process, from project initiation to completion, would also have been useful.

Such close involvement in the project may have generated some useful data indicating the

changing nature of discourse over time. It is likely that project meetings and discussions would

have more clearly illustrated the argumentative side of Hajer's theory, by recording the

argumentative positioning of municipal actors against one another.
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4.6 Conclusion

Despite these limitations, however, the use of Hajer's discourse approach to explore municipal

environmental policy making has proved invaluable. This chapter has attempted to provide a

concise overview of how this research was conducted. Discourse analysis is a complex and

evolving process, which requires constant review and reflection to allow the different elements

(and relationships between elements) to emerge. Much of this reflection continued while the

analysis chapters of this thesis were being written, resulting in new insights being added. The

following two chapters present the results of the discourse analysis process. The first chapter

explores the broad environmental discourse dynamics in the eThekwini Municipality. This

provides the discursive context for understanding the catchment discourse, discussed in the next

chapter. An important component of this analysis involves an examination of how municipal

environmental discourse reflects EM and strong sustainability.
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CHAPTER FIVE: ENVIRONMENTAL DISCOURSE DYNAMICS

IN THE ETHEKWINI MUNICIPALITY

5.1 Introduction

Environmental discourse in the eThekwini Municipality is the outcome of a mix of external,

internal and local influences that are appropriated or responded to by municipal officials and

councillors in a certain way, and which are adapted to suit the particularities of the local context.

Some of these influences were examined in Chapter 3 - the city's social and economic situation,

national legislation, and key internal planning, development and environmental initiatives. Of

interest is the way in which the consequent municipal environmental discourse reflects these

influences (or does not), interpreted through the lens of 'the sustainability continuum' - the

pathway from EM to strong sustainability. It is therefore helpful to begin this exploration of

environmental discourse dynamics in the municipality with a review of national legislation, to

illustrate how this external influence reflects EM and strong sustainability. The detailed

analysis of the discourse of municipal officials interviewed, as well as municipal documents and

practices, which forms the main part of this chapter, will provide more evidence of these

external influences.

Firstly, however, it would be beneficial to consider the relevance of EM to South Africa, a

developing country with associated social and economic development challenges. As argued in

Chapter 2, EM is essentially a northern or Eurocentric discourse that is best suited to

industrialised nations. It focuses on technological innovation to reduce environmental impacts,

mainly directed at business and industry. EM tends to neglect or minimise the social dimension

of environmental problems, giving precedence to management and scientific approaches and

solutions. It assumes that the western approach to development can be applied to all countries

in a sustainable manner. However, as Blowers and Pain (1999) argue, the assumed conditions

for EM are not fully present in a developing context such as South Africa's. While some of the

technological and management aspects can be (and are being) applied to industry and business

in South Africa, the country has far more pressing concerns relating to the environment. These

relate to issues of poverty, poor living .s;onditions, environmental health and overuse of natural

resources, which result in negative impacts on the environment. An EM approach is not able to

adequately respond to these problems.
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A more appropriate approach to the 'environmental problem' in South Africa is provided by the

strong sustainability discourse. Strong sustainability recognises that environmental degradation

is largely related to issues of inequality, unequal power relations and access to resources. As

such national and local government needs to promote social and environmental justice.

Government interventions include playing an increased role in providing assistance to the poor,

to ensure that environmental conditions do not worsen. Local efforts are required to facilitate

self-sufficiency, as well as to involve local communities in environmental management and

decision-making. This requires a form of participative democracy that allows local arguments

and traditional knowledge to be taken as seriously as scientific and technical information.

With these issues in mind, the next section explores how the EM and strong sustainability

discourses have been appropriated in South Africa's legislation. This provides a background for

the remainder of the chapter, which uses Hajer's discourse analysis framework as a guide to

discuss the key terms of policy discourse influencing environmental decision-making in the city.

The chapter concludes with a review of where municipal environmental discourse is placed on

the continuum between EM and strong sustainability.

5.2 EM and strong sustainability reflected in national legislation

The wide-ranging changes in legislation in South Africa, brought about since the establishment

of the new democratic government in 1994, reflect elements of both the ecological

modernisation (EM) and strong sustainability discourses. In response to the past policies and

actions of the apartheid government, civil rights, equity and empowerment issues were a key

focus of the new ANC government (Hamann et aI., 2000). Consequently, the Constitution's

Bill of Rights promotes environmental and social justice, participation of the public in

government decision-making, and social and economic development of the poor and

disadvantaged (RSA, 1996). Environmental justice is affirmed in the 'environmental right'

which states that everyone has the right to "an environment that is not harmful to their health or

well-being" (ibid: 26). Drawing on these constitutional principles, the National Environmental

Management Act is a landmark piece of legislation which draws attention to strong

sustainability concerns in environmental management, such as environmental justice, adequate

public participation and the importance of recognising all forms of knowledge, including

traditional knowledge.

In the same vein, the Municipal Systems Act promotes the inclusion of the local community in

municipal decision-making through a system of participatory governance, as well as
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environmental justice and community-focused development. In particular, the Municipal

Systems Act requires that the lOPs prepared by municipalities should represent the needs and

aspirations of the local community (RSA, 2000: 29). The National Water Act also has a strong

social focus, aimed at ensuring equitable access to water and participation in water resource

management. The Act's provision for the establishment of catchment management agencies

promotes community participation, to be enhanced through the involvement of local water user

associations. These pieces of legislation therefore provide a strong basis for "deliberative and

inclusive participation" (Hamann and O'Riordan, 2000: 28).

The story-line of sustainable development is a common thread running through South African

legislation, including the Constitution and NEMA. Municipal governments are obliged to carry

out their mandate of developmental government in a sustainable manner as outlined in the

Municipal Systems Act (RSA, 2000). Depending on how sustainable development is

interpreted, this story-line can represent both strong sustainability and the EM discourse. Other

EM concepts and principles are also reflected in legislation. The EM concept of integration is a

key focus of NEMA, which promotes the integration of government's responsibilities and roles

in relation to environmental management through co-operative governance. Integration is also

evident in the National Water Act's catchment management approach and the requirement that

municipalities prepare Integrated Development Plans. Certain aspects of western EM, such as

technological innovation and improvements in how business is run along ecological lines, are

not dominant in the legislation. NEMA does, however, promote EM policy principles relating to

internalisation of costs, such as 'the polluter pays' and 'precautionary' principles.

A key trademark of the EM discourse is its focus on technical and managerial approaches to the

environment. The institutionalisation of international environmental management approaches in

South Africa has mainly been achieved through the 1997 EIA regulations. The use of

environmental management tools to comply with the regulations, such as EIAs and EMPs, tend

to be reactive and technical, relying on scientific data and the contributions of scientific experts

(Oelofse et aI., 2002). The biophysical environment is emphasised while associated social

issues are sidelined. According to Sowman (2002) the way that ElAs are currently

conceptualised means that they have limited usefulness in contributing to sustainability. While

the principles of integration are promoted by legislation, in practice there is very limited

integration between the environmental assessment process and municipal planning and

development activities (ibid). Apart from legislated environmental management tools, the

Department of Environment Affairs and Tourism also promotes other tools such as Strategic
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Environmental Assessment, the development of ISO 14000 sustainabi Iity management systems

and other managerial approaches to the environment reflecting the EM discourse.

The EM and strong sustainability discourses are therefore both reflected in national legislation.

The key question in aiming for sustainability in South Africa is whether the legal representation

of the strong sustainability discourse is being carried out in practice. Both Peet (2002a and

2002b) and Bond (1999, 2002) draw attention to how the original social democracy policy

discourse of the ANC government has been overtaken by a neoliberal discourse which

emphasises privatisation, deregulation and trade liberalisation, in direct response to the

globalisation agenda. The original strong sustainability intentions of government therefore

contrast sharply with its current economic agenda. In practice therefore, the EM discourse, with

its focus on economic development imperatives, still tends to dominate development decision

making. As argued by Hamann and O'Riordan (2000: 33), "(p)oliticians are adept at providing

the right political rhetoric at the right times, without the concomitant action". It would appear

that the strong sustainability discourse remains predominantly at the level of discourse and

rhetoric, not moving down to being institutionalised through practice.

With this legislative context in mind, how then has environmental discourse in the eThekwini

Municipality been influenced? The remaining sections of the chapter discuss the key epistemic

notions, policy vocabularies and story-lines relating to the environment and development in the

city, and how they reflect EM and strong sustainability. These terms of policy discourse played

a key role in how the eThekwini Catchments project was framed and developed, and continue to

influence the institutionalisation of the catchment discourse. Figure 5.1 below illustrates this

environmental discourse context of the Catchments Project, and provides a guide for the

discussion to follow.

5.3 Municipal Epistemic Notions

Discourse analysis has identified four key epistemic notions that influence environmental

policy-making in the eThekwini municipality. These concepts or ideas unconsciously structure

the thinking of the municipality at a general level. In other words, they are not exclusive to any

one policy field, municipal function or profession, nor have they been consciously developed to

direct municipal policy and action. In fact, they "structure the understanding of reality without

(municipal) actors necessarily being aware of it" (Hajer, 2003: 106). However, they play an

important role in the way that policy is developed both conceptually and at a practical level.

These epistemic notions encourage an approach to policy-making that is strategic, integrated,
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systems-based, and which accords a central role to data or information. While there are clear

linkages between these structuring ideas, they are most usefully discussed individually.

MUNICIPAL ENVIRONMENTAL DISCOURSE CONTEXT

Epistemic Notions

Integration
Systems

Approach

Value of
information!

data

Sustainability

Policy Vocabularies

I Environmental Management 1

Municipal Story-lines

r

Spatial Planning

7
ETHEKWINI CATCHMENTS PROJECT

Catchment Discourse

Catchment Policy Vocabularies

Catchment Story-lines

Figure 5.1 Environmental discourse context of the eThekwini Catchments Project

5.3.1 A Strategic Approach

Almost all of the municipal officials interviewed referred to the need for a strategic approach to

planning and development, and for strategic direction to guide decision-making. As one official

argued, "resources and hard level decision-making are required from our decision-makers in

terms of strategically what they think it is that they're doing" (Respondent 3, Environmental
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Management, 2003). Apart from using strategic terminology explicitly, officials used words

such as 'metro level', 'big city vision', 'the big picture', 'a helicopter view' and 'broad

perspective'. They also drew attention to the importance of the Spatial Development Framework

and the IDP as the key strategic documents guiding the city's development - "The Spatial

Framework and the IDP document is starting to make some of the difficult choices"

(Respondent 2, Urban Strategy, 2003). Since most of the officials interviewed were either

members of the Spatial Theme Group, which was tasked with strategic spatial planning for the

city, or were in positions which required a strategic perspective, the use of strategic terminology

is perhaps unsurprising.

5.3.2 Integration

Linked to the need for a strategic approach, the importance of integration was highlighted by

most of the municipal officials. Integration is linked to the concept of holism, essentially

defined as the whole is greater than its parts (Barrrow, 1999). Hol ism seeks to "understand the

totality of problems rather than their components" (ibid: 131). In the city, integration can be

interpreted in different ways, as the Municipal Manager (Respondent 12, 2003) commented 

"Integration is important, but integration means different things". It can mean integration

between the strategic planning and implementation levels of the municipality - " ... we tried to

close the gap between just formulating policy and ... the coal front. So we tried to get involved

at implementation, to make it feed back into policy" (Respondent I, Urban Strategy, 2003).

Integration also means co-ordination, so that line-function departments work together to align

sectoral planning and implementation - a key element of the IDP. From a spatial planning

perspective integration refers to the cohesion and functional linkages within local communities

in a particular area - "You have to look at a community as a whole, especially trying to

integrate communities with other communities, ... the main crux of the city trying to implement

their ... IDP" (Respondent 6, Development Planning, 2003). Whatever integration means for

different municipal officials, however, it has a strong influence in framing municipal policy and

practice.

5.3.3 A Systems Approach

A dominant way of understanding and operationalising integration is to take a systems approach

(Hooper et aI., 1999). While not all of the municipal officials interviewed referred directly to

systems, a systems approach is one of the municipality's key organising principles. This is

reflected in their descriptions of the natural environment - 'the river system', 'a natural system',

'ecosystem', 'open space system' - as well as man-made infrastructure - 'the bulk system',
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'reticulation system', 'stormwater system'. The city also develops and maintains a number of

systems to perform its functions, including 'GIS systems', the' Land Use Management System',

'information systems', 'the Sustainability Management System', to name a few. Even the city

has been defined as a system, requiring a strategic and integrated approach to its management-

" ... we need a city-wide understanding in terms of what we're trying to do, ... we need

to have a geographical understanding of how these catchments in this case fit into the

sustainability of the system as a whole" (Respondent 12, Municipal Manager, 2003).

A systems approach draws from systems theory, which defines a system as "a set of components

that interact with each other" (Clayton and Radcliffe, 1996). Systems theory emphasises the

connections between objects or events, as much as understanding the objects and events

themselves. A systems approach is reflected in ecosystem theory, which defines an ecological

system as "a community of organisms and their physical environment interacting as an

ecological unit" (Barrow, 1999: 170). A system is therefore a set of linked components. Since

linkages are often not direct, it is useful to conceptualise a system as a web or network (ibid).

Systems theory has been applied across a broad range of contexts as a way to understand,

integrate and manage the complexity of relationships between phenomena. It is particularly the

management aspect of the systems approach that is important, in that it attempts to reduce

complexity and bring coherence to complex situations. Systems provide 'a multi-dimensional

framework in which information from different disciplines can be integration (Clayton and

Radcliffe, 1996). The dominance of this epistemic notion in the municipality illustrates its

usefulness as a way to promote integration in a range of spheres of responsibility.

5.3.4 Value of information or data

The final epistemic notion assigns a key role to data or information in guiding municipal policy

and decision-making. Across the board, municipal officials stressed that up-to-date and

accurate data was essential to ensure appropriate strategic decision-making and to perform their

functions effectively. An example is this statement (Respondent 7, LUMS, 2003) -

"I'm a very strong believer in facts, data, because too often we make judgements based

on our best guess, our instinct, our gut feel, our experience... .I'm not saying planners

should stop relying on that, but we also need to start depending on some real facts and

figures. There are too many big unknowns".
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Municipal officials focused on the need for technical or scientific data, which would feed into

appropriate databases, information systems, models or GIS systems. Words such as 'technical

information', 'datasets', 'baseline', 'figures', 'GIS layers', 'outputs', and 'units of measure' all

reflect this focus on technical data. Beyond just collecting data, the Municipal Manager stressed

the need for a strategic approach to data collection. A great deal of time is spent "collecting data

and very little time understanding the quality of that information and more importantly, what

that information should be used for. So it never becomes more than just data, it never becomes a

knowledge base ... " (Respondent 12, Municipal Manager, 2003). He therefore asked the

question - "are we doing as much thinking as we are doing collecting?" (ibid). A more strategic

approach was suggested by the use of data for monitoring progress and change over time, using

tools such as indicators and 'performance yardsticks'.

An interesting point is that the use of a database or information system approach could be

considered as an appropriate way to reduce the need for communication between sectors within

the municipality, as reflected in these comments - " ... we don't need to interact with them if

we've got their layer on our system" (Respondent 11, Housing, 2003), and

"I want to get flexibility in the system ... the ability that I can interrogate, depending on

whether I'm looking at that micro level or the macro level, whether I'm looking

spatially or sectorally, whether I'm looking temporally or a slice-in-time kind of thing,

whether I'm looking at rich or poor whatever, I'm able to use the same database to

interrogate different options" (Respondent 12, Municipal Manager, 2003).

While this focus on technical, factual information pervades the municipality, there is some

attention being given to the need to share information with the local community, and for

community concerns to be fed back to the municipality. This was particularly evident in the

lOP process that involved the public widely through workshops and ward-based public

meetings. Communication with local communities is a key element of the Drainage and Coastal

Engineering Department's organisational restructure along catchment management lines. The

Department will shortly appoint Catchment Co-ordinators to "talk to communities and basically

co-ordinate things. And feed information up and down" (Respondent 10, Drainage and Coastal

Engineering, 2003).

In general, these key municipal epistemic notions reflect the EM discourse. EM promotes

integration between disciplines and government functions as demonstrated by the city's

strategic approach to encourage integration in city development. The use of systems language
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and tools to carry out a range of municipal functions also reflects EM, particularly the use of

systems ecology concepts in environmental management. The instrumental rationality of the

municipality is illustrated in its focus on technical data in decision-making. This aligns well

with the techno-managerial approach of EM which contends that with adequate information

environmental impacts can be managed and controlled. Municipal officials tend to place a

higher value on factual data, as opposed to seeking the input of the wider community. Some

officials did refer to the importance of community participation in city management and

development, which reflects an aspect of strong sustainability. However, in general the

communicative rationality of the strong sustainability discourse is submerged by a focus on

factual scientific information, which is characteristic of an EM approach.

5.4 Municipal Policy Vocabularies

Policy vocabularies are the concepts consciously developed by policy makers that structure a

particular policy (Hajer, 2003). A review of the policy vocabularies used by the municipal

officials interviewed gives an indication of the key policy areas or fields which most strongly

influence their work and thus their handling of environment-development Issues. The most

dominant policy vocabularies can be grouped into three broad policy fields 

sustainability/sustainable development, environmental management and spatial planning. Apart

from the engineering officials, these policy fields align with the planning and environmental

management training of most of those interviewed. However, the scope for engineering

vocabularies to be revealed in the interviews may have been affected by the nature of the

interview discussions which focused on environmental management and planning issues related

to the eThekwini Catchments project. The policy vocabularies are summarised in Table 5.1

below, and have been divided into policy concepts or principles, and their associated tools and

approaches.

The sustainability or sustainable development policy field was strongly reflected in the

discourse of the Municipal Manager, Environmental Management officials and almost all of the

planners. Exceptions were officials with more clearly defined developmental functions

(Transport, Drainage and Coastal Engineering, Housing and ABM). The concept of

sustainability or sustainable development is pro-actively promoted by the municipality in its

lOP as the guiding principle for municipal decision-making, as discussed in Chapter 3. It is

therefore not surprising to find it reflected strongly in the discourse of municipal officials. The

officials interviewed also referred to a number of tools and initiatives to encourage and measure
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sustainability, including the city's Sustainable Management System, Local Agenda 21 and

sustainability indicators.

Table 5.1 Key municipal policy vocabularies

POLICY FIELD/AREA POLICY VOCABULARIES

CONCEPTS/PRINCIPLES TOOLS/APPROACHES

Sustainability/Sustainable Sustainability Sustainability Management System

development Sustainable development Local Agenda 21
Environmental sustainability Sustainability Status Quo Analysis

Measures of sustainability
Sustainable Development Plan (in
IDP)

Environmental Natural system, resource base Environmental Management System
Management Ecological processes Environmental policies

Ecological biodiversity Coastal planning and management
Conservation/environmental value Strategic Environmental Assessment
Development footprint State of Environment Report
Development threshold Environmental atlas
Environmental impacts Monitoring
Cumulative impacts Indicators
Quality of life, environmental health Environmental Management Plans
Risk, hazard Environmental Impact Assessments,
Resource economics concepts Scoping reports
Internalisation of costs Cost-benefit analysis
Win-win situation Environmental design

Metropolitan Open Space Open space, open space asset
System (sub-policy field of Open space planning
Environmental Management) Durban Metropolitan Open Space

System

Environmental asset, natural assets
Environmental/ecosystem services

Spatial Planning Urban containment, densification, Spatial Development Framework
compact city, consolidation Land Use Management System
Urban edge, infrastructural fence Plans, town planning schemes
Nodes and corridors Planning procedures and processes
Areas, space, spatial issues Development control
Land use management

Policy vocabularies reflecting the environmental management policy field were drawn on and

used by all officials interviewed, although the Environmental Management officials and

planners working at an implementation level (i.e. LUMS, Development Planning and ABM)

used a wider range of these vocabularies. The Environmental Management Branch officials

focused on urban ecology and biodiversity, resource economics, and open space planning

concepts. They drew attention to both strategic and site specific environmental management
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tools - such as environmental management systems, indicators, cost-benefit analysis, EIAs and

EMPs. Those planners working at an implementation level focused on concepts relating to

development impacts, such as the 'development footprint', but also illustrated a strong

awareness of environmental concepts such as biodiversity and biospheres, and the D'MOSS

concepts of environmental assets and services. They also mentioned both strategic and site

specific environmental management tools.

The strategic planners in the city (Urban Strategy, lOP and the Municipal Manager)

concentrated on strategic environmental issues and tools, such as cumulative environmental

impacts, SEA and indicators, although in general they drew on broader sustainability policy

vocabularies. In contrast, the developmental sectoral officials (Housing, Drainage and Coastal

Engineering and Transport) drew on environmental concepts relating to environmental impacts,

risks and hazards, but aimed at finding solutions and alternatives. They also showed an

understanding of D'MOSS concepts, particularly environmental services. EIAs, indicators and

the use of environmental information on GIS were the key tools mentioned. It is interesting to

note how the environmental policy vocabularies of municipal officials varied depending on their

key functions. Different concepts and tools were drawn upon relative to their understanding of

environmental management and their functional needs in the municipality.

In contrast to environmental management, the policy vocabularies of the spatial planning policy

field were not as widely represented in the discourse of municipal officials, although they were

used by planning and non-planning officials. Planning concepts such as 'urban containment'

and the 'urban edge' were used by the strategic and LUMS planners, as well as by

Environmental Management and Transport. These concepts have particular relevance to the

latter two, because of the implications of urban densification on their functional areas. These

concepts are embodied in the Spatial Development Framework (SDF), which was mentioned

predominantly by the planning and Environmental Management officials. Planning tools and

procedures tended to receive more attention than the planning concepts, such as LUMS, existing

town planning schemes, and regulatory planning procedures. This may illustrate some of the

difficulties experienced by non-planning officials in grappling with abstract planning concepts,

as opposed to the more practical and site-specific planning procedures.

In addition to these three key policy fields, it is worth mentioning those policy fields that are

more narrowly represented by the officials interviewed, as summarised in Table 5.2 below.

Firstly, most officials expressed community participation policy vocabularies in a general sense.
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However, the use of vocabularies calling for higher levels of participation and social justice,

such as 'community ownership' and 'community perspectives' were expressed exclusively by

Respondent I (Urban Strategy) and Respondent 8 (ABM). Secondly, policy vocabularies

relating to engineering and development were used by the officials representing Housing,

Drainage and Coastal Engineering, and Transport. Predominant were cost-related policy

vocabularies concerned with the economic viability of development projects. Lastly, stormwater

management policy vocabularies were drawn on by Drainage and Coastal Engineering,

including catchment concepts which will be discussed further in Chapter 6.

Table 5.2 Secondary policy vocabularies

Policy Field Secondary Policy Vocabularies

Community participation Public consultation and involvement

Stakeholder participation processes

Environmental education, awareness

Capacity-building

Community ownership, buy-in

Community perspectives

Social justice

Engineering and Infrastructure - bulk, platform

Development Infrastructure capacity, planning

Engineering solutions, measures

Geotechnical issues

Project management

Cost-benefit analysis

Cost comparisons

Financial and social viability

Cost recovery

Stormwater management Concepts - network of rivers, stormwater systems

Stormwater run-off, erosion, sedimentation, siltation

Water users, water providers

Flooding risk, hazard

Floodline issues

Catchment concepts

Tools - Master drainage plans

Water detention facilities

Catchment tools

As with the municipal epistemic notions, the EM discourse tends to dominate the policy

vocabularies used by the municipal officials. EM's core concept, sustainable development is

reflected, particularly through the use of terms such as 'sustainable systems' and 'measures of
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sustainability' which align with the managerial aspect of EM. Most dominant were the

environmental management policy vocabularies which indicate a focus on the biophysical

environment and technical approaches for environmental management. Systems ecology and

resource economics concepts, reflective of EM, were also prevalent. Planning vocabularies too

focused on a management approach to development. While officials did express community

participation policy vocabularies, the strong level of participation and empowerment envisioned

by the strong sustainability discourse was limited. These policy vocabularies provide some of

the key concepts and structuring elements for the municipality's story-lines. The alignment of

the policy vocabularies with either of the EM or strong sustainability discourses is therefore

illustrated more clearly in the discussion of the story-lines in the next section.

5.5 Municipal Story-lines

According to Hajer (1993, 1995) a policy discourse is composed of a number of story-lines.

Due to their multi-interpretability and simplification of a particular issue or problem, these

story-lines can have the power to draw together a group of actors, often with diverse

perspectives and interests (ibid). The existence of such discourse coalitions give power to a

discourse through its use and reproduction in speech and written text. Hajer's (2003) framework

for policy discourse analysis is designed to analyse the story-lines and discourse coalition

associated with a single policy discourse, in Hajer's case the discourse of nature development.

While it was a fairly straightforward process to analyse the catchment discourse in this manner,

the analysis of the broader environmental discourse context was a little more complicated. This

was because the analysis identifies a multiplicity of municipal story-I ines which in turn relate to

a number of discourses. This corresponds with Foucault's contention (in Sharp, 1999) that

many overlapping discourses operate at anyone time in an institutional context. The

relationships between discourses are complex and constantly changing. Consequently,

identifying the discourses to which these story-lines 'belong' was not a straightforward task.

One way of providing a discursive 'home' for the identified story-lines was to link them with

the key policy fields discussed in section 5.3. Many of these story-lines have originated out of

one or other of the identified policy fields - sustainability, environmental management, or

spatial planning. It was therefore possible to identify associated sustainability, environmental

management or spatial planning discourses underpinned by specific story-lines. These policy

discourses have been used to group municipal story-lines, and at least identify the policy fields

from which story-lines originated. Story-lines which do not align clearly with any of these three

discourses are discussed separately.
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A key feature of story-lines, as defined by Hajer (1995), is their multi-interpretability, and the

fact that they consist of a combination of elements from different domains. Thus story-lines

cannot be limited to one policy field or policy discourse. While they may originate in a specific

policy field, story-lines may also be drawn on by actors representing other policy fields. In fact,

the more powerful a story-line, the more it is drawn on from a wide group of actors and their

respective policy fields. For example, to state that a spatial planning story-line only represents

the spatial planning discourse in fact defines it too narrowly, because once it is drawn upon by

other non-planning sectors, its meaning can change to suit other contexts. Story-lines can

therefore represent and even uphold two different discourses at the same time, but in different

ways. The following discussion attempts to explore some of these complexities. Instances

where story-lines reflect an alternative discourse or policy field will be discussed to illustrate

how story-lines can be used in different contexts in the municipality.

5.5.1 Sustainability Story-Lines

Sustainability has been conceptualised as a policy field, a discourse and a story-line. Hajer

(1995) defines sustainability as the key global story-line underpinning the discourse of

ecological modernisation. In the eThekwini municipal context, sustainability is one of the key

strategic discourses being advocated by municipal leadership, in particular the Municipal

Manager. Sustainability is not intended to be an 'add-on' to municipal strategies and functions,

but is intended to underpin all municipal activities and decision-making - it is the "life breath of

the lOP" (eThekwini Municipality, 2003a: 6). The key question is whether the sustainability

discourse is being institutionalised. In other words, is the sustainability discourse moving from a

conceptual policy level to being appropriated by municipal officials in such a way that it guides

their day-ta-day work and decision-making?

Discourse analysis revealed several story-lines reflecting and supporting the sustainability

discourse. These were used predominantly by officials working at a strategic planning level,

who had been closely involved in the preparation of the lOP and SDF, as well as those whose

core job functions centred on sustainability, such as the Environmental Management Branch.

However, the sectoral development-orientated officials did not explicitly use sustainability

story-lines, making more use of environmental management story-lines.
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The main sustainability story-lines identified are:

• Social, economic and environmental aspects need to be balanced in development - This

story-line reflects one of the most common definitions of sustainable development, showing

three interlinked circles of the environment, economy and society. Statements such as

" ... sustainability, which is about economy, environment and society, with a dash of politics

thrown in ..." (Respondent 12, Municipal Manager, 2003), and "what (we) tried to write into

the IDP was just much broader sustainability issues ... stretching from the open space asset

through to public works programmes and employment" (Respondent 2, Urban Strategy,

2003) show how this story-line is being appropriated by municipal officials.

In relation to the Catchments Project, this sustainability story-line was specifically drawn on

by Respondents I and 5 (Urban Strategy and IDP) to stress the need for social and economic

aspects or indicators in addition to the biophysical indicators. lt was argued, for example,

that "we will need to add value to this by doing the social and economic indicators at some

point, so then it gets nice and holistic" (Respondent I, Urban Strategy, 2003); and

"Isn't there in a sense a missed opportunity in that ... we talk about sustainability in

its broadest sense, right, but when we have phase one, which is looking at

biophysical, and then sometimes we fail to pick up, because there's not enough

aggressive marketing to pick up the other two issues" (Respondent 5, IDP, 2003).

The use of this sustainability story-line indicates that certain municipal officials are aware of

the need for a balanced approach to development, with equal attention being given to social,

biophysical and economic issues. However, as illustrated by the above quote, there is still a

tendency for sustainability to be interpreted in a way that focuses more on the biophysical or

economic aspects, while neglecting the social dimensions, reflective of an EM approach to

sustainabi Iity.

• Sustainability requires efficiency and improvement in the way that municipal

functions are carried out - Municipal performance is a key element of the lOP and a

performance management system is being established to ensure that the municipal plans are

carried out as intended. This story-line therefore links performance management with

sustainability discourses, as reflected in these statements defining sustainability: "It's trying

to do things better than we are currently doing them, and look for opportunities for that kind

of thing to happen" (Respondent 2, Urban Strategy, 2003); and ''It's a process. It's about
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doing the best you can with the resources available. It's actually probably not more complex

than that ... " (Respondent 3, Environmental Management, 2003). Current efforts to ensure

the efficient use of land, facilities and resources in the city, indicate the institutionalisation

of this interpretation of sustainability. An example is the Spatial Development Framework

which encourages the development of a compact city to maximise the use of existing

services and to minimise development costs. Again, this story-line focuses on one aspect of

sustainability and EM - the economic efficiency and cost-effectiveness aspect - neglecting

this time, the social and environmental aspects.

• Economic growth can be generated from waste - This story-line was expressed in

relation to a municipal agriculture project that is using water from a sewage treatment works

as fertiliser - " ... now there is a project which is sustainability at work because you are

creating wealth from a waste product" (Respondent 2, Urban Strategy, 2003). A key aspect

of EM is reflected in this story-line - the economic benefits of recycling and reusing waste.

• Local Agenda 21 (LA21) - Using the words 'LA21' or 'Agenda 21' has become

synonymous with sustainable development, and in particular the public participation

element of sustainability. As Respondent I (Urban Strategy, 2003) argued, in a discussion

about community participation, "Planning processes must be your Agenda 21 processes".

Respondent 3 (Environmental Management, 2003) focused on the environmental

management system aspect of LA21 - "in order to achieve the Local Agenda 21 mandate,

we need an environmental management system for this Council". LA21 as a story-line can

therefore align with both environmental management and community participation

discourses. Consequently, depending on its interpretation, this story-line reflects aspects of

both the EM and strong sustainability story-lines.

• Sustainability requires the development of environmental management systems and

tools - A managerial approach to sustainable development is embodied in the range of tools

and management systems that have been developed to manage environmental impacts and

encourage sustainability, such as environmental management plans, ISO 14000,

sustainability management systems (SMS) and indicators. The municipality's SMS

embodies this approach, as illustrated in this statement - " ... we realised that no one was

doing the sustainable development thing, and so we ... stepped out there very boldly and

said "Ok, well we'll do it". So we developed the Sustainability Management System"

(Respondent 3, Environmental Management, 2003). This sustainability story-line therefore
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links well with the environmental management discourse and its story-lines. As such it

reflects the techno-managerial aspect of EM which perceives environmental protection as a

management problem (Hajer, 1995).

• The key to sustainability is institutional will- Expressed by Environmental Management,

this story-line contends that appropriate institutional structures, political will and support is

required if sustainability is to be achieved. As Respondent 3 (Environmental Management,

2003) argued,

"The only thing that's almost key to sustainable development is the institutional strength

and will. Without that none of it works. The problem is that institutionally the stuff

needs to be taken on board and resolved through decision-making - that's the missing

leg of sustainable development, that fourth institutional thing".

This story-line raIses the issue of governance, the political aspect of sustainable

development, the importance of which is often underestimated. As will be shown In

Chapter 6, institutional will and support plays a key role in discourse institutionalisation.

• Planning encompasses sustainability - this story-line shows how the planning policy field

has been influenced by the sustainability discourse. Respondent 2 (Urban Strategy, 2003) in

particular stressed how planning initiatives in the city promoted sustainability:

"For me, planning is about sustainability issues";

"And this whole concept of an urban edge and urban containment ... were
basically all around sustainability"; and

"the SDF is the embodiment of sustainability good practice".

Further discussion of the planning story-lines in section 5.4.3 will show how the

sustainability and planning story-lines complement each other. It is the planners in

particular who have appropriated the sustainability story-lines, partly due to the nature of the

planning profession which promotes a strategic and integrated approach to development.

As discussed in Chapter 2, sustainability can be interpreted in any number of ways. This small

sample of municipal officials' statements shows how, even within a narrow group of actors with

similar professional backgrounds and shared orientations, sustainability has been given different

meanings. As Respondent 3 (Environmental Management, 2003) commented, "I don't think
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anyone interprets sustainability. I think sustainability is a great myth". Whichever way it is

interpreted, sustainability is being used as the chief discourse for motivating positive change on

all fronts in the eThekwini Municipality. It is important to note, however, that these story-lines,

and the ones to follow, indicate that municipal officials do not integrate the three aspects of

sustainability in an equitable way. One aspect, usually the economic or biophysical, tends to be

given more attention. While this is probably due to the specific sectoral responsibilities of

municipal officials that focus more on one aspect than another, it illustrates how difficult it is to

ensure that all aspects are considered equally. Overall, it is the social aspects, representing the

strong sustainability discourse, which usually receive the least attention.

5.5.2 Environmental Management Story-lines

Environmental management discourse turns the focus of sustainability towards the biophysical

environment, with an emphasis on how development impacts on the environment are to be

managed. The use of environmental management policy vocabularies by a range of municipal

officials, and their use of environmental management tools in practice indicate that

environmental management approaches are becoming entrenched in the municipality. Officials

also use a number of environmental management story-lines, indicating that the

institutionalisation of the environmental management discourse is taking place. The managerial

and biophysical focus of the EM discourse therefore plays a key role in environmental decision

making. Key environmental management story-lines identified are:

• The environment needs to be protected and managed - This broad story-line was

identified explicitly or implicitly in the discourse of all the municipal officials interviewed.

Apart from Environmental Management officials, the story-line was predominantly used by

officials working at an implementation level (Local Planning, ABM, Housing, Drainage and

Coastal Engineering and Transport). It shows that at a broad level, municipal officials

recognise the importance of the environment and the management of development impacts.

Statements reflecting this story-line include the following-

"I think each of us have got a responsibility to the environment" (Respondent 9,

Transport, 2003);

"(we are) certainly very supportive of what Environment are wanting to try and do"

(Respondent 10, Drainage and Coastal Engineering, 2003); and

"I understand the environment is important and we need to preserve that", and "We

don't want to touch environmentally sensitive land" (Respondent 11, Housing,

2003).
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At a practical level, this story-line relates to the need to manage development impacts -

''It's those cumulative impacts which are greater in big cities like this than they

would be in smaller environments, where you know the environment is big enough

and patient enough to accommodate the impacts we make" (Respondent 12,

Municipal Manager, 2003);

"I think that approach in a certain small core of planners here has now become more

widely spread, and we automatically think now, 'Ok, what's the environmental

impact here? What's the environmental dimension to this intervention that we're

doing?'" (Respondent 7, LUMS, 2003); and

"we were thinking more of the management approach to the environment. .. You're

trying to redeem an environment that there's a big footprint, that's already in place,

but that has a direct impact ... " (Respondent 8, ABM, 2003).

This story-line is also reflected in a range of institutional practices In the municipality

relating to environmental management. These practices are not restricted to the

Environmental Management Branch. A few examples are:

I. El As and EMPS are becoming common practice in development sectors of the city;

2. Development Planning and Management planners consistently use environmental

principles when assessing development applications;

3. Environmental issues are being integrated into the reVISIon and extension of town

planning schemes;

4. The new ABM programme IS specifically developing environmental management

interventions as part of its area management mandate; and

5. The Drainage and Coastal Engineering Department has proposed an 'environmental

arm' as part of the organogram for its new Unit, recognising the need for environmental

professionals to be involved in catchment management.

Consequently, in the discourse of municipal officials and in the city's institutional practices,

the environmental management story-line has achieved a high degree of credibility and

acceptability. This may be partly due to the fact that environmental management is

legislated through the EIA regulations and NEMA. However, it indicates that the

managerial and biophysical fOCllS of EM has been strongly appropriated by the municipality.

The environment is the basis of development - This story-line goes a step further than

merely recognising the importance of the natural environment, arguing that the environment
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IS the foundation of economiC, social and physical development. As explained by

Respondent 3 (Environmental Management, 2003), " ... resource economics concepts ...

reiterate something we feel was very important, that the environment is the basis of

development, that it is the foundation, and that you cannot develop the city without taking

that on board". This story-line was reflected in the discourse of a smaller group of

municipal officials - Environmental Management, Development Planning, and Drainage

and Coastal Engineering. As Respondent 6 (Development, 2003) stated,

"... in the past your environmental issues have always taken a back seat in

everything. And now to come and put environment up front ... is not just a learning

curve, but also a change of mindset of the people out there. But I think it's

something that's slowly climbing up the ladder, and being slotted in on top now".

Placing environment at the centre conflicts to some extent with the sustainability story-line

which perceives the environment, economy and society in balance. The difference between

these two story-lines is illustrated in this statement, which argues for a balanced

sustainability approach:

"there seems to be a lot of energy in saying let's put environment at the centre of the

equation and measure everything in terms of environment. You get another approach

that says, let's put the economy at the centre of the equation and then let's measure

everything in terms of the economy.... And the problem with that, as a person from

a Marxian background, that's not dialectical. ... Unless you begin to unpack what

those key relationships are, you end up with difficulty" (Respondent 12, Municipal

Manager, 2003).

An important point here is that while in word EM promotes a balanced versIon of

sustainability, in practice EM focuses on the economic and biophysical aspects, to the

detriment of social justice and related issues. These story-lines illustrate that in general an

unbalanced interpretation of sustainable development is evident in the municipality.

• The profile ofthe environment needs to be raised - The main contention ofthis story-line

is that by creating greater awareness, there will be greater support for the environment and

its protection and management. Reflected in the discourse of just three municipal officials

(Urban Strategy, Development Planning and ABM), this story-line calls for "initiatives

which will elevate the role of the environment in people's and councillors' eyes"
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(Respondent 2, Urban Strategy, 2003). "It's a matter of starting to ring the bells out there,

and to get to tell people out there that the city is starting to get serious about the

environment" (Respondent 6, Development Planning, 2003). Such initiatives include

environmental education and awareness, one of the Environmental Management Branch's

key strategies.

However, this story-line can also be interpreted as gOll1g beyond formal environmental

education approaches to include those which recognise that poorer communities are more

likely to develop an appreciation for the environment if they are shown the direct benefits

(for example, economic benefits) to themselves. For example,

"if you say you're taking care of the environment but people can see direct benefits,

spin-offs, ... just the wage they're going to earn, it's easier for them to see why

should see this as an asset. .. If somebody doesn't have a direct relationship, you're

building that relationship with the environment and it's a personal relationship

beyond just being told by somebody" (Respondent 8, ABM, 2003).

This interpretation of the story-line argues that top-down or managerial approaches to

environmental education are not necessarily appropriate in community contexts. More

practical initiatives are needed, such as "getting involved in the muti trade and the

cultivation of muti plants to show the value of the indigenous vegetation to wealth creation

and filling people's stomachs.... Find a way that people say yay to the environment"

(Respondent 2, Urban Strategy, 2002). This interpretation therefore aligns well with the

community participation policy field and discourse. Its focus on the active involvement and

empowerment of the community in this way also reflects elements of the strong

sustainability discourse.

• The capacity of the environment to receive development is limited - The key argument

of this story-line is that there are some "absolute constraints to development in a locality,

beyond which one cannot go without unacceptable change occurring" (Rydin, 1998a: 746).

The concept of environmental carrying capacity originates in the ecological and biological

sciences, which argues that ecosystems have finite limits to support different species (ibid).

Although it is a scientific concept, it is in fact extremely difficult to measure or quantify the

carrying capacity of a particular region, ecosystem or catchment. Nonetheless the carrying

capacity concept, referred to by Rydin (l998a) as the discourse of limits and constraints, is

well accepted in environmental science.
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This environmental limits story-line was used mainly by Environmental Management

officials, although it is also reflected in the discourse of certain planners and the Transport

representative relating to catchments, as illustrated later on in Chapter 6. Using terminology

such as 'stressed' and 'limitations', this story-line is reflected in the following statements

made by Respondent 3, Environmental Management, 2003:

"[the city's] resource base ... is a very functional resource base; but ... it offers up a

range of limitations and opportunities"; and

"I think one of the key challenges we're facing ... is that the Ohlange catchment is

stressed. We've just found out that the input of the wastewater into that estuary is

degrading that estuary. It's going to have to be transferred across catchment".

As argued by Jacobs (1997, cited in Rydin, 1998a), from a social constructionist

perspective, capacity constraints are not set by nature and science, but by social judgements

relating to how different aspects ofthe environment are valued. This relates to what land use

changes are tolerable and which are not. He argues further that rather than being determined

by science, capacity constraints should be determined in a participatory manner though the

involvement of local citizens (ibid). This discussion illustrates that the instrumentalist and

technical nature of this story-line, which seeks to place absolute quantifiable limits on

development, aligns with the EM discourse. An alternative approach as proposed by Jacobs

would reflect strong sustainabi Iity.

• D'MOSS story-lines - The Durban Metropolitan Open Space System (D'MOSS) discourse

is probably the city's. key environmental management discourse.8 The Environmental

Management Branch has consistently worked to gain support for this environmental policy

discourse and its associated story-lines since the original D'MOSS Plan was introduced in

1989. The D'MOSS discourse has evolved over the years and currently consists of a mix of

its original story-lines, as well as new story-lines drawing from resource economics which

frame the recent Environmental Services Management Plan (eThekwini Municipality,

2001 a). D'MOSS story-lines and policy vocabularies were reflected in the discourse of

many of the officials interviewed - environmentalists, planners and engineers - although

mostly from those officials working at an implementation level. However, D'MOSS has

8 While the city's most recent open space policy document is called the Environmental Services
Management Plan, municipal officials still refer to D'MOSS, hence naming this the D'MOSS discourse.
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not been without its critics and is still not accepted in all quarters of the municipality - an

'anti-D'MOSS' story-line can therefore also be identified.

Using the term 'D'MOSS' invokes a certain approach to environmental management based

on the protection of a system of open spaces in the city. 'D'MOSS' therefore acts as a

metaphor for open space conservation in the city. It also serves as a metaphor for the

environment in general or for green issues. For example, when talking about raising the

profile of the environment, Respondent 6 (Development Planning, 2003) stated that " ... all

we really could do at this stage was to advertise the D'MOSS plan simultaneously when we

advertised our zoning plan, but that the D'MOSS would be a layer. And then, by doing that,

you are starting to warn people that there is this environmental layer". When the Housing

Department is searching for suitable land for housing development, the key environmental

issue to take into account is the 'critical' D'MOSS areas which have been identified for

conservation (Respondent 11, Housing, 2003). It is important to note here that the city's

D'MOSS approach originated out of the Manager of the Environmental Branch's doctorate

on the subject, hence the strong emphasis on D'MOSS. The Environmental Management

Branch even admits that its LA21 programme has been misconceived as a 'green'

programme, due to its vocal championing of open space protection (Roberts and Diederichs,

2002). The D'MOSS discourse therefore has tended to dominate other environmental

management and sustainability discourses being developed in the city.

A number of story-lines underpin the D'MOSS policy approach, as outlined in the ESMP

(eThekwini Municipality, 2001 a). The intention here is to draw attention to only the key

story-lines, in particular those which are being drawn on by a wider group of municipal

officials than just the Environmental Management Branch. These D'MOSS story-lines

include:

Open spaces are an asset to the city and need to be protected - This story-line

conceptualises open spaces not as wasted, unused or dangerous pieces of land, but as assets

to the city. As argued by Respondent 2 (Urban Strategy, 2003), " ... people need to realise

the value of that asset but you need to build the profile of the environmental asset ... you

show the value in monetary terms of open space to people". While this story-line was not

explicitly used by many officials, the policy vocabularies of 'environmental asset' or 'open

space asset' were more widely used. The term 'asset' has interesting connotations, drawing

as it does from resource economics which uses financial terminology to give value to the
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environment. This story-line thus strongly reflects an EM approach which uses economic

concepts and tools to value the environment.

Open spaces provide valuable environmental services to the city - Also drawing from

resource economics, and thus reflective of EM, this story-line focuses on the economic

value of the services the environment performs. As Respondent 3 (Environmental

Management, 2003) explained, resource economics transformed the original open space

concept "from something that was potentially white and elitist into something that was a big

service provider, was key to the economic viability of the city". Municipal officials appear

to have latched onto this story-line because of its practical usefulness, and its use of a

language people understand. A financial approach to the environment has provided officials

accustomed to counting the costs of development and maintenance of services with a way to

'compare apples with apples'. An example is this statement - "Ja, those studies they've

done in eThekwini to actually put a value in rural areas ... for the services that they get from

the environment was very useful - an eye-opener". (Respondent 9, Transport, 2003). The

IDP also explicitly comments on the value of environmental services to the city in practical

and monetary terms (eThekwini Municipality, 2003a). Again, this resource economics

story-line aligns strongly with EM.

Catchments are useful units for managing the open space system - this story-line

emerged out of the ESMP, which argued that the relationship between the management of

natural resources and development planning can be enhanced through a catchment approach

(eThekwini Municipality, 2001a). Respondent 4 (Environmental Management, 2003)

explained how this approach adds value to open space planning -

" ... the 2001 open space planning stuff that we did picked up on the catchment

analysis or approach quite strongly, based on the National Water Act provision for

catchment management agencies ....we simply find it easier to conceptualise and

understand our open space system in bite-size pieces which makes looking for

natural ecological boundaries sensible, and those natural ecological boundaries tend

to be catchments".

As an approach to D'MOSS, the use of this catchment-oriented story-line was limited to

Environmental Management officials. However, it is this story-line which played a key role

in the discussions of the Spatial Theme Group relating to the development of administrative

areas for the municipality, and which in turn led to the initiation of the eThekwini
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Catchments project. This story-line evolved from a D'MOSS story-line to a whole new

catchment discourse composed of a number of story-lines, each with a different orientation

and understanding of the value of the catchment concept, as will be discussed in more detail

in Chapter 6.

To the spectrum of municipal officials interviewed, the D'MOSS discourse appears to have

most relevance, firstly, as a metaphor for the environment and the consideration of

environmental issues in development. The D'MOSS version of environmental management

tends to focus on open spaces rather than the city environment as a whole, and therefore

limits the consideration of environmental issues. Secondly the D'MOSS environmental

services story-line resonates well with the officials due to its focus on the functional role

that the environment plays in providing valuable services to the city and its residents. The

'greener' aspects of D'MOSS such as the protection of open spaces to preserve biodiversity

tend to be limited to the Environmental Management officials.

It is also important here to suggest an 'anti-D'MOSS' story-line, based on the perception

that D'MOSS is more concerned about green issues than the socio-economic development

needs of the poor. This story-line emanates more from city councillors as suggested by this

statement -

"I got perceptions from my other interactions with Council that there was not very

good support for the Environment Branch, because it was mainly protecting the

green agenda, and mostly protecting open space. Now open space for the councillors

has a very negative connotation, and so, councillors being predominantly black and

coming from disadvantaged groups tended to see open space also as part of

racism ... " (Respondent 1, Urban Strategy, 2003).

This story-line indicates that the D'MOSS discourse is most strongly aligned with EM, as

concerns for the protection and management of the natural environment are placed ahead of

social needs and issues.

5.5.3 Spatial Planning story-lines

The spatial planning discourse draws from planning theory as well as from legislative

requirements and procedures related to forward planning and development control. The four

key story-lines identified can be divided broadly into two planning categories - spatial planning

and land use planning - although there are linkages between them. Planning story-lines were
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used by planning and non-planning officials at strategic and implementation levels, although

there were specific areas of emphasis relating to their respective municipal responsibilities. The

spatial planning story-lines are:

• The delineation of spatial areas or boundaries is useful for city management - A key

element of spatial planning involves the development of plans at regional and local level to

guide development based on spatial areas. This spatial area story-line is reflected in this

statement, "Now the strategic framework is given by the Spatial Development Framework,

supporting a hierarchy of plans, like these smaller regional plans, maybe even smaller

district plans ifnecessary ... " (Respondent 7, LUMS, 2003). The ABM approach also draws

on this story-line, by dividing the city into areas for particular development management

purposes. This story-line dominated the discussions of the Spatial Theme Group around

administrative areas, as illustrated here -

"we were looking at ways of demarcating the city" (Respondent 8, ABM, 2003);

"At that time it was around wall-to-wall areas for governance purposes"

(Respondent 5, lOP, 2003); and

" ... ourselves and those other departments were trying to make a case for

understanding and dividing up the city in an administrative way that reflected logical

boundaries rather than just political boundaries" (Respondent 4, Environmental

Management, 2003).

The spatial area story-line was also relevant to non-planning officials, although

conceptualised from their perspective, as illustrated by this statement - " ... we simply find it

easier to conceptualise and understand our open space system in bite size pieces which

makes looking for natural ecological boundaries sensible ... " (Respondent 4, Environmental

Management, 2003).

• City development must concentrate on densification of the core areas to promote

integration and the efficient use of resources - This densification story-line is linked to

the sustainability story-line which concentrates on efficiency and wise use of the city's

resources, whether they be land, infrastructural services or revenue. It thus aligns well with

economic efficiency aspects of EM. It draws from 'compact city' planning theory which

promotes densification to counteract the inefficiencies and costs of urban sprawl (Todes,

2000). While this story-line was reflected in the discourse of only four of the municipal
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officials (planners and sectoral officials), it is one of the key principles underpinning the

SOF. The following statement shows how the SOF embodies the densification story-line:

"The Spatial Framework of the IDP document is starting to make some of the

difficult choices about rehabilitating the CBO and the Southern Basin and that

immediately forces the issue of starting to limit growth in the north, starting to

densify ... instead of the leapfrog development which has been happening"

(Respondent 2, Urban Strategy, 2003).

Also reflecting the densification story-line are policy vocabularies such as 'agglomeration of

facilities', 'urban containment' and 'compactness'. Of special interest is how this story-line

has been appropriated by Transport, due partly to Transport legislation that promotes

densification along traffic 'corridors' to ensure the optimum use of transport services

(Respondent 9, Transport, 2003). As stated by Respondent 9 (ibid),

"Fundamental to the lOP as I see it, when you start getting an urban core and an

urban edge, and you're wanting development to go in there, that's talking about

compactness. So ... one of its underlying principles is densification"; and

"If we're going to consolidate in the centre, transport must be developed with a plan

to take that further".

The use of the densification story-line by Respondent 9 illustrates how a story-line

emanating from a specific policy field can be drawn on by external actors, in cases where a

story-line's argument (sometimes unconsciously) aligns with other external needs or issues.

As discussed by Hajer (1995) and Sharp (1999), the power of story-lines is in their multi

interpretability. The densification story-line is one story-line which has universal appeal and

therefore power, as will be illustrated in Chapter 6.

Land use planning story-lines focus on the use of land and the management of that use

predominantly using development control approaches and procedures. The first of these story

lines is used by a mix of planners and non-planners while the second story-line is used

predominantly by planners involved in land use management. The story-l ines are:

• The use or development of land is a key municipal issue - Land is elevated as one of the

city's principal resources in this story-line, particularly when it relates to meeting the
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housing and livelihood needs of the city's population. The value of land for different

reasons is shown in these statements reflecting the land story-line:

For housing provision - "My mandate is to find well-located land for housing" and

"Land is a big problem in the municipality, access to land ... there's limited land in

close proximity to jobs, to facilities, etc." (Respondent 11, Housing, 2003);

For meeting livelihood needs -"... people are trying to survive, so they are reliant on

land.... So protection of important soil types and valuable agricultural land is

important for those people, because once its lost, it's gone forever" (Respondent 6,

Development Planning, 2003); and

For its scarcity - "Land is the issue in the city, purely because were coastal, 180

degrees, and of that 180 degrees, the bulk of it is deeply incised" (Respondent 3,

Environmental Management, 2003).

A major element of this story-line is the interrelatedness of land use, in other words how the

use of land in particular ways has multiple effects in the city:

"the report highlighted a fundamental issue between land use and transport"

(Respondent 9, Transport, 2003);

" ... the decision-makers in the Housing and Land Committee and Infrastructure and

so on, are all impacting on how land is used in development, right? So if you take

land here, then land is not available for this. Or if you use this [land] in a particular

way, it has this impact" (Respondent 7, LUMS, 2003); and

" ... when we make decisions on land, it has a ripple effect, it impacts on all other

decision makers" (ibid).

This aspect of the land use story-line thus draws on systems ideas in that it recognises the

connections and dependencies between activities and phenomena in the city.

• Appropriate development control measures are necessary to manage land use - In line

with planning legislation, this development control story-line accepts that land use must be

managed to ensure appropriate development aligned with the city's spatial strategies. The

new Land Use Management System and existing planning tools, such as town planning

schemes and development approval procedures, all accord with this story-line.

Development control policy vocabularies used by municipal planners reflect this story-line,

such as:
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" begin to put in place development, zonll1g and built form, controls"

(Respondent 2, Urban Strategy, 2003);

" ... the operational framework - the land use schemes, the area statements of intent,

the processes for doing this" (Respondent 7, LUMS, 2003, describing LUMS); and

"Your legal processes, how do you go about subdivision, how do you go about

rezoning?" (ibid).

The development control story-line links closely with environmental management story-lines

and approaches, as it also reflects a managerial approach to development and the

environment. Its promotion of land use management tools and processes thus reflects EM's

technical management focus.

5.5.4 Social and economic development story-line

One of national government's key discourses promotes the social and economic development of

the population, particularly in response to the high levels of poverty and unemployment in

South Africa. This development discourse is captured in the Constitutional requirement for

municipalities to promote social and economic development and to ensure the provision of

services to its communities (RSA, 1996, 152). It is also reflected in the eThekwini

Municipality's LTOF and lOP, especially the lOP's Service Delivery Plan and Community

Service Plan. In the context of this research, the associated development story-line can be

defined as:

Social and economic development issues need to be incorporated into environmental

management initiatives - CO,nnecting with sustainability story-lines, a key premise of this

story-line is that environmental management initiatives cannot focus solely on the biophysical

environment. Equal attention needs to be given to social and economic issues for a holistic

approach to environmental sustainability, as reflected in these statements:

" ... it's more than about picking up the policy implications from this (biophysical)

component - what about the social, what about the economic?" (Respondent 5, lOP,

2003); and

"I think it would be more important if we do the socio-economic aspects and then

produce it as a more comprehensive data set" (Respondent 1, Urban Strategy, 2003).
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Even though social and economic development is one of the municipality's key responsibilities,

this story-line was not widely represented by municipal officials. It was only reflected in the

discourse of Respondents I, 5, 8 and II (Urban Strategy, IDP, ABM and Housing). An

explanation may be that officials are engaged more at a strategic level with broader

sustainability issues, or indeed because the protection and management of the environment and

land use management are the core responsibilities of most of those interviewed. Their mandate

is therefore to manage development impacts, rather than facilitating social and economic

development. However, it does illustrate that the strong sustainability discourse has not filtered

down sufficiently from national and strategic city management level to be appropriated by

municipal officials.

5.5.5 Community participation story-line

The community participation discourse is based on community development approaches

emphasising that the local community must be involved for meaningful development and

change to occur in a specific locality.. Community participation is a contested term and

consequently there are a variety of different approaches to participation, ranging from

"communication" and "information-sharing" to "consensus around decision-making"

(Respondent 8, ABM, 2003). In an environmental policy-making context, participation can

mean environmental education and awareness, through the communication of environmental

information, policies and plans. At the other end of the spectrum participation requires

collaboration between policy makers and the community, resulting in shared policy outcomes.

This type of collaborative participation aligns with deliberative and interactive policy

approaches as discussed in Chapter 2.

While community participation policy vocabularies were used by most municipal officials,

community participation was not emphasised to any great extent, except by Respondents 1,2, 8

and 10 (Urban Strategy, ABM and Drainage and Coastal Engineering). The discourse of these

respondents reflected one key story-line relating to community participation in the

environmental management context, as follows:

Community stakeholders need to be involved in environmental management - This story

line links the community participation discourse with the environmental management and

sustainability discourses. LA2l processes strongly reflect this story-line, calling for the

involvement of local communities in sustainability and environmental management initiatives.

Such an approach aims to ensure the consideration of social issues in balance with economic
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and environmental issues, as well as empowering communities to be involved in environmental

decision-making that affects them. The Drainage and Coastal Engineering Department's plans

to employ catchment co-ordinators to facilitate community feedback align with this story-line 

"It'll have to be someone who can talk to communities and basically co-ordinate things. And

feed information up and down" (Respondent 10, Drainage and Coastal Engineering, 2003).

Contending that the Catchments Project could have been handled differently to involve the local

community, Respondent 1 (Urban Strategy, 2003) also drew on this story-line. Community

involvement could have uncovered alternative arguments and issues, and led to the

identification of other more locally-based indicators. Attempts to "build in community

perspectives in building the biophysical database" would have given "a flavour of local

components" (ibid).

Beyond contributing community-sourced information to policy-makers, this story-line calls for

partnerships and community involvement in environmental management, as indicated in these

statements -

" ... you need ... to work to form partnerships in order to protect natural resources ... "

(Respondent 2, Urban Strategy, 2003);

" ... it's not only the responsibility of the municipality - see how other role-players can

add to the management and monitoring" (Respondent 1, Urban Strategy, 2003); and

"( always thought that it might have moved towards something where you have

community-based environmental management" (ibid).

This aspect of the story-line aligns with stronger participation approaches that aim to empower

and enable communities to manage their own environments in collaboration with the

appropriate authorities. It also links back to the story-line arguing for the need to raise the

profile of the environment. By involving people in environmental management and policy

development, a relationship can be built with the environment (Respondent 8, ABM, 2003).

Development initiatives such as organic farming or flood attenuation projects which directly

benefit local communities can be used to build this relationship - "I think if people market your

environmental issues partly along those lines, there is value in doing that, other than just saying,

'oh, ja, it's an absolutely green bush and you cannot touch that space'" (ibid). This story-line

clearly reflects elements of the strong sustainability discourse in that it calls for the involvement

of the local community in environmental management in such a way that empowers individuals.
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5.5.6 Development costs story-line

Reflecting the engineering and development policy field and related discourse, this story-line

draws attention to the need to balance engineering development with other factors such as

environmental impacts and the spatial structure of the city, in a cost-efficient way. This story

line was reflected in statements made by Respondent 9 (Transport, 2003), for example-

"Obviously, when you've got a catchment that is under pressure and you want to put in

new development there, either you've got to increase your costs to provide engineering

solutions to deal with things like run-off, waste and all that type of stuff, or that

catchment deteriorates further"; and

" ... if you want to develop in the Outer West, you've now got to provide new bulk

infrastructure, new sewers etc, and there will be huge costs, whereas in the central areas

we've got spare capacity, so if you develop here, these will be the costs. So it's a kind of

cost comparison" (commenting on a housing costing model developed by the Urban

Strategy Department).

This story-line aligns well with the densification story-line which also promotes the most

balanced and efficient use of resources to ensure sustainable development in the city. It

therefore links as well to the sustainability story-line concerned with efficiency in how the

municipality functions and undertakes development, thus reflecting an EM approach to

development.

5.6 Prospects for sustainability in the eThekwini Municipality

While the EM discourse is largely orientated towards pro-environment changes in how business

and industry operates, a number of aspects of EM can be identified which are directly applicable

to the municipal context. These aspects include:

I. A management approach to the environmental problem;

2. A belief in the capacity of modern technologies and techniques to solve problems, and the

associated importance of quantitative data representing an instrumental rationality;

3. Sustainable development as its core concept, but with a tendency to focus on the biophysical

and economic aspects, while social issues are sidelined;

4. A dominant role for science and scientific experts, using the principles of systems ecology,

carrying capacity, and the quantitative measurement of environmental impacts;

5. A focus on cost-effectiveness and efficiency in planning and decision-making;
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6. The use of economic concepts, mechanisms and principles, such as resource economics; and

7. An integrated and interdisciplinary approach to environmental management.

The analysis of the terms of policy discourse in the previous sections indicates that municipal

environmental discourse reflects all of these aspects of the EM discourse in various ways. The

municipal epistemic notions promote an integrated and systematic approach to development and

environmental management in the city. The high value given to quantitative data aligns with

EM's instrumentalist approach to the environment. Similarly, the municipal policy vocabularies

reflect an EM approach. EM's core concept of sustainable development features strongly as the

municipality guiding principle in its lOP. Sustainability tools such as sustainability systems and

indicators tend to reflect a technical approach to sustainability typical of EM. The

environmental management policy vocabularies were most dominant, focusing on the

biophysical aspects of sustainability and offering techno-managerial solutions to the

environmental problem. Planning vocabularies also tended to focus on a managerial approach

to development and land use. However, some hints of strong sustainability could be identified

in the community participation policy vocabularies, through terminology such as 'community

ownership', 'social justice' and 'community perspectives'.

The municipal story-lines are summarised in Figure 5.2 below, and have been grouped into their

respective originating policy fields. For the purpose of this analysis, the story-lines are shown

as separate or isolated arguments to illustrate their alignment with EM or strong sustainability.

However, in real ity there is substantial overlap and connection between story-lines. It is

therefore more useful to consider them as a 'web of inter-related story-lines'. Since story-lines

underpin broader discourses, this reflects the overlapping and constantly changing nature of

discourse (Sharp, 1999). The linkages between story-lines are built on common concepts or

interests, for example both the densification story-line and one of the sustainability story-lines

are based on the EM concept of efficient use of resources.

Most of the municipal story-lines were dominated by the EM discourse. All of the

sustainability story-lines reflected different aspects of EM, such as a management approach to

the environment, the need for cost-effectiveness and efficiency, and a focus on the biophysical

and economic aspects of development. However, certain sustainability story-lines also reflected

aspects of strong sustainability. For example, the importance of community participation and

empowerment is embodied in the 'LA 21' story-line.



SUSTAlNABILITY

• Social, economic and environmental aspects need to be balanced in development
EM SS

• Sustainability requires efficiency and improvement in the way that municipal
fimctions are carried out EM

• Sustainability requires the development ofenvironmental management systems
and tools EM

• Economic growth can be generated from waste EM
• LA2l EM SS
• The key to sustainability is institutional will EM SS?
• Planning encompasses sustainability EM SS?

SPATIAL PLANNING

• The delineation of spatial areas or boundaries is useful for city
management EM?

• City development must concentrate on densification of the
core areas to promote integration and the efficient use of
resources EM

• The use or development of land is a key municipal issue EM?
• Appropriate development control measures are necessary to

manage land use EM

ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT

• The environment needs to be protected and managed EM
• The environment is the basis of development EM
• The profile of the environment needs to be raised EM
• The environment's capacity to receive development is limited EM

COMMUNITY
PARTICIPATION

• Community stakeholders need
to be involved in
environmental management
EM SS

DEVELOPMENT COSTS

• Development needs to be
balanced with other factors in a
cost-effective way
EM

DMOSS
• Open spaces are an asset and need protection EM
• Open spaces provide valuable environmental services to the city EM
• Catchments are useful units for managing the open space system EM

• D'MOSS puts the environment before people's needs EM

SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

• Social and economic development issues need to be
incorporated into environmental management initiatives
EM SS

I EM Ecological Modernisation SS Strong Sustainability I
Figure 5.2 Municipal story-lines N

N
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It was not always easy to determine if certain municipal story-lines reflected strong

sustainability. The last two sustainability story-lines are a little ambiguous in this sense. This

may partly be due to the fact that these story-lines are only reflected by a small number of

officials. Wider use of these story-lines may have provided more detail to indicate whether they

reflected strong sustainability.

Environmental management story-lines however, were clearly representative of the EM

discourse. This is reflected in their focus on the biophysical aspects of sustainability and a

management approach to the environment. Also characteristic of EM is the use of carrying

capacity and resource economics concepts. In general, social issues were poorly reflected,

except for one interpretation of the 'environmental profile' story-line which argued for the

active involvement and empowerment of the local community to encourage a stronger

awareness of the importance of the environment. Two of the spatial planning story-lines - the

'spatial areas' and 'land as a key resource' story-lines - were also difficult to align with either

EM or strong sustainability, as they did not clearly reflect aspects of either discourse. However,

the 'densification' story-line's focus on city integration and efficient use of resources aligns

strongly with EM; and the' land use management' story-line aligns with the techno-managerial

aspects of EM. The development cost story-line also aligns with EM due to its emphasis on a

cost-effective approach to development.

Lastly, the 'community participation' and 'social and economic development' story-lines align

with both EM and strong sustainability, depending upon their interpretation in different contexts

and by different role-players. Community participation has different meanings from simple

information-sharing to the empowerment and strong involvement of local people in decision

making. Similarly the incorporation of social and economic issues into environmental

management can involve weak or strong participation approaches, representing EM or strong

sustainabi Iity.

Overall this analysis indicates that the strong sustainabiJity discourse is poorly represented in

municipal environmental discourse. This is surprising considering the national legislative

framework which promotes many aspects such as social justice, empowerment and social

development, as well as the poor social situation of a large section of the city's population. The

dominant approach to solving the 'environmental problem' in the city is focused on technical

and managerial measures aimed at the biophysical environment, while neglecting the important

social dimension to environmental degradation. The key role-players in this approach are the
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city and other government officials, with limited attention being given to the key role that the

local community can play in improved environmental management and decision-making. This

reflects the instrumentalist approach of EM as opposed to the communicative rationality of

strong sustainability.

5.7 Conclusion

Using Hajer's discourse analysis methodology, this review of the terms of environmental

discourse in the eThekwini Municipality indicates that, although elements of the strong

sustainability discourse are present in limited ways, environmental policy making in the city is

dominated by the EM discourse. The following chapter explores a new environmental policy

discourse, the catchment discourse, which has emerged in the municipality in recent years. This

research focuses on one environmental practice, the eThekwini Catchments Project, to explore

this discourse, taking into consideration the broader environmental discourse dynamics

discussed here. It also considers issues relating to discourse institutionalisation.
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CHAPTER SIX: DYNAMICS OF THE CATCHMENT DISCOURSE

6.1 Introduction

The catchment policy discourse evolved within the context of the environmental discourse

dynamics in the eThekwini Municipality as described in the previous chapter. Municipal

discourse is strongly influenced by ecological modernisation, but there are signs that municipal

officials are beginning to draw on elements of strong sustainability in their efforts to move the

development and management of the municipality towards stronger sustainability. The question

is how this discursive context influences the development of new environmental policy and

projects. This chapter explores a new policy discourse, the catchment discourse, which emerged

and evolved in three key areas in the municipality - through municipal deliberations on

administrative boundaries for the city; in the growing catchment focus of the Drainage and

Coastal Engineering Department; and lastly, through the eThekwini Catchments project. Since

this research centres on the Catchments Project, the catchment discourse has been analysed from

the project perspective, and gives particular attention to the project's catchment approach.

However, to ensure that the catchment discourse is fully described, it is also necessary to

elaborate on those aspects of the discourse more clearly related to the other two areas.

The chapter is broken into five key sections. Firstly, the role and influence of the Catchments

Project consultants in the development of the catchment discourse are discussed. Secondly, the

terms of the catchment discourse (its policy vocabularies and story-lines) are explored, showing

the linkages, and disjunctures, between this discourse and other municipal discourses. Thirdly,

the formation of the discourse coalition around the catchment discourse and its associated story

lines is examined. The fourth aspect concerns the question of institutionalisation of the

catchment discourse, and examines possible reasons why has this not occurred. The chapter

concludes with a critique of the catchment discourse in terms of its alignment with the EM and

strong sustainability discourses.

6.2 The role and influence of the project consultants

6.2.1 The consultants as experts

The consultants' role in the project originated in their involvement in the Environmental

Services Management Plan (ESMP) project which was being completed as the Catchments

Project began. They were chosen because of this background experience in the city's
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environmental planning and management, and for the linkages between the catchment concepts

of the ESMP and what the Urban Strategy Department (USD) was aiming to achieve through

the Catchments Project. Although USD managed the project, together with input from the

Spatial Theme Group members, the consultants played a dominant role in shaping and directing

the project. This was evident from the project's inception - even the project terms of reference

were drafted by one of the consultants (Respondent 15, Consultant, 2003). The project

framework, concepts and indicators were developed by the consultants. USD and the Spatial

Theme Group's main role was to provide feedback when the consultant's work was presented to

them, and to provide data to feed into the environmental indicators. The consultant's project

approach is reflected in these comments:

"It was basically the consultants went away, did their work and then kind of presented

after a few month's work" (Respondent 9, Transport, 2003);

"They [the consultants] generated them and then we had to comment" (Respondent I,

Urban Strategy, 2003, referring to the development of indicators);

"There was not very much debate with the project. It was basically very superficial"

(ibid); and

"I was involved in working out some indicators for the report with [another member of

the consultant team]. Basically between the two of us we thrashed that out and then it

went back to [Consultant A and B] for review and obviously to the client team as well.

And then we were involved in just collecting all the information and basically drafting

up the document" (Respondent 14, Consultant, 2003).

The relatively low level of involvement of municipal staff in the development of the Catchments

Project was influenced to some extent by the limited project budget, time and capacity

constraints, a lack of interest, and the technical nature of the project, as this comment suggests-

" ... to try and run workshops to get people's input at that level of detail wasn't easy ... I

think there's also the understanding thing, the technical understanding is sometimes an

issue ... and 1 think for a lot of the people that were involved in those workshops, that

was not something they really wanted to get involved with, trying to understand all of

that and see how everything fitted together" (Respondent 14, Consultant, 2003).

Nonetheless, it was the approach agreed upon by USD and the other municipal staff involved.

The dominant role of the consultants certainly reflects a key aspect of EM - the expanding role

of scientific experts in environmental policy making (Hajer, 1995). The municipal staff did not
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question the consultant's approach because of their high level of credibility as experts in the

field of environmental planning and management:

"I don't remember getting involved in steering the course of the study or methodology

or anything like that. It was more like they were the experts and this was their brief'

(Respondent 9, Transport, 2003);

" ... the reputation of the consultants, you know - they are really good ... and so you just

go with them" (Respondent I, Urban Strategy, 2003); and

" ... the consultants were two or three steps ahead - they were pretty competent. They

were given more or less free rein" (Respondent 4, Environmental Management, 2003).

Consequently, the consultants had a high degree of autonomy and freedom I1l running the

project from their perspective as environmental management experts. This minimised the

potential input of municipal actors who may have offered alternative viewpoints or approaches

to how the project was conceptualised, developed and put into practice.

6.2.2 Consultants' terms of policy discourse

Apart from influencing the project approach, the consultants also influenced the project through

their use of particular terms of policy discourse. Of interest is that the consultants also drew on

the four municipal epistemic notions that encourage a strategic and integrated systems approach

to environmental policy making, with a strong focus on factual data or information. In

particular, the influence of ecological systems ideas was evident in their discourse. The most

dominant policy vocabularies expressed by the consultants centred on the environmental

management policy field, particularly D'MOSS concepts, as indicated in Table 6.1 below. Their

use of planning vocabularies focused on land use management issues and processes.

Due to their specific educational backgrounds and work expenence I1l environmental

management and planning, the story-lines most commonly drawn upon by the consultants

reflect a more limited perspective than that presented by the range of municipal story-lines

covered in Chapter 5. The consultants focused on the environmental aspects of sustainability,

reflecting EM and aligning strongly with the story-line promoting an environmental

management approach to sustainability, as illustrated in this statement - "What we tried to do in

this part of the report and in our initial thinking was to develop a sustainability management

system" (Respondent 14, Consultant, 2003).
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Table 6.1 Consultant policy vocabularies

CONSULTANT POLICY VOCABULARIES

POLICY FIELD/AREA POLICY VOCABULARIES

CONCEPTS/PRINCIPLES TOOLS

Sustainability/Sustainable Sustainability Sustainability Management System
Development Sustainable development Sustainability Status Quo

Triple bottom line Local Agenda 21
Environmental sustainability

Environmental Ecosystem concepts - ecological Indicators
Management processes, biodiversity, river systems Monitoring

Environmental impacts Environmental Management System
Cumulative impacts Strategic Environmental Assessment
Quality of life, environmental health State of Environment Report
Resource economics concepts Environmental impact assessments,
Win-win situation Scoping reports
Less regulatory approach

Metropolitan Open Space Open space, open space asset
System (sub-policy field of Open space planning
Environmental Management) D'MOSS

Environmental asset, natural assets
Environmental/ecosystem services
Supply and demand of environmental
services

Spatial planning Land use, land use management Spatial Development Framework
Urban design, landscape design Land Use Management System

Plans, town planning schemes

Planning procedures and processes

Development control

However, they also drew on the broader sustainability story-line, relating to the integration of

the three aspects of sustainability, for example-

"[t's like a company's bottom line ... it's the whole question of ecological sustainability,

economic efficiency and social equity. That's the ABC of development, sustainable

development" (Respondent 15, Consultant, 2003); and

" ... if we're to make our resources sustainable and the way that we live sustainable, one

of the most important things that we've got to do is that we've got to think about

ourselves individually, whether we are sustainable as individuals in our own right,

whether we jive in a sustainable way in terms of the way we manage our income and

expenses, if we live in a sustainable way in terms of the way we manage our

environment and our own homes, at the schools where our children go, or the places

where we work" (Respondent 13, Consultant, 2003).
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These statements illustrate that the consultants were clearly aware of the need to approach

sustainability in a balanced manner, to ensure that social and economic aspects were given as

much attention as biophysical aspects. Nonetheless, the consultants' project approach, which

focused on the biophysical aspects, aligns with a more limited approach to sustainability.

Through their use of environmental management policy vocabularies, and as reflected in their

ESMP and Catchments Project work, the consultants implicitly drew on all the environmental

management story-lines. However, the story-line relating to environmental carrying capacity

and limits is clearly reflected in these statements:

" ... we compared that map ... to the Spatial Development Framework ... to try and get a

sense of what the SDF is saying about where development is going to go, relative to

environmental scale and capacity" (Respondent 13, Consultant, 2003); and

" ... one of the key challenges we'~ac~g ... is that the Ohlange catchment is stressed.

We've just found out that the input of the wastewater into that estuary is degrading that

estuary" (Respondent 3, Environmen:tanagement, 2003).

Building on their ESMP work, the D'MOSS story-lines featured strongly as well, especially the

environmental services story-line, for example:

" ... the role that open space plays, the fact that open space and the assets contained

within there are actually delivering services ... " (Respondent 13, Consultant, 2003); and

"Basically the asset is there. All that you have to do is ... ensure that the service that it

supplies continues to be supplied" (Respondent 15, Consultant, 2003).

Respondent 15 argued that the best way to ensure the continued provision of environmental

services was not to continue buying up open space, but to involve the public in managing the

services: "All you have to do is ... get people to buy in to the concept of managing, and

providing various incentives and things like that would be the cheapest way of acquiring the

service. Cause you don't want the land. All you want to do is get the services off it" (ibid). This

comment links well with the municipal story-line promoting community participation in

environmental management, and thus with the strong sustainability discourse. In the same vein,

Respondent 15 argued further for the need to "get people aware of what '" the environment

delivers, and get them organised around that ... start to talk to each other, understanding the
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impacts of one user on another user and that kind of stuff. And we saw that as really the key

option for environmental management in Durban, to start to do that and ... basically get

residents and users involved in the whole process" (ibid). Of interest is how these statements

align strongly with the strong sustainability discourse, yet were not influential in how the

Catchments Project was conducted.

Lastly, the consultants mainly drew on the planning story-line that focused on the management

of land use through development control procedures. This aligns with EM's focus on the

management of environmental impacts, as shown in these statements:

"So we tried to give the analysis that strategic thing, and then filter that into land use

implications" (Respondent 13, Consultant, 2003); and

" ... the management of your environment is management of both those things - both the

land use as well as the open space asset" (ibid).

However, Respondent 13, who is trained as a Town and Regional Planner, drew on the spatial

planning story-lines as well, in relation to managing the environment:

"And one of the things we began to develop was the whole notion of ... how do you

understand open space planning in a spatial sense?" (Respondent 13, Consultant, 2003);

and

"What we are hoping to do is break that up even further by using ... district council

boundaries ... to say that your district councils in the south, central and the north have

got differing environmental issues" (ibid).

This brief review of the municipal terms of policy discourse drawn on by the consultants

indicates overall a perspective which is focused on the biophysical environment and which

relies on technical environmental management and land use planning tools and approaches.

This managerial approach to the environment aligns well with the EM discourse. Nonetheless,

Respondent 15's comments concerning the involvement of the local community in

environmental management illustrate the influence of the strong sustainability discourse.

Unfortunately, when it came to the Catchments project, the community participation story-line

seemed to be submerged in the drive to gather technical biophysical data.
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6.3 Catchment terms of policy discourse

Using the catchment as its key structuring element, the catchment discourse suggests certain

ways of structuring environmental policy and practice in the municipality. The analysis of the

catchment terms of policy discourse reveals the different elements of the catchment discourse

which do this structuring work. This section first examines how the catchment discourse is

strongly aligned with the same epistemic notions that influenced the municipal environmental

discourse. It then explores the catchment policy vocabularies and story-lines which provide the

key arguments for using catchments in environmental management and planning in the city.

6.3.1 Alignment with municipal epistemic notions

Embodied in the project report, "eThekwini Catchments 2002: A Strategic Tool for Planning",

the catchment policy discourse reaffirms the power of the key epistemic notions which frame

the discourse of the municipality and the project consultants. A strategic approach was one of

the project's key principles. The report's title and section headings use 'strategic language' - "A

Strategic Tool for Planning", "Strategic Catchment Assessment Process", and "Strategic

Implications for Planning". Within the text of the report, catchments are defined as "strategic

planning units", and it is argued that "(a)t a strategic level, catchments provide an indispensable

mechanism for assessing the overall differences in environmental quality across the eThekwini

area" (Diederichs et al., 2002: 2). Once the "strategic assessment of catchments" has been

undertaken, the report outlines the different "levels and types of strategic planning responses"

that should take place, at "a strategic area-based or a strategic sector-based level" (ibid: 3).

Indicators were developed in this project as part of a strategic approach, as explained here: " ...

to be strategic, rather than rationally comprehensive, to be strategic an indicator tells you there's

a problem with water quality. Therefore, there's something wrong, identify it and then try to

work back from that" (Respondent 13, Consultant, 2003).

Integration was one of the key motivating factors for the Catchments project to be undertaken.

The project terms of reference called for "a process for integrating catchments into spatial

planning" (Urban Strategy Department, 2001). The Catchments report states that catchments

"provide a mechanism for integrating the planning and investment of different sectors within a

geographically defined area in a manner that is related to the environmental quality and

sustainability of specific catchments" (Diederichs et al., 2002: 2). The Strategic Catchment

Assessment Process was developed to enhance this integration in the municipality, and also

demonstrates systematic characteristics, with its linkages between information gathering,

assessment and implementation. Originally intended to provide a way of integrating strategic
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planning and the environment with existing municipal processes and functions, ultimately the

consultants could only develop a generic process due to the institutional changes and

complexities at the time.

While not referred to directly in the Catchments report, a systems approach or systems thinking

is reflected in the catchment discourse. Ecosystem concepts were drawn upon by the

consultants in developing the concept of the catchment as an environmental management unit.

Using terms such as "linkages", and "cause and effect", Respondent 13 (Consultant, 2003) in

particular drew strongly on the principles of both a systems and an integrated approach when

describing the catchment as a tool for "integrated development planning" -

"Now from a point of view of the cause and effect, what happens upstream in terms of

development has an eventual effect and will find its way all the way down through the

catchment and will eventually find its way into the sea. . .. So the links from a spatial

point of view are able to be understood in a catchment sense. From a sectoral point of

view, one can also understand that if you're doing something from a land use point of

view, that has an impact on infrastructure, which has an impact on natural resources,

which has an impact on a range of other kinds of social and economic sectors. So all of

the sectors can be understood in an integrated way ... There may be some other forms

... to ... understand those linkages, but we've found that working from a kind of an

environmental ecological system, the catchment has proved extremely useful".

Lastly, the catchment discourse ascribes a key role to up-to-date and accurate environmental

information or data. The USD's motivation for the Catchments Project was largely based on the

need for environmental information to guide planning:

"[The Manager of the Urban Strategy Department] kept on asking for environmental

information that could ... inform the city's strategic plan" (Respondent 15, Consultant,

2003);

"it was an environmental information gap to be supplied on a spatial basis" (ibid); and

"the critical question that kept coming up was, we want environmental information on a

regular basis, but how do we actually integrate it into the planning process in Durban?"

(Respondent 14, Consultant, 2003).

By drawing on the key municipal epistemic notions as discussed above, the catchment discourse

reflects certain key elements of the EM discourse - an integrated approach to managing the
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environment, the use of systems ideas and particularly a focus on quantitative data for

environmental decision-making.

6.3.2 Catchment policy vocabularies

The catchment discourse's key concept is clearly the 'catchment', or 'river catchment'. The

concept was never defined in any of the project documentation nor by the municipal staff or the

consultants interviewed. However its usefulness as a concept is reflected in the different

catchment story-lines, to be discussed in section 6.3.3. Related catchment concepts included

'sub-catchments', 'upper' and 'lower catchments' and 'cross-catchment transfer', as shown in

Table 6.2 below.

Table 6.2 Catchment policy vocabularies

CATCHMENT DISCOURSE - POLICY VOCABULARIES

CONCEPTS TOOLS

Catchments, river catchments Catchment tool, approach
Sub-catchments Strategic Catchment Assessment Process
Upstream, downstream, upper/lower catchment Catchment assessment, status quo analysis
Cross-catchment transfer, linkages, inter- Catchment Management Plans
catchment Catchment Management Agencies,
Seepage catchments Catchment Forums
Catchment boundaries, areas Catchment Management Branch
Catchment condition, state Catchment co-ordinators, catchment management

facilitators

The catchment concept is used in a range of environmental management tools or approaches.

Specific to the project, these include 'the catchment tool', 'the Strategic Catchment Assessment

Process', and the 'catchment status quo assessment'. More broadly, as reflected in the National

Water Act (RSA, 1998d), catchment tools include catchment management institutions and

plans, such as 'Catchment Management Agencies' and 'catchment management plans'. It is

important to distinguish here between the catchment discourse of the municipality, and the

broader 'catchment management discourse' embodied in the National Water Act and in national

catchment management policy documents. The municipal catchment discourse draws from the

catchment management discourse's story-lines, but also uses the catchment concept in a much

broader manner to encapsulate all aspects of the natural, social and economic environment.
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Other policy vocabularies of the catchment discourse draw from the sustainability,

environmental management and planning policy fields. The Catchments report uses D'MOSS

vocabularies, such as 'environmental services' and 'open space assets'. Also used are

environmental and planning vocabularies such as: 'environmental sustainability', 'carrying

capacity', 'sustainable limits', 'environmental quality', and 'land use management'. It is

evident here that those municipal policy vocabularies drawn on in the catchment discourse

reflect an EM approach to the environment, such as the use of carrying capacity and resource

economics concepts.

6.3.3 Catchment story-lines

Hajer (1995: 62) describes story-lines as "narratives on social reality through which elements

from many different domains are combined and that provide actors with a set of symbolic

references that suggest a common understanding". In defining the key catchment story-lines it

became evident that some of these story-lines are more broadly applicable to a range of actors

than others. Due to their narrow focus, some story-lines do not in fact meet Hajer's condition of

multi-interpretability. An alternative approach would be to draw together these story-lines into

one catchment story-line with a range of different interpretations, to ensure that the story-line

concept is correctly used. However, such an approach would not reflect the richness of the

catchment discourse and its associated discourse coalition.

Therefore, at the risk of using Hajer's definition incorrectly, the catchment discourse is divided

into six different story-lines, some of them being drawn on by a wider range of actors than

others. The catchment story-lines are:

• The catchment is a useful tool to guide planning, land use and development in the city

• The capacity of catchments to accommodate development is limited

• The catchment is a useful spatial unit for city administration

• The catchment is the basis for stormwater management

• The catchment is the basis for integrated catchment management

• The catchment is an extension ofD'MOSS

Besides describing these catchment story-lines and their relevance in the municipal context, this

section also illustrates how they relate to the municipal epistemic notions and story-lines in

various ways. The interaction between the overlapping catchment and municipal discourses and

their associated story-lines is complex and multi-dimensional. This confirms the contentions of
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Foucault (in Hajer, 1995, and Sharp, 1999) that mUltiple discursive elements interact in complex

ways in the institutional context.

• The catchment is a useful tool to guide planning, land use and development in the city 

This is the most dominant catchment story-line used by all the municipal staff and the

consultants. The catchment is conceptualised as a land use management and planning tool

using the information provided by the environmental status quo analysis in the Catchments

report. It therefore aligns well with the municipal story-lines centred on environmental and

planning tools and approaches, which reflect EM's management approach to the

environmental problem. The 'catchment as a tool' is encapsulated in the approach of the

consultants -

" ... we focused more on the technical approach, because we wanted to leave Urban

Strategy with a tool that they could use, ok? But a tool that was telling them

substantively this is what the condition of the catchments are, and this is what you

need to actually do in terms of land use planning, in terms of environmental

planning, in terms of urban structure planning ... " (Respondent 13, Consultant,

2003).

Corresponding with the epistemic notion that ascribes a key role to data in decision-making,

the value of the 'catchment tool' is based on the environmental information that it provides,

particularly for assessing development applications:

"I think it's a nice piece of information for planners because of the nature of the

development application type work" (Respondent I, Urban Strategy, 2003);

" ... we certainly use it with specific development proposals ... - 'How does the

development sit in terms of that status quo analysis? What is the analysis telling us

about what should and shouldn't be happening in the catchment?' And so we do use

it like that" (Respondent 4, Environmental Management, 2003); and

" ... we should be using this catchment tool as a uniform approach to assessing

applications" (Respondent 6, Development Planning, 2003).

This 'catchment tool' story-line encapsulates a technical and managerial approach to the

environment, as described here: "using catchment technology, catchment methodology

begins to give you an understanding of where you can begin to be strategic" (Respondent

13, Consultant, 2003); and "in terms of developing a technical approach and this rationale
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they used in terms of assessing the catchments ... I think they achieved that quite well"

(Respondent 3, Environmental Management, 2003). The widespread use of this story-line

reiterates the value municipal staff attribute to technical information and approaches

reflective of EM.

• The capacity of catchments to receive development is limited - A key premise of the

Catchments repmi is that "by strategically planning development within the limits of the

environmental carrying capacity of each catchment, many of the social, economic and

environmental impacts can be minimised" (Diederichs et al., 2002: I). Environmental

management interventions are needed because "the demands of human settlement have

exceeded the capacity of the natural environment" (ibid). This catchment carrying capacity

story-line therefore correlates with the municipal environmental limits story-line and the

EM discourse. A limited number of municipal staff drew on this catchment story-line, using

terminology such as 'stressed catchments' and 'development threshold', for example:

"that's what the Catchment study added to the work that we did. It showed where

those opportunities and limitations actually existed in the natural resource base. It

pointed to stressed catchments. It pointed to catchments that weren't so stressed. It

gave a sense of the interplay of development and how it might now and in the future

relate to that natural resource base and its long term sustainability" (Respondent 3,

Environmental Management, 2003);

"it could be worked out in fairly concrete terms what's the development threshold of

a catchment" (Respondent 7, LUMS, 2003); and

"they then looked at each catchment as to how pressurised it was from a

development point of view, a contamination point of view, and therefore how much

development could each catchment take" (Respondent 9, Transport, 2003).

Using this story-line, the consultants argued that carrYlllg capacity vanes between

catchments. The results of the environmental status quo analysis in the Catchments report

illustrates these variances, maintaining that development in the city is nearing or exceeding

environmental limits in most of the centrally located catchments. As explained by

Respondent 14 (Consultant, 2003), the report shows "those southern catchments, the ones

where the density's lowest, coming out tops, and the ones where there's high development

pressure under serious strain and already well beyond environmental sustainability limits".

Density of development is therefore a key determinant of environmental impact - " ... so
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those areas in the south, even though the guys don't have services, the densities are low

enough that the natural systems are still able to function" (ibid).

An important observation here is how the Catchments Report's contention that central

catchments are stressed conflicts directly with the Municipality's promotion of densification

in the core areas, as reflected in its SDF. Thus the catchment discourse (with its story-line

of environmental limits) conflicts with the planning discourse (with its story-line of

densification). This contradiction was only mentioned by two municipal staff, as

demonstrated in the following statements:

"[the Catchments report] is showing that in fact a lot of those catchments are under

pressure and you can't develop them more. In fact, a catchment approach would say

spread out your development more. We are saying consolidate onto a few

[catchments]. ... So I think it's highlighted a fundamental problem between us"

(Respondent 9, Transport, 2003); and

"the concept that there is a line beyond which we can't take bulk infrastructure, just

because of cost ... aligns itself with the political priority of reintegrating the

apartheid city, that you want to bring development into the central areas. And if you

look at where the catchments are most stressed, it's centrally. So you've suddenly

got two big strategic ideas, one political, one economic, versus an environmental. ...

I think the real problem is that it's highlighted the city under stress. It's highlighted

conflict in strategic imperatives" (Respondent 3, Environmental Management,

2003).

It is interesting that this issue was detected by the Transport official, and not one of the city

planners. However, densification is now a key principle in South African transport planning,

to improve access to transport services, which may offer an explanation.

The inconsistencies between these two story-lines have not been discussed in any

meaningful way by municipal staff. Respondent 3 (Environmental Management, 2003)

argues that "(i)t's created a fluster but no one's responded to that in a strategic way. No

one's picked it up and said 'well, we've got a real tension here. What do we do about it?"'.

This could illustrate the comparative strength of the densification story-line, embodied in

the SDF, as opposed to the environmentally-based carrying capacity story-line. Thus the
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identification of story-lines in discourse analysis can play a key role In identifying

contradictions between the core principles of different city policies.

• The catchment is a useful spatial unit for city administration - This story-line originated

in the Spatial Theme Group's deliberations around developing area-based planning and

management units for the new municipal area. Drawing on the ESMP's catchment approach

(eThekwini Municipality, 2001a), catchments were considered as one alternative to divide

up the city on a spatial basis for administration purposes. As explained by Respondent 15

(Consultant, 2003):

" ... the city was deciding on the choice of management unit for the city. It was

either going to be a political one, or a catchment-based one. That's where I managed

to convince them, because they liked the concept of the catchment because it was

apolitical, and it linked the poor people in the hinterland to rich people [lower]

down. So that for them made a lot of sense".

While most members of the Spatial Theme Group supported this story-line, its

implementation was overtaken by politics and the administrative demarcation of the city

was put on hold. However, the story-line has maintained a certain power in the minds of

those involved in the Spatial Theme Group. City planners in particular are still considering

catchments as an organising unit for the city, although this time only for planning areas:

"So, I'm going to make a very strong recommendation that we adopt these, or some

variation, as boundaries for planning regions ... but I know it's not going to work as

anything other than planning regions" (Respondent 7, LUMS, 2003); and

" ... it goes back to having planning regions and planning areas ... And once again,

do we go a catchment planning route or don't we?" (Respondent 6, Development

Planning, 2003).

This story-line links strongly with the spatial planning story-line relating to the delineation of

areas for city management and planning, as well as the sustainability story-line focusing on

the integration of economic, environmental and social aspects of development. One of the

key reasons for using the catchment as a spatial administrative unit is its potential to

integrate different municipal sectors, particularly those involving planning and the

environment. This story-line is therefore reflected most strongly in the discourse of the city's
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planning officials. The epistemic notion of integration is therefore also reflected strongly, as

illustrated both in the Catchments repOlt and in the comments of municipal staff:

"Catchments provide a useful mechanism for integrating different development

sectors within a defined geographic area" (Diederichs et aI., 2002: 2);

"the catchment could have been the foundation for tying all those things together"

(Respondent 7, LUMS, 2003); and

"it gives us not just a spatial unit, but also an environmental unit, a planning unit,

and you can begin to look at a number of variables and use this ... to integrate"

(Respondent 8, ABM, 2003).

As a city-wide management unit, however, the catchment is unlikely to be considered as a

serious option, partly because of political reasons, but also because the needs of many

municipal sectors do not align with catchments. As stated by the Municipal Manager

(Respondent 12, 2003):

"I think that was the problem for me of the 18 or 24 administrative areas approach

... because your administrative areas are never going to be administrative areas,

because your Water can manage quite well with a single water system; Electricity

they've got two power systems, or whatever; Works, in your Cleansing Services,

maybe you want 25 little depots, stuck out across the city. So your geography across

the city can vary across departments, and even within departments you'll find

variation".

Although trained as a Town and Regional Planner, the above statement shows that the

Municipal Manager perceives the city's administration requirements from a broader

perspective than the needs of the city's planners.

• The catchment is the basis of stormwater management - The Drainage and Coastal

Engineering Department uses catchments as its organising unit for carrying out its planning

and maintenance functions related to stormwater control in the city. The catchment is the

most appropriate unit for managing the flow of water. Due to the way land use and

development impacts on the generation of stormwater, this story-line links well with the

environmental management and land use management story-lines. It is reflected in a number

of projects being undertaken by the Department, as described here:
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"We're currently spending out of Council money probably in the order of RI million

to R1.5 million a year just on the flood studies.... These are all the catchments that

we've already analysed" (Respondent 10, Drainage and Coastal, 2003); and

"we've persuaded them to fund more detailed plans in two of the catchments" (ibid).

While it is mostly the Drainage and Coastal Engineering Department that draws on this

story-line, other members of staff also relate to the stormwater aspect of catchments, as

shown in this statement: "the whole catchment issue is [the Manager of Drainage and

Coastal Engineering's] way of life. It needs to be the way he operates because he can't

divorce upstream from what happens downstream" (Respondent 2, Urban Strategy, 2003).

In terms of responding to development impacts, a key focus of the Catchments report is the

management of stormwater, particularly to reduce the effects of flooding and erosion. The

slides shown by the consultants at the final project presentation also focused on stormwater

related hazards and impacts. For example, the Catchments report states,

"The impacts of development are most often generated and experienced within a

river catchment. For example, the amount of sealed surface (i.e. development) in a

river catchment affects the amount of stormwater that enters the river during rainfall

events. The effects of increased flow in the river are experienced in the same

catchment, e.g. properties and infrastructure near the coast may be flooded as a

result of the high levels of development in the upper catchment" (Diederichs et aI.,

2002).

Using the water-based concept of the catchment as the key framing device for the

environmental management approach does present certain limitations, however. Its

applicability in terms of other environmental aspects, such as air quality, is unclear. It is

even more difficult to apply to the social and economic aspects of sustainability, as social

and development boundaries do not align with catchment boundaries. This story-line

therefore has limited applicability to stormwater-related issues.

• The catchment is the basic unit of catchment management - Broader than just

stormwater control, a catchment management approach relates to all aspects of water

management using catchments as management units, in such a way that local users are

involved in the management process. This catchment management story-line is drawn from

the broader national discourse of catchment management as outlined in the National Water

Act (1998). Linking to this story-line, the initiation of the Catchments Project was partly
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based on the benefits of integrating with the local CMA initiative. Respondent 10 (Drainage

and Coastal, 2003) explained how the Catchments report has contributed to how national

government's catchment management approach is perceived-

"up until ... this work [Catchments report] was done, I don't think there was very

much sense of should we be looking at catchments. It's almost ... come together 

the establishment of the CMAs and this work has sensitised people to realise that ja,

there is something happening, and to try and dovetail into that".

Implicit in this story-line is a recognition of the value of the environment and the need to

protect and manage the environment as reflected in the relevant environmental management

story-lines. The catchment management story-line is also reflected in the Drainage and

Coastal Engineering Department's current reorganisation along catchment lines to align

with the local CMA:

"So Catchment Management will be all the flood lines, pollution monitoring,

preparing catchment management plans, co-ordination of catchment management,

public education, preparing master drainage plans ... " (Respondent 10, Drainage

and Coastal, 2003).

A key aspect of the catchment management story-line, as reflected in the National Water

Act and the CMA approach, is the need for public participation in catchment management to

ensure that broader social and economic issues affecting water use are considered. This

links well with the municipal story-line related to community involvement in environmental

management. Demonstrating strong sustainability principles, this aspect is incorporated into

functions of the Drainage and Coastal Engineering Department's new organisational

structure. The Department's catchment co-ordinators will be the "people on the ground,

who are basically going to be able to go to the Catchment Forums ... to actually get along

and represent the Council and get feedback on community [input]" (ibid).

A few other staff and one of the consultants also drew on this community participation

aspect of the catchment management story-line, as follows:

"from a catchment planning point of view you are getting communities to work

together in that catchment, in terms of protecting the catchment, and the things that

they do and the way they do it" (Respondent 6, Development Planning, 2003); and
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"get people aware of what catchments, basically the environment delivers, and get

them organised around that, now start to talk to each other, understanding the

impacts of one user on another user ... And we saw that as really the key option for

environmental management in Durban, to start to do that, and basically get residents

and users involved in the whole process" (Respondent 15, Consultant, 2003).

While this aspect of the catchment management story-line was evident in the discourse of

some of the municipal staff and one consultant, it clearly did not impact on the Catchments

Project approach and outcomes. The project drew only on municipal and other government

sector information and inputs, and did not involve the local community. Hence this strong

sustainability aspect of the story-line had little persuasive power in influencing the project

approach.

• The catchment is an extension of D'MOSS - The Catchments Project built on the work

done by the consultants in the ESMP, which conceptualised catchments as useful units for

environmental management. This was confirmed in the following statements: "we were the

building blocks for it because of our open space work" (Respondent 3, Environmental

Management, 2003), and "the 200 I open space planning stuff that we did picked up on the

catchment analysis or approach quite strongly" (Respondent 4, Environmental Management,

2003). In the Catchments Report, the use of ESMP resource economics concepts reflects its

link with D'MOSS:

"Environmental service assets and service levels vary between catchments, but they

also vary between the lower, middle and upper reaches of the catchment"; and

"the ability of the natural resource base to provide environmental services is already

over-subscribed and needs to be augmented" (Diederichs et aI., 2002: 7 and8).

Only the project consultants and Environmental Management and LUMS staff drew on this

catchment story-line, predominantly making reference to the environmental services

supplied by the catchments, for example:

"the catchment has a supply, it has a demand. It has a supply of environmental

resources which can deliver services and which can mitigate impact. That

catchment also has demand driven by its land use, and at the end of the day that is

what we are trying to balance" (Respondent 13, Consultant, 2003); and
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"there are direct linkages [with the Catchments Project] but they're hidden, in terms

of environmental services and the value they provide to the city" (Respondent 7,

LUMS, 2003).

By referring to the impacts of different land uses on the environmental services provided by

catchment areas, the D'MOSS-catchment story-line reveals the relationship between land

use and environmental services. Thus the municipal land use management story-lines

overlap with this catchment story-line. This management approach to the environment and

the use of the D'MOSS resource economics concepts in this story-line align well with EM.

6.3.4 Interaction between municipal and catchment story-lines

The analysis of the catchment discourse in the previous sections indicates that its story-lines are

not confined to the Catchments Project. As illustrated in Figure 6.4 below, the catchment

discourse consists of story-lines specifically attributable to the project as well as broader

catchment story-lines which were already being drawn upon before the project began. The

discourse has also changed over time as the project developed and other changes occurred in the

municipality. The influence of other municipal discourses and their story-lines came into play to

shape and define the current form of the catchment discourse.

THE CATCHMENT DISCOURSE

MUNICIPAL CONTEXT

Catchments Project

• Catchment as a planning and land use
management tool

• Limited capacity of catchments to receive
development

• Catchment as an extension of D'MOSS

• Catchment as a spatial unit for city planning and administration

• Catchment as a basis for stormwater management

• Catchment as a basis for catchment management

Figure 6.1 The catchment discourse and its story-lines
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The matrix diagram overleaf (Table 6.3) provides a visual illustration of how the municipal and

catchment story-lines overlap, or how the catchment story-lines have drawn from broader

municipal story-lines. Only the explicit linkages between story-lines have been shown. There

may be other implicit or weaker linkages between story-lines, but these have been excluded to

focus on the main patterns of overlap. The key aspect of this interaction is that most of the

catchment story-lines intersect with municipal story-lines focused on environmental and land

use management. As a management tool for integrating environmental issues and planning, the

Catchments report embodies this story-line interaction. Of interest is that the catchment story

lines only intersect in a limited way with the sustainability story-lines. While sustainability

story-lines are well represented in the discourse of municipal staff and in municipal policy

documents such as the IDP, the broader interpretations of sustainability were not particularly

evident in the catchment discourse. Instead the focus of the catchment discourse is on

environmental sust<iinability, and the use of sustainability and environmental management

systems. This reflects an EM approach that emphasises biophysical aspects of sustainability and

the use of a management approach to solve environmental problems.

Also of significance is the fact that the planning discourse's densification story-line does not

overlap in any way with the catchment discourse, confirming the perceived inconsistencies

between these two municipal discourses, as discussed earlier. This illustrates the conflict

between EM's carrying capacity concept and the city's densification approach. However,

densification does not necessarily conflict with EM as a whole, since EM contends that

development and environmental management are not incompatible. Except for the catchment

management story-line, the municipal story-lines reflecting social and economic development

issues and community participation in environmental management are generally poorly reflected

in the catchment discourse. The strong sustainability discourse therefore has limited influence

on the catchment discourse. Overall, this matrix indicates that the catchment discourse is an

environmental policy discourse focused on the biophysical environment and issues of

environmental sustainability consistent with an EM approach. The role of human agency in

bringing about discursive change is important here. For example, the Municipal Manager's

strong focus on broader sustainability in the city may influence the catchment discourse.

Catchment story-lines more strongly centred on social issues may evolve and be used more

widely by municipal actors, indicating a move to stronger sustainability.



Table 6.3 The relationship between catchment and municipal story-lines

MUNICIPAL STORY-LINES CATCHMENT STORY-LINES

C1 C2 C3 C4 CS C6

Sustainability

1 Integration of social, economic and environmental aspects

2 Efficiency and improvement

3 Environmental management systems and tools

4 Economic growth from waste

S LA21

6 The key to sustainability is institutional will

7 Planning encompasses sustainability

Environmental Management

1 Environment needs protection and management

92 Environment is the basis of development

3 Must raise environmenfs profile

4 Carrying capacity of environment is limited

D'MOSS

1 Open spaces are assets that need protection

2 Open spaces provide valuable environmental services

3 Catchments are useful units for managing open space system

Spatial Planning

1 The delineation of spatial areas or boundaries is useful for city
management

2 Densification of core areas to promote integration and efficient use of
resources

3 Use of land is a key municipal issue

4 Appropriate development control measures to manage land use

Community participation

1 Community stakeholders need to be involved in environmental
management

Social and economic development

1 Social and economic issues must be incorporated into environmental
management

Development costs

1 Development must be balanced with other factors in a cost-effective
way

Catchment Story-Lines:

C1: Catchment as a tool to guide planning, land use and development

C2: The capacity of catchments to receive development is limited

C3: Catchment as a spatial unit for city adminstration

C4: Catchment as a basis for storrnwater management

CS: Catchment as a basis for catchment management

C6: Catchment as an extension of D'MOSS

145
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6.4 The catchment discourse coalition

Despite the overlap between municipal discourses, it is still possible to identify a catchment

discourse coalition. As defined by Hajer (1995: 65), a discourse coalition is"an ensemble of (I)

a set of story-lines; (2) the actors who utter these story-lines; and (3) the practices in which this

discursive activity is based". The catchment discourse coalition therefore consists of the six

catchment story-lines, the municipal actors who draw upon these story-lines in various ways 

represented by the twelve municipal respondents interviewed - and municipal practices

reflecting these catchment story-lines. These include the Catchments project and report, the

Drainage and Coastal Engineering Department's reorganisation along catchment lines, and the

deliberations of the Spatial Theme Group to use catchments to demarcate city administration

regIOns. These practices are discussed in more detail in section 6.5 which looks at the

institutionalisation ofthe catchment discourse.

Since only a small group of municipal actors were interviewed, the catchment discourse

coalition is only a reflection of a broader coalition within the municipality. Interviewing a more

extensive group of municipal actors could have revealed different story-lines and hence a

different coalition, or even an alternate coalition opposed to the catchment discourse. Within

this group of municipal staff, however, the catchment was viewed by all as a valuable concept,

for a range of reasons as reflected in the different story-lines. During the project process,

municipal staff readily supported the catchment concept, as illustrated in these statements -

"I think everyone latched onto that catchment approach. There wasn't any conflict or

dissension about that" (Respondent 7, LUMS, 2003); and

"Well, the people there, certainly the planners in the city or the various components of

the city, they were all very positive about it. Like guys in Wastewater, the Transport

people, they were very much supportive and they were eager to get the document ...

And all the planners to a tee ... realised the value of being proactive in planning. So they

were quite keen to adopt this" (Respondent IS, Consultant, 2003).

This common support for the catchment discourse illustrates the power of the catchment

concept in drawing together a range of municipal actors. The 'catchment' acts as a metaphor for

a variety of catchment approaches, reflected in the story-lines. These different story-lines, or

combinations of story-lines, were drawn on in a variety of ways by municipal staff depending

on their responsibilities and perspectives. In fact, each municipal official did not draw on all
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of the catchment story-lines, but drew on those which had particular relevance to them.

Figure 6.2 below shows which story-lines were drawn on by some ofthe municipal officials.

Catchment as a
basis for

stormwater
management

*

Catchment as a
basis for

catchment
management

* * * *i

Catchment as a
spatial unit for

city
administration

*

CATCHMENT

DISCOURSE

* Environmental Management

* Strategic planning

* Drainage and Coastal Engineering

* Municipal Manager

Figure 6.2 Municipal officials' use of catchment story-lines

Environmental Management Branch staff predominantly drew on the 'catchments as an

extension of D'MOSS' story-line, due to the links between their ESMP work and the

Catchments project. They also used the 'catchment as planning tool' and the 'catchment

carrying capacity' story-lines reflecting a management approach to the environment, based on

the perceived limits of the natural environment to accommodate development. Due to their

support for the work being done by the Drainage and Coastal Engineering Department, they also

draw on the 'catchment management' story-line.

Strategic planning staff (Urban Strategy and lOP) mainly drew on the 'catchment as a planning

and administration unit' and 'catchment as planning tool' story-lines, focusing on the catchment

as a means to aid strategic planning .in the city. The 'catchment management' story-line was

also drawn on, particularly by Respondent 1 (Urban Strategy), for its focus on involving the

local community in environmental management through participatory approaches.
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Respondent 10, representing the Drainage and Coastal Engineering Department, mainly used

the 'catchment management' and 'stormwater management' story-lines, reflecting the day-to

day responsibilities and functions of the department. The 'catchment as planning tool' was also

drawn on, in relation to the management of land use for stormwater control.

Of interest is that the Municipal Manager drew very little on the catchment story-lines, only

using the 'catchment as planning tool' and 'catchment management' story-lines in a limited

way. A catchments approach is not high on the municipal management's agenda (except as a

sectoral function of the Drainage and Coastal Engineering Department) as indicated in this

statement: "Let's not worry about whether catchment planning is the centre of the universe or

not. If it's the best tool to address a paliicular problem because it will give you the easy

measures of sustainability, then we'll use it for that" (Respondent 12, Municipal Manager,

2003).

The key characteristic of the catchment discourse coalition illustrated in Figure 6.2 is that,

among the four groups of officials represented, the 'catchment as a planning tool' and the

'catchment management' story-lines were most dominant, drawn on by all the officials shown

here. Each of the other four story-lines was only drawn on by one representative group. These

four story-lines therefore have far less value in terms of multi-interpretability, as conceptualised

by Hajer (1995). These are narrower story-lines, relevant for their applicability to specific

municipal functions and responsibilities.

The catchment discourse's story-lines therefore enabled a range of municipal actors from

different departments, with different responsibilities and perspectives, to find 'common ground'.

Since each catchment story-line is associated in some way with other municipal discourses and

policy fields, the catchment discourse coalition allows for the creation of communicative

networks which combine actors from a range of policy fields. This adds to Bulkeley's (2000)

point that actors draw on story-lines from a range of discourses and thus move between

discourse coalitions. In fact, as illustrated by the catchment management story-line, some story

lines can underpin more than one discourse but in different ways.

6.5 Institutionalisation of the catchment discourse

The identification of catchment story-lines in the discourse of municipal staff illustrates that the

catchment discourse is being drawn on by a range of municipal actors. The value of catchment

concepts and approaches is recognised by municipal staff. However, the catchment discourse is
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far from achieving either discourse structuration or institutionalisation at a municipality-wide

level. This is illustrated by the outcome of the Spatial Theme Group's deliberations on using

catchments as municipal administrative regions. While the use of catchments as city

administration units was well-supported by the Spatial Theme Group and a number of key city

directors, ultimately the approach did not have political support. Consequently the associated

catchment story-line did not have sufficient credibility and acceptability (Hajer, 1995) to

influence the municipal politicians.

Similarly, the three key story-lines associated with the Catchments Project have also not been

sufficiently powerful to lead to the institutionalisation of this aspect of the catchment discourse

in the municipality. The intention of the project was to use a catchment policy approach to

influence environmental decision-making in the city, by feeding into key policy initiatives, such

as the IDP and SDF, LUMS and ABM, while also assisting municipal staff in assessing

development applications. As reflected in their use of the catchment story-lines, the municipal

staff support a catchments approach and value the information provided by the Catchments

report. However, in practice the Catchments report is only being used by a handful of staff

(from Drainage and Coastal Engineering, Development Planning and Environmental

Management) for catchment management and the assessment of proposed developments.

However, even then it is used in a limited way.

Most municipal staff have not incorporated the findings of the Catchments report into their

work. It has not influenced strategic municipal initiatives such as the IDP, SDF and Area-Based

Management. The limited influence of the discourse is reflected in the following statements:

"from the IDP side, the team is acknowledging it [the Catchments report], ... but kind of

hoping that it gets picked up" (Respondent 5, IDP, 2003);

"I don't hear it [the Catchments report] being mentioned 111 the same breath as,

'we've received an application for this and we've looked at the Catchment ... '. It

doesn't happen" (Respondent 7, LUMS, 2003);

"I haven't worked through the entire document myself' (Respondent 6, Transport,

2003);

"I'll be honest - we haven't considered it. What I'm saying is, if we found this piece of

land, we wouldn't pick up this document and say this catchment is under quite a bit of

pressure, so maybe we shouldn't [develop]" (Respondent 11, Housing, 2003); and

"What I'm seeing is that the guys aren't using it, and '" it's tricky to know exactly why

they're not using it" (Respondent 14, Consultant, 2003).
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It is only within the Drainage and Coastal Engineering Department (DCED) that the influence

of the catchment discourse can be observed. DCED has initiated a new organisational structure,

and a number of institutional actions and practices based on catchments. The catchment

management story-line is the most influential story-line here, reflecting the catchment

management discourse promoted in the National Water Act and the policy of the Department of

Water Affairs and Forestry. While this could be an indication of institutionalisation of the

municipal catchment discourse, it is more likely that these institutional changes reflect the

structuration and institutionalisation of the national government's catchment management

discourse in the municipality. The catchment management discourse concentrates on the

management of water resources - the mandate and focus of DCED. In contrast, the municipal

catchment discourse is a broader environmental discourse aimed at integrating planning,

development and the environment in the city. Hence the institutional practices in DCED more

closely reflect the national catchment management discourse.

The lack of institutional support for catchment-based administrative areas, and the limited use of

the Catchments report by municipal officials indicate that the catchment discourse remains

predominantly at the level of discourse. It has not filtered down to a level where it impacts and

changes institutional practices in the city. What then are the dynamics at play that have affected

the lack of institutional support for the catchment discourse? Commenting specifically on the

Catchments Project, the consultants and the municipal staff attribute its limited influence to a

number of factors:

• The institutional transformation of the municipality has played a key role in drawing the

attention of municipal staff away from their work. Their involvement in the Catchments

Project and the consequent implementation of the catchment approach into their work was

therefore limited, as illustrated here: "I don't think they [city planners] had opportunity to

actually focus on it and try and implement it. 1 think maybe because they are absorbed in

the restructuring of Council taking place" (Respondent 6, Development Planning, 2003).

• A related factor is the lack of staff capacity to take on a new approach to their work, as

argued by Respondent 11 (Housing, 2003): "we're always under-resourced, under capacity,

and to dedicate a lot of time to a project may be quite demanding for officials not directly

involved with the environment".
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• Some staff argued that the Catchments project needs an institutional home or its

implementation to be effective. Although the project was initiated and managed by the

Urban Strategy Department, it is not necessarily the most appropriate base for the report,

because "they work at a strategic level. From that level it's hard to drive something down to

implementation" (Respondent 7, LUMS, 2003). Due to its strong biophysical focus, others

argued that it should be based with the Environmental Management Branch. A related issue

is that the generic Strategic Catchment Assessment Process needs to be based in a municipal

department, for the ongoing assessment and monitoring of catchments to be practically

implemented.

• To enable city-wide implementation, the report needs to receive the political support of

Council. The project has never been presented to Council and consequently its

implementation has not been taken up by municipal management. If a report is approved as

municipal policy, it has much more political weight and authority in decision-making, as

stated here:

" another reason for its not receiving its full potential as a report in terms of

information being used constructively in the city would be that the report has never

been taken to Council. ... We don't simply have a report and then try and sell it to

other line functions. We take it through Council and Council approval. ... And so,

we don't only then work within the mandate of national and provincial

environmental law. We also work within the local government policy decision"

(Respondent 4, Environmental Management, 2003).

• The Catchments report also requires integration into strategic municipal initiatives, such as

the lOP, SDF, LUMS and ABM to be effective at a municipal level. Council support of the

report would enable this to happen. Integration with such municipal initiatives will be

effective because they have high exposure, as argued here - "that's mainstreamed already

... everybody knows the SDF and lOP. It's right up there in the political world with all the

top officials. You don't have to sell it too hard" (ibid).

• Linked to the need for an institutional home, is the need for a champion for the Catchments

report, to ensure that the report gets promoted at all levels of the municipality and beyond.

Apart from one presentation of the report to municipal staff and provincial government
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departments, no efforts have been made to promote the project since it was finalised, as

reflected in these comments:

"I think what it has lacked is a champion .... [the project] got done but it's lacked a

champion in terms of ensuring it gets the correct profile and it's integrated into the

various line functions planning and thinking" (Respondent 4, Environmental

Management, 2003).

" ... not sufficient, or aggressive enough follow-up" (Respondent 5, lDP, 2003);

"Even if it's there institutionally, how do you excite people, make people interested

about it?" (Respondent 5, lDP, 2003);

"So that's part of the championing stuff. It's about gOIng and doing some

presentations to Agriculture and Environment Affairs. It's about going and doing a

presentation to Council. ... Its about getting [the Head of Drainage and Coastal

Engineering Department] to start changing engineering standards in the Red Book"

(Respondent 2, Urban Strategy, 2003); and

"I think it's also got to be sold to the officials.... as much as I've said there wasn't

any opposition or anything like that, they've still got to integrate it into what they

do" (Respondent 13, Consultant, 2003).

• A key aspect lacking in the project was the implementation of staff training once the project

was finished, as explained here:

"One thing was that was lacking, was that' Alright, now you've done this, how do

we use it?'. It's the thing that wasn't workshopped. How do we implement it? How

do we use it in our day-to-day work? Was there a need for training workshops, or

trained staff?" (Respondent 6, Development Planning, 2003); and

" ... we were expecting [the Manager of the Urban Strategy Department] to ... set up

a system of showing people how they can use it. And than was never pursued"

(Respondent 15, Consultant, 2003).

• The fact that the city is not institutionally organised on a catchment basis was also believed

to restrict the implementation of the Catchments Project, as argued here:

"The difficulty is that structures are not institutionalised on a catchment basis and,

that's a big problem, because it just makes it very difficult to try and put into

practice" (Respondent 2, Urban Strategy, 2003).
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• Respondent 5 (lOP, 2003) argued that the Catchments report could be perceived by some as

being too focused on biophysical aspects, and therefore not relevant to their line of work -

" ... in terms of a mindset from the development practitioners that 'Well, that's just

another green report'. But if [the Catchments report] was packaged as maybe phase

one, phase two, phase three, or running concurrently, that you come up with

something that people are going to take seriously.... Because often just the simple

thing of phasing - 'let's start with this and then see what happens' - gets painted ...

green".

The Urban Strategy Department's management of the Catchments Project, particularly since it

was finalised, has not facilitated the structuration and institutionalisation of the catchment

discourse 111 the eThekwini Municipality. However, the catchment ideas and principles

contained 111 the catchment story-lines are still valued by the municipal staff interviewed.

Although, these are expressed most strongly in practice by the Drainage and Coastal

Engineering Department, the opportunity still exists for other sectors to build on the catchment

management approach. For example, Development Planning staff have indicated their intention

to consider structuring their planning regions on a catchment basis.

6.6 Implications for sustainability

As with the majority of the municipal discourses discussed in Chapter 5, the catchment

discourse predominantly aligns itself with the EM discourse. Using the Catchments Project

report and approach as its main reference point, this final section of the chapter illustrates the

EM characteristics of the catchment discourse, while also reflecting on the few elements hinting

at a move towards strong sustainability.

The catchment discourse is primarily concerned with the management of impacts on the

environment, through a range of management approaches, including stormwater management,

catchment management, land use management, city management and environmental

management. This coincides with the EM discourse which perceives the environmental

problem as a management problem (Hajer, 1995). The Catchments Project report as a tool for

environmental ·and land use management therefore offers a management solution to the

environmental problems of the eThekwini municipal area.
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As an embodiment of the catchment discourse, the Catchments report assigns a central role to

technical data relating to the biophysical environment. One of the main reasons for the initiation

of the Catchments Project was to obtain environmental data to guide planning in the city. The

consultants' use of biophysical indicators to measure the environmental quality and health of the

city's catchments, and their focus on quantitative data reflects this technical focus. According to

Respondent 1 (Urban Strategy, 2003), the Catchments report was

"conceptualised in such a way where it would provide a data set that is very technical,

technocratic in a way. So it's something that you can take, put on your desk, look at the

physical aspects of your project, and then look at the data that is provided for the

catchment, and then try to make a decision that way".

The 'catchment as a decision-making tool' story-line encapsulates this technical approach.

Environmental decision-making is encouraged to rely on factual quantitative data on the

biophysical environment, reflecting the instrumentalist rationality of EM.

A related feature of the catchment discourse is its focus on the biophysical environment. Except

for elements in the catchment management and 'catchment as a spatial administration unit'

story-lines, that focus on a more balanced approach to sustainability, the catchment story-lines

were focused on the natural environment. The Catchments report states that "(a) strategic

catchment assessment should undertake to evaluate the social, economic and environmental

situation in the catchment. This study, however has focused on ... the environmental status of

catchments" (Diederichs et aI., 2002: 4). According to Respondent 1 (Urban Strategy, 2003),

putting the biophysical environment at the centre is the typical approach of the Environmental

Management Branch - "there's always this urge to get data sets, to get technical and

environmental information of the biophysical environment, to use that as a base and an

underlayer of most of the positions of the various sectors".

The Urban Strategy Department intended to extend the Catchments Project to incorporate social

and economic indicators. However, two years since the completion of the project, this has not

happened. As argued by Respondent 5 (IDP, 2003), "Isn't there in a sense a missed

opportunity in that we say, we talk about sustainability in its broadest sense, but when we have

phase one, which is looking at biophysical, ... sometimes we fail to pick up, because there's not

aggressive enough marketing to pick up the other two issues". Thus although social and

economic issues and factors are recognised, the catchment discourse does not give them equal

attention. The strong sustainability discourse is therefore sidelined in the catchment discourse.
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The strong role of the consultants as 'scientific experts' also reflects the EM discourse. Because

of their credibility as experts in the fields of environmental science and environmental

management, the staff generally allowed the consultants to control the project process. Using

resource economics, systems ecology and carrying capacity concepts, this EM approach to

sustainability influenced how the project was shaped. As the municipal staff had limited

involvement in the development of the indicators, except for providing the base information and

providing comments during the process, the consultants controlled how this data was

interpreted. With no involvement from a wider spectrum of the municipal staff (for example,

Health) or from the wider community, the results of the report are therefore generally the

consultant's interpretation of the information.

In addition to the somewhat limited role played by municipal staff in the development of the

Catchments project, it was also shaped to exclude public input. The lack of public participation

in the project was explained by Respondent I (Urban Strategy, 2003), "Certainly it was a

consideration in this project ... we've got to have the word participation, so we'll make it

stakeholder participation, but we'll keep it professional, within the sectors". The financial costs

of extending this project to include the wider community were probably a major consideration.

However, in terms of adhering to the municipality's legislative responsibilities to civil society,

Respondent I (ibid) questioned this approach: "is there room ... where we just develop

something purely for professional use?". Due to this approach, the responsibility for the

management of the environment is municipality-based - it does not give space for "how other

role-players can add to the management and monitoring" (Respondent I, Urban Strategy, 2003).

Essentially, the voice of the community was excluded from the development of this policy

document. Wider consultation may have resulted in different (and possibly more appropriate)

indicators being developed, the responsibility for environmental management and monitoring

being spread to the community, as well as ensuring that a broader sustainability assessment was

undertaken. This would have ensured a space for strong sustainability concerns and issues to be

raised, which would have shaped the Catchments Project in more socially sensitive way.

Overall, the Catchments Project epitomises an EM approach to the 'environmental problem' in

the eThekwini municipal area. It focuses on techno-managerial solutions based on biophysical

information to guide environmental decision-making. It neglected to incorporate the

participation of the local community, which could have led to the consideration of associated

social-economic and power issues. It therefore excludes the perspectives of a range of

community role-players who make use of and impact on the city's environment. The
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municipality is perceived as the chief player responsible for environmental management in the

city. The potential role of the local community in city environmental management is therefore

excluded.

It must be pointed out, however, that certain aspects of the catchment discourse do show some

signs of moving towards strong sustainability. The catchment management and 'catchment as

spatial administration unit' story-lines offer a more balanced consideration of social, economic

and biophysical aspects related to environment and development in the city. The participation

and empowerment of the local community is an important part of the catchment management

approach, which seeks to involve the community in the management of water-related aspects of

the environment. While these story-lines are not well-reflected in the Catchments Project, the

fact that they are reflected in the discourse of municipal officials perhaps indicates that in time

these ideas will become more entrenched in the municipality. If so, the catchment discourse as

a whole may evolve to reflect more clearly the strong sustainability discourse.

6.7 Conclusion

This analysis of the catchment discourse provides useful insights into the way discourses

operate in an institutional context. Of particular interest is the interdependent nature of discourse

dynamics, through the overlap and interaction between a range of story-lines in the broader

environmental policy arena. The catchment case study has shown that the deliberate

introduction of new policy approaches, such as the eThekwini Catchments project, cannot rely

solely on the power of discourse to translate rhetoric into practice. Associated discourse

institutionalisation requires the active agency of institutional actors. These issues are discussed

in more depth in the final chapter.

The eThekwini Catchments case study has also shown that, despite being clearly reflected in

national policy and legislation, the strong sustainability discourse has limited representation in

the environmental discourse and practice of the eThekwini Municipality. An EM approach to

the environment dominates environmental policy and decision-making. Certain officials,

however, do draw on aspects of strong sustainability. The catchment management approach of

the Drainage and Coastal Engineering Department certainly holds promise for ensuring that

social issues and concerns are integrated into the management of the city's water resources. The

final chapter considers how this approach could be extended more broadly in the city through

the use of more interactive and deliberate environmental policy making.
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CHAPTER SEVEN: CONCLUSION

7.1 Introduction

Environmental policy making in local government is complex and multi-layered. This research

has attempted to unravel some of these complexities by using a discourse approach. The first

section of this concluding chapter considers how Hajer's discourse concepts and methodology

facilitated an understanding of the discourse dynamics influencing environmental policy

making. In particular, his concepts revealed the dependencies and discontinuities between

discourses, and the important role of human agency in discourse institutionalisation. The use of

the eThekwini Catchments case study revealed that new environmental policy in the

municipality is strongly influenced by the EM discourse. Consequently, the second section of

this chapter considers an alternate catchment approach, 'the communicative catchment', which

reflects a strong sustainability approach to environmental policy making in the municipal

context.

7.2 The application of discourse theory in empirical research

Hajer's approach to discourse analysis has proved to be a useful means of uncovering discourse

dynamics in environmental policy making in the eThekwini Municipality. While this theoretical

approach is of European origin, this research has shown that it can be applied equally well to

institutional contexts in the developing world. Hajer's discourse concepts - the story-line,

discourse coalitions, epistemic notions and policy vocabularies - were practical and appropriate

tools for undertaking empirical discourse research in South Africa. The concept of epistemic

notions was particularly useful, as it revealed the power and pervasiveness of these structuring

ideas on a range of policy fields and discourses in the eThekwini Municipality. Since the EM

discourse was well aligned with these epistemic notions, it was able to exert considerable power

in structuring environmental discourse in the municipality.

Through discourse analysis, the identification of story-lines revealed the key framing arguments

influencing the municipality's approach to the relationship between the environment and

development. These story-lines indicate the accepted ways of talking about 'the environmental

problem', wh ich overall reflect a techno-managerial approach to sustainabi lity focused on the

biophysical environment. As argued by Hajer (1995), story-lines draw attention away from the

contextual or social understandings of a problem. Thus in this case, issues of community
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representation, social justice and power are excluded by the 'problem closure' achieved through

adherence to the city's dominant story-lines. In the case of the catchment discourse, this was

partly achieved through the dominant role of the consultants as scientific experts, and the

project approach which excluded the contributions of a wider range of municipal role-players

and the local community.

While Hajer's framework for discourse analysis (2003) was intended for the study of a single

policy discourse, this research has shown that it can also be applied to understanding the

interaction of multiple discourses in an institutional context. Of special interest is how the

analysis revealed the overlap and linkages between municipal story-lines, and hence municipal

discourses, confirming Foucault's claims regarding the 'play of dependencies between

discourses' (Hajer, 1995: 47). Some story-lines employ the same or associated concepts which

draw these story-lines together. For example, the municipal sustainability story-line that speaks

of efficiency and improvement in the use of municipal resources aligns strongly with the

planning story-line promoting densification, since it focuses on the efficient use of the city's

land and services infrastructure. Story-lines can therefore support each other, and in so doing,

strengthen the key concepts or principles which they share. This suggests that the influence of

any discourse in the institutional context can be affected by the degree to which it draws from

other discourses, or supports other discourses in various ways. Sharp (1999: 150) speaks of this

as the formation of "discourse alliances" - an alliance develops when "different discourses work

together to their mutual benefit". This does not necessarily result from any conscious actions of

the municipality to align policy goals, but naturally occurs when different issues or debates,

often with different agendas in mind, coincide around specific aspects. Thus the social

imperatives of the densification story-line to create an integrated post-apartheid city, coincide in

this case with the municipality's sustainability orientated-goal to develop the city in a cost

effective and efficient manner.

This discourse analysis also revealed what Hajer (1995: 47, following Foucault) refers to as 'the

discontinuities' between discourses. In the municipal context, due to the large volume of

discourses being produced and reproduced, the potential for contradictory or inconsistent

discourses is high (Sharp, 1999). This was illustrated by the discontinuities or contradictions

between the catchment discourse and the planning discourse. The planning discourse promotes

the densification of the core areas of the city, while the catchment discourse argues that the core

areas have already reached environmental sustainability limits. Currently the planning

discourse's densification story-line exerts considerable power in the city, as it is a key framing
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device of the SDF and has the support of the Municipal Council. Thus the environmental limits

element of the catchment discourse is unlikely to hold much sway in the municipality for some

time to come.

Thus far, the analysis has been concerned with the structuring power of discourses and their
,

story-lines, and the interaction between discourses, with little attention given to the role of

human agency. This is partly due to the fact that this research was based on interviews with

individual municipal role-players, and only after the Catchments Project was completed. A

review of project presentations and Spatial Theme Group discussions during the project period

may have produced text that more clearly illustrated the argumentative nature of discourse

interaction. The various discourses and story-lines uttered by municipal officials in relation to

one another would have revealed the process of argumentation, i.e. how actors try to persuade

others and how they position one another in different ways through discourse (Hajer, 1995,

2002). However, this research has still indicated that by drawing on different story-lines, which

in themselves are specific arguments, municipal actors reveal their respective argumentative

positions relative to one another. An associated issue is that, unlike similar research in

environmental policy making (for example, Hajer (]993, ]995), Healey (]999), Keeley and

Scoones (2000) and Ginger (2000)), this research was not able to observe changes in discourse

over a period of time. It has only been able to reflect the nature of municipal discourse during a

narrow 'slice-in-time'. The analysis of discourse produced over a longer time period could have

illustrated the competing and dynamic nature of discourse interaction in the municipality, which

would have been useful to illustrate how the catchment discourse has developed and changed.

Nonetheless, this research does demonstrate the importance of human agency in the production

and reproduction of discourses. In the municipality, policy discourses originate in different

policy fields through the appropriation and expression of certain ideas by individual municipal

officials. As illustrated by the catchment discourse, new discourses are shaped by a range of

existing discourses - municipal and national, or related to specific academic fields such as

planning or environmental management. However, these discourse~ do not act on the new

discourse independently of human agency. It is the act of human agency (that selects certain

ideas and discards others) that determines the nature of the new discourse. In the case of the

Catchments Project, the consultants played a key role as scientific experts in shaping the

catchment discourse. The key municipal story-lines used by the consultants resulted in the

dominance of one particular story-line - 'the catchment as a planning and land use management

tool' - which was accepted and reproduced by all the municipal officials interviewed.
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Consequently, human agency plays an important role 111 the production of new municipal

discourses.

If human agency plays an important role in the development of discourse, it is also influences

discourse institutionalisation. This has particular relevance for deliberate policy-making.

Discourse institutionalisation is achieved as much by the power of the discourse itself, as by the

deliberate and conscious efforts of municipal officials to ensure that a particular policy is used

as intended and therefore influences decision-making (Healey, 1999). As discussed in Chapter

6, the fact that the catchment discourse has not achieved discourse institutionalisation can be

attributed directly to inadequate interventions by the responsible municipal officials. A number

of deliberate actions to 'champion' the Catchments Report, such as the submission of the report

to Council, the training of relevant municipal officials and the integration of the report's

findings into city initiatives, could have furthered the institutionalisation of the catchment

discourse.

In companson, a stro'nger municipal discourse, the D'MOSS discourse, has been

institutionalised by the concerted efforts of the Environmental Management Branch. The

D'MOSS policy is constantly promoted, as described here by Respondent 4 (Environmental

Management):

"Compared to our D'MOSS work it's different, in the sense that every single day we use

the word, we refer to it in letters, in presentations, in consultation with councillors, and

mostly in a regulatory fashion. I mean in other words, 'you can't do it because it's

MOSS and these are the reasons why it's MOSS"'.

Over the years, the evolving D'MOSS approach, including the current ESMP, has been

submitted to Council for its support and approval. Consequently, the D'MOSS discourse has the

necessary political support, an act of human agency, to be implemented and applied in

environmental decision-making. Another example is the efforts of the new Municipal Manager

to instil a sustainability perspective in all municipal responsibilities and activities. At a

municipality-wide level, the sustainability discourse is still a relatively new discourse, best

reflected in the lOP. To encourage municipal councillors and officials to appropriate and

implement the sustainability discourse, the Municipal Manager is deliberately 'selling'

sustainability, as explained in this discussion:
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Municipal Manager: "Now, as I say, I've got probably about another 18 months, my

belief is, here to get us all developing that [sustainability] language, thinking that

philosophy, thinking through those issues, but it's not going to be less than that".

Researcher: "So, how do you intend to do that? Just by talking your way through?"

Municipal Manager: "Engagement, thinking, changing ideas".

Researcher: "Ja, so the whole persuasive, not persuasive in a rhetorical way ... ?"

Municipal Manager: "Well, it's persuasive and Mike Sutcliffe style, you know. You just

shoot from the hip ... cowboy".

Researcher: "Tell them, ok".

Municipal Manager: "How else do you do it?"

Researcher: "No, well, that's the thing - you've got to use words. There's no other way

to do it".

Municipal Manager: ''It's words, it's forcing people to think ... A bit of persuasion, a bit

of hammering, a bit of, I mean it's partly discourse, but I'm not overly worried about

that because people will theorise in their own way, but let's build ... a much better sense

of where sustainability's in the system".

The deliberate actions of the Municipal Manager to encourage a sustainable mindset in the

municipality confirm Hajer (\ 995) and Sharp's (1999) arguments that human agency plays a

critical role in the production and institutionalisation of discourse.

By demonstrating the empirical outworkings of discourse in the eThekwini municipal context,

this research both supports and contributes to discourse theory. The use of Hajer's concepts and

discourse analysis methodology illustrates in a practical way how discourse is produced,

reproduced and institutionalised. It reveals the complexity of discursive activity, the

dependencies and discontinuities between discourses, and the constantly evolving nature of

discourses. The key role of human agency in the production and institutionalisation of discourse

is also demonstrated. This has implications for deliberate policy making, which is explored from

a different angle in the next section. Here an alternative catchment approach is suggested, which

aims for stronger sustainability in the municipal context.

7.3 An alternative catchment approach

As illustrated through discourse analysis, the Catchments Project and its associated report

represents an EM approach to environmental policy making, thus promoting a weak form of

sustainability. The project concentrated on environmental sustainability, thus neglecting social
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and economic sustainability aspects, and excluded the local community and other relevant role

players in its development. Nonetheless, the catchment discourse does reflect some strong

sustainability characteristics. An important element of the catchment management story-line is

a recognition of the need to involve the local community in catchment management efforts. This

story-line is being institutionalised through the Drainage and Coastal Engineering Department's

new structure, which includes the appointment of catchment management co-ordinators to

facilitate communication with the local community. While these changes indicate a move

towards more sustainable catchment management, the city's catchment approach is limited by

its focus on water resources. It is therefore not structured in such a way to achieve broad

sustainability in the municipal area.

A broader catchment approach that incorporates strong sustainability aspects is Integrated

Catchment Management (ICM). In an ICM approach "the catchment serves as the territorial unit

for achieving the integrated management of all environmental resources" and "involves

stakeholders in a self-regulatory process" (Gbrgens et al., 1998: 6). In its widest sense, ICM

"recognises the need to integrate all environmental, economic and social issues within a river

basin ... into an overall management philosophy, process and plan" (Department of Water

Affairs and Forestry, 1996). Thus ICM expands the current catchment management approach of

the National Water Act (RSA, 1998d) beyond its focus on water resources to all environmental

resources, and can even include the integration of social, biophysical and economic issues. In

addition it includes the involvement of relevant stakeholders, offering considerable promise in

aiming for strong sustainability.

Due to its inclusiveness, ICM is regarded in water management circles as the ideal approach for

managing South Africa's water resources (Gbrgens et al., 1998). However, implementation is

still in its infancy, partly due to the current approach of the National Water Act (RSA, J998d)

which is limited to water resources management. In addition, the difficulties of aligning the

different responsibilities of government departments and municipal authorities and the fact that

the Department of Water Affairs and Forestry has little control over land use activities,

mitigates against implementing an ICM approach at this stage (Gbrgens et al., 1998).

Despite these limitations at national and local level, the municipal level of government could

still provide a suitable institutional base for implementing an ICM type approach aimed toward

achieving broad sustainability. The wide-ranging responsibilities of municipalities, especially

related to land use and development, could act as a platform for biophysical, social and
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economic integration. This could offer the eThekwini Municipality an opportunity to move

beyond the techno-managerial approach of the Catchments Project, by using the catchment as a

base for the socially inclusive management of the city's environment. For political reasons, it is

unlikely that the city will be delineated on a catchment basis for administrative purposes.

Nevertheless, certain of the city's planners have indicated that the catchment could be used as

the basis of planning regions which are yet to be defined. Since it has been argued that

"planning is about sustainability" (Respondent 2, Urban Strategy, 2003), the catchment as a

planning region could provide a base for integrating the environmental, social and economic

aspects of sustainabi Iity.

If such an approach is to aim towards strong sustainability, more than just social, economic and

environmental integration is required. The essential element would be to facilitate appropriate

institutional arrangements to ensure that the local community is intrinsically involved in the

management of the city's environment. Such an approach should provide for a new kind of

environmental policy making, based on collaboration and shared decision-making, suggestive of

Hajer's reflexive ecological modernisation. As outlined in Chapter 2, the value of deliberate

democratic practices in environmental policy making is their focus on encouraging the

expression of perspectives independent of those of scientific and professional experts. This

provides scope for issues of social justice, equity and power to receive attention. Ultimately,

such communicative action aims to achieve shared understandings about problems and possible

solutions. Deliberative policy making approaches have been attempted in catchment

management initiatives world-wide, but particularly in Australia and the United States (Martin,

1991; Bentrup, 200 I; Reeve, 1999; McGinnis et aI., 1999; Rhoads et aI., 1999). These

experiences provide a useful guide for implementing a deliberate catchment-based approach in

the eThekwini Municipality.

Based on action research in agricultural catchment management in New South Wales, Australia,

Martin (1991) presents a vision of the "communicative catchment". Drawing from Habermas

(1981) and Beck (1983, 1988), this approach integrates the principles of sustainability,

participatory democracy and community empowerment. A more complex and people-orientated

approach to catchment management than other approaches, the communicative catchment

concept "incorporates community in the management of the catchment as participants. Resource

managers have a role as action researchers, facilitating and coordinating community

involvement and action" (Martin, 1991: 777). This strategic integrated approach emphasises

effective communication, community responsibility and participation. The role of government is
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not to identify problems, but to facilitate problem identification and strategies for improvement.

Government therefore moves "beyond the role of being planners, experts, and decision makers

to a facilitative and educative role supporting community participation" (ibid).

Martin (1991) contrasts the communicative catchment with more traditional catchment

management approaches - the reduced catchment, the mechanical catchment and the complex

catchment. The reduced catchment approach reduces the catchment to separate parts, such as

water and soil, and emphasises cause and effect relationships. This approach is based on

positivist science and focuses on technical solutions with a major role for scientific experts.

Little emphasis is placed on integration and multi-disciplinary approaches. In contrast, the

mechanical catchment is an integrative perspective that focuses on the connections between

catchment properties. However, this approach ignores or oversimplifies human impact on the

environment. Decisions are made by management experts. The third approach, the complex

evolving catchment recognises the "full complexity of human/community/environment

interactions on a catchment scale" (Martin, 1991: 776). Strategic management is used to

identify and anticipate problems. Although the social impacts of the community on the natural

system are recognised, the community has little role in its management. Again, decision making

power rests with the resource managers. The Catchments Project reflects several aspects of

these approaches, which are also suggestive of EM: a strategic and integrated approach, a focus

on technical and scientific solutions, a strong role for scientific experts and environmental

managers, and a limited role for the local community in environmental management.

As an alternative to the above approaches, the 'communicative catchment' suggests a

collaborative approach towards managing the environment with local communities. Some of

the key aspects of such an approach include:

I. A learning environment which recognises the dynamic, uncertain and complex nature of

environmental problem solving (Rogers et aI., 2000; McGinnis et aI., 1999). Processes

should involve constant evaluation, reflection and review where necessary (Martin, 1991;

Reeve, 1999). Stakeholder knowledge should be considered as relevant as the technical

expertise of officials and experts, and all role-players should be encouraged to learn from

one another (Bentrup, 2001; Rhoads et aI., 1999).

2. Building relationships between role-players to establish trust and to facilitate decision

making (Bentrup, 2001; McGinnis et aI., 1999). This could be achieved by involving

stakeholders in gathering information and other management activities (Bentrup, 200 I).

3. The commitment and involvement of all role-players in the process (McGinnis et aI., 1999).
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4. The use of consensus based decision-making - ideally, the perspectives of all stakeholders

should be integrated into a consensus view of the desired state of the catchment being

managed (Rogers et aI., 2000). It is essential to build on common points of agreement

(McGinnis et aI., 1999). It is here where discourse analysis could be used to identify shared

discourses to stimulate a focus on areas of agreement not conflict. Mediators or formal

conflict resolution processes may be necessary if agreement cannot be reached (McGinnis et

aI., 1999).

5. Community-based initiatives are most successful (Martin, 1999; McGinnis et aI., 1999).

Government can play an important role in providing the institutional structure and

information, ensuring role-player representation and providing assistance for weaker parties

(Bentrup, 2001). However, the community plays the most dominant role in ensuring that a

united approach is taken to make real changes in how the environment is used and managed.

A 'communicative catchment' approach therefore offers considerable scope for ensuring that

strong sustainability issues receive adequate attention, by involving all relevant stakeholders.

However, as noted in Chapter 2, such deliberate and inclusive approaches are not without

difficulties. They require considerable commitment from all role-players to be effective, and can

be time consuming and costly. Those managing such a process also require certain skills. In a

developing country such as South Africa, the necessary social capital is not always present to

ensure that role-players can adequately voice their issues and co~municate with each other.

South African municipalities also lack the capacity and skills to initiate collaborative

approaches, while still grappling with their new roles and responsibilities.

In spite of these limitations, it is still helpful to consider how a 'communicative catchment'

approach could be implemented in the eThekwini Municipality. While planning regions were

suggested earlier as units for initiating a broad catchment approach, it is uncertain when these

planning regions will be established. In the long term, planning regions may well be established

on a catchment basis. In the interim, however, perhaps the answer lies in the development of an

incremental approach, by building slowly on what has been achieved thus far in the Catchments

Project. In the context of the current complexities of municipal transformation, including

capacity problems, such an approach would be more appropriate and acceptable to the

municipal officials involved.

One alternative would be to link in with the Area-Based Management initiative, possibly in the

Inanda-Ntuzuma-KwaMashu (INK) area, to experiment with a communicative catchment
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approach. The INK area coincides with the largest catchment in the municipal area, the Umgeni

River catchment. In addition to the environmental status quo assessment in the Catchments

Report, considerable work on biophysical aspects of the Umgeni catchment and its sub

catchments has been undertaken by the Environmental Management Branch and the Drainage

and Coastal Engineering Department. Since environmental management is one aspect of the

ABM approach, it would be possible to use a communicative catchment approach in a portion of

the ABM area coinciding with either the whole catchment, or on a sub-catchment basis. It

would also be useful to seek ways to overlap with the catchment management work being

undertaken by DCED and the Catchment Management Authority. Since ABM is a learning

approach to the management of specific areas, a communicative catchment initiative could be

considered as an additional learning experience for the municipality in participatory

environmental governance. Should planning regions ultimately be established on a catchment

basis, the municipal planners could then build on what has been learnt through this approach.

The 'communicative catchment' ideas presented here offer a way of ensuring that all role

players have an opportunity to contribute to environmental decision-making. While there is

considerable promise in such an approach, there are no guarantees that improved environmental

management will take place. However, it is still worth experimenting with such alternate

approaches to encourage environmental policy making to move in a more strongly sustainable

direction.

7.4 Conclusion

The use of a discourse approach to environmental policy making has proved to be a helpful way

of assessing the prospects for strong sustainability in the eThekwini Municipality. Discourse

analysis related to the eThekwini Catchments Project case study revealed that an EM approach

dominates environmental discourse and practice in the municipality. Despite being clearly

reflected in national policy and legislation, the strong sustainability discourse has limited

representation in environmental policy making. Hajer's discourse concepts and methodology

enabled the detailed analysis of the complexity of discursive interaction in the municipality,

particularly the connections and disjunctures between discourses. This aided in developing an

understanding of how the development of a new discourse, the catchment discourse, was

influenced by the broader municipal discourses, and therefore how it also strongly reflected EM.

Discourse analysis also revealed the importance of human agency in environmental policy

making. A new policy approach cannot result in changes at the level of practice, without the
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active role of municipal officials to ensure its implementation. The limited institutionalisation of

the catchment discourse was partly due to insufficient intervention by municipal staff to ensure

that the Catchments Project was taken forward. Thus, discourses are not independent of human

agency, but require the active role of individuals to be reproduced and institutionalised.

In addition to revealing the dominance of EM in the Catchments Project, this research sought an

alternate approach to environmental policy making, more closely aligned with the strong

sustainability discourse. It must be reiterated here, however, that EM and strong sustainability

are not incompatible opposites, and that the path to sustainability is best considered as a

continuum from weak to strong sustainability. A strong sustainability approach therefore needs

to be added to the environmental policy work already done in the municipality, to ensure that

issues of social inclusion and justice become a key part of environmental policy making.

The 'communicative catchment' provides one way to use a catchment approach to promote

strong sustainability in the municipality. This requires the integration of a technical and

managerial approach to the environment with local knowledge and concerns, thus the

combination of instrumental and communicative rationality. If conducted properly, such an

approach should pave the way for a more balanced approach to sustainability, which recognises

the contributions of all role-players, and accepts that environmental problem solving should be a

learning experience. Environmental policy making in South Africa is complicated by a number

of factors, including a lack of appropriate skills, capacity and social capital. Local governments

are struggling to come to terms with their new roles and responsibilities. Nonetheless, if positive

environmental change is to take place, it must be recognised that steps need to be taken to

experiment with stronger sustainability approaches. As argued by Martin (1991: 782):

"In a world dominated by complex problems, the technical fixes employed in the past

are becoming less effective. Conflicts over environmental issues and resource use have

no simple solutions. They can only now be addressed by a society that accepts

uncertainty and complexity and that has the patience and faith in the ingenuity of people

working and learning together".
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APPENDIX 1

Extracts from the eThekwini Catchments Report (Diederichs et aI., 2002):

• Introduction (pages 1-2)

• Strategic Catchment Assessment Process (page 3)

• Environmental Status Quo Indicators (pages 4-5)

• Strategic Implications for Planning (pages 6-8)

• Results of the 2002 Strategic Status Quo Assessment (page 9)

• Mgeni Catchment Assessment (four pages, unnumbered)

• Umgababa Catchment Assessment (four pages, unnumbered)
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Introduction
Environmental sustalnability and quality of life are becoming major points of focus for politicians and officials involved in planning development In
South Africa. A combination of growing community awareness and new legislation guiding environment and development is the key driver behind
this new focus. The reality, however, is that environmental sustainability issues are very dilficultto incorporate Into development planning. There
are two key reasons why this is so:
1. There are few workable processes in place to guide planners towards sustainable development, and
2. Very little environmental information is available to inform planning decisions.

This document Is a first step towards solving the two problems described above, presenting: a process for assessing, incorporating and
monitoring environmental sustainability in strategic planning (which could be expanded to include social and economic sustainability), and base
Information on the status of the environment In the eThekwlnl Municipal Area. The approach used Is based on the concept of river catchments
forming strategiC planning units. The reason for this approach is that many of the environmental Impacts resulting from development are
manifested in river systems. For instance, extensive development in an upper catchment area can cause severe flooding in coastal areas. Or,
pollution from rivers and settlement can result In health problems for people downstream. So, by strategically planning development within the
limits of the environmental carrying capacity of each catchment, many of the social, economic and environmental impacts can be minimised. This
is a strategic approach for planning towards sustainable development that will require action by all levels of planners In the eThekwini Municipality.

The first part of the document contains a motivation for using river catchments as strategic planning units, and a process for collecting and
Incorporating environmental (and potentially socio-economlc) information into strategic planning processes. The second part of the document
contains information on the current environmental condition of each of the catchments in the eThekwlnl Municipal Area. The implications of the
condition ofeach catchment for strategic area-based and sector-based planners are also presented In this section.

Why Use Catchments in Planning?
Planning Integrates the social and economic priorities of an area with the environmental resources available to It. Traditionally, urban planning
tended to focus on the finance, skills and infrastructure available for development. However, environmental issues are increasingly having to be
addressed in development as environmental costs and awareness grow. This trend Is worldwide. Consider the statistics of development in
Durban: one third of the population of KwaZulu-Natallives in Durban, two thirds of the gross geographic product is generated in Durban, and all
this takes place on less that 1.4% of the land area of Kwazulu-Natal. Consequently, the environment is under heavy pressure. To put it simply, the
demand for environmental services exceeds supply and we now experience:

• more frequent flooding with damage to roads and homes
• damage to stormwater infrastructure with Increasing maintenance costs
• diminishing annual water flow in our rivers
• less water available for diluting Industrial and residential effluent
• poorwater quality in rivers and the sea with costs to health and tourism
• increasing incidence ofwaterbome disease
• sedimentation of estuaries, causing decreased production of fish and reduced opportunities for marine-based

economic and recreational activities
• unacceptable air pollution in certain areas
• fewer attractive locations for outdoor recreation despite a growing demand
• fewer areas for wild plants and animals to live in, with less opportunity for direct and indirect use
• a less attractive tourist destination with increased marketing costs
• fewer areas for food production to take place
• community opposition to new development in certain areas where environmental quality is declining
• a diminishing export marketfor our'dirty' products

The above list is symptomatic of a city in which the demands of human settlement have exceeded the capacity of the natural environment (air,
water and biodlverslty), generating costs for the eThekwlni Municipality and residents of Durban. These recurrent costs are reactive: consistent
repelr of damage to human settlements caused by an overstressed environment. It would be more positive to invest the city's capital developing
human settlements that integrate environmental quality and sustainability with development to avoid these recurrent costs.

The Impacts of development are most often generated and experienced within a river catchment. For example, the amount of sealed surface (i.e.
development) in a river catchment affects the amount of stormwater that enters the river during rainfall events. The effects of Increased flow in the
river are experienced In the same catchment, e.g. properties and infrastructure near the coast may be flooded as a result of high levels of
development In the upper catchment. Catchments are therefore a convenient unit for planning development so that the environmental carrying
capacity ofthe catchment is not exceeded.



Uninformed planning eause. these problems.
They can be prevented by planning development that falls

within the carrying capacity of the environment.

Catchments are important at a
number of levels for planning
eThekwini.

stnItetIlc PI_nl..
At a strategic level, catchments
provide an Indispensable
mechanism for assessing the
overall differences in
environmental quality across
the eThekwini area. This
enables planners to distinguish
between catchments In which
there are conflicts between
development demands and
environmental service supply,
and catchments in which there
is spare environmental service
supply capacity. This prOVides
the basis for targeted resource
allocation for development,
remedial Interventions and/or
resource conservation.

.....ratecI DtmIlop_tPI_I
Catchments provide a useful mechanism for integrating different development sectors within a
defined geographic area. This facilitates the identification of the main causes of impacts and/or
development opportunities in a particular catchment and the ability to allocate resources in a more
targeted, integrated and cost-effective manner.
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Did You Know

The graph on the right show a
comparison of tha average water qualhy
In the major rivers in eThekwini as a
percentage ofthe year that each Is safe
for recreation, a heakh ri&kor a serious
heafth risk. The graph shows that the
Umgababa, Umzimbazl, and Mkhomazl
rivers have the safest watar in aThekwini.
The Mgenl, however, has the least safe
'waterl This Is slgnlftcant, given that the
Mgeni Riwr supplies a large amount of
drinking water to eThekwlnl residents, is
a key water-based recreational asset
(e.g. the Duzl Canoe Marathon) and is
used for these purposes by a large
number of people!

IIectoral ....nn...
Catchments provide a mechanism for Integrating the planning and Investment of different service
sectors within a geographically defined area in a manner that is related to the environmental quality
and sustalnability of specific catchments. Catchment assessments can be used to review sectoral I
development policies and standards as well as for bUdgeting and prioritlsation of projects in
accordance with catchment conditions. I

AreaIlaMd ......__
Catchments provide a mechanism for translating environmental information into appropriate and' 50 ~ Year Estuarie&-Safe..far-ReGreaf
sustainable settlement densities, land uses and Infrastructure in each area. Catchments also 3 _.
provide a mechanism for strategic Identification of areas that require Intervention to protect 300 Water quality Is a key Indicalors of environmental condition. It I
environmental quality for surrounding or downstream users. partlculariy Important because of the fact many people use wate

250 ---. for recreation, drinking and household functions. In eThekwini,
__ water is especially Important as a source of tourism and thus

LanclU..Manqement_,__m . 200 - - -- -- - economic growth.
In terms of the Land Use Management System (LUMS), catchments provide a basis for reViewing I EstuariaS/lagoons are important recreational assets. The grap
zones, clauses, regUlations and procedures In terms of their implications for urban sustainability 150 - on the left shows the number of days par year that eThekwlni'
and welfare.. 100 - - - - astuarias have walar that is safe to use for recreation. The graph

shows that the Umzlmbazl. Umgababa and Mkhomazi estuaries
50 - have the most days per year in which recreation Is safe (320 tol

350 days). On tha other hand, the Tongati. Islplngo, Mgenl,
o Amanzimtoti and Umlaas estuaries/river mouths have few days,1/ b # .It ~, '~.J' '*' ,~ .~ #' ,;.;. ofthe yearlnwhich the water is safe for recreation (60t095days).
~ ~r "'~ rS' -l' .ell· § ".r' ,41" ~ § ",,,, " This is Insightful when one consldars that there has been little:

'l 'l -+-.r ~ ~ ~- Invastment into recrealional facllitias around the lhree best
~ quality estuaries, and a considerable amount of investment into'

100% recreational facilities around some ofthe worst~al~ estuariesI I
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The adjacent diagram highlights the need for constant monitoring and
information collection by all Municipal service sectors and other resource
management agencies (e.g. Umgenl Water, Dept of W1ter Affairs & Forestry).
Many of the environmental indicators show change in environmental condition,
pressures and response over time, so tha long term application of these
indicators will assist in monitoring the Municipality's performance in respect of

achieving greater environmental sustainabilily. It isI Monitoring Irecommended that a strategic catchment assessment be
I _ _... 'I conducted in eThekwinl every 5 years. Suitable professionals In

i i the fields of environment, urban planning and soclo-economic
issues should form the assessment team. Access to GIS
information databases and aerial photographs is essential. The
following table lists the information required to undertake a
strategic catchment assessment & monitoring responsibilities:

A"""" cnvllonmcntal I<::==> Evaluation of
conditIOn & responses to occe]ll8bilityl I I
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Strategic Catchment Assessment Process

Depending on this status quo, there are different levels and types of strategic
planning responses that need to take place. These responses happen at a
strategic area-based level ora strategic sector-based level (see pages 6 & 7).

The 'status quo' assessment identifies catchments that are: IdentifY high. ""'dimn and low impact catchmc'1llS

In good condition and currently developed within sustalnabllity limits L....._.. .. .__ _ . __ _.__.__ _ _,
(coded GREEN);

in moderate condition and nearing unsustalnability (coded ORANGE); Strategic~
plIaDlq, -opmtIl,

In poor condition and already unsustainable (coded RED). 1Dd_1

oppatlUDiti... I >-
_and

~ ~ I
............. __._ _ _ _ _ _ _._..J

In order to inform spatial planning so development remains within sustainable , - ----..- ----.... .-
limits in a catchment. a strategic assessment of the catchment is required. The! . I ~ ., ,
first step is to determine the 'status quo' of the catchment. This is an indication of ! .. I j
how development has alrea'dy Impacted on environmental quality In the! Economic ludicaton II

catchment. Indicators are a uselul tool for making this assessment (see pages 4 j ~
& 5). The indicators can help identify: i I.. E••Irotun..,.1 ."

• the pressures that are being placed on the catchment environment by the ! I.di"'e.. §
levels and types of development already in place; I :s

• the condition of the catchment as a result of these pressures; ~ n ,- I ~ ( I
• the social and economic responses to catchment condition. I
The pressures and condition indicators usually use current standards (e.g. air and I
water quality standards) as yardsticks. In many cases, these standards are not ; ~
adequate to ensure good environmental quality. This often results in responses I
such as: loss of life and property from environmental disasters; community;
outcries and action in response to poor quality living environments; insurance !
blacklistings In areas with a history of unstable environmental quality etc. The !
response indicators thus often point to a need to review current standards, as they!
may not be adequate. i

!
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ORANGE CATCHMENTS have a combination of low and high levels of pressure, and have poor, moderate and good conditions. These catchments are being
stressed by current land use and condition has been affected. Changes in land use and new developments may increase the levels of pressure on the
catchment to a point where environmental quality declines substantially, In this case the catchment could decline to rating of 'RED'.A combination of remedial,
management and proactive action is required in:

~ Increasing management investment Into areas proViding environmental services, partlculariyfor services under pressure;

~ Identification and management ofpolluting I high impact land uses;

~ Careful planning, control and design ofnew developments to maintain and enhance environmental quality In the catchment.

RED CATCHMENTS have predominantly moderate to high pressures and poor to moderate conditions. These catchments are under stress and the
environmental quality of the catchment has already declined significantly. Remedial and management action is required In:

~ Increased Investment into bolstering and managing areas providing environmental services;

) Identification and management ofpolluting I Impacting land uses;

~ Stringent control and careful design of new developments to avoid worsening the conditions in the catchment.

GREEN CATCHMENTS have predominantly low to moderate levels of pressure and have moderate to good conditions. These catchments are coping with
current levels of pressure and environmental quality remains relatively good. Management and proactive action is required in:

~ Managing areas providing environmental services.

'="I......J) Managing current land uses.

~ ) Proactive planning for appropriate type, location and design of new developments that will not increase the pressures on the catchment to a point where
environmental quality declines (developmentshould be combined with bolstering ofenvironmental service supply).
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Responsible
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• Depar1ment of Environmental Mairs
&TQJrism •emissions standards.
•City HeaMh •air quality monitoring.
, Industry· conlrOl of emissions quality.

• Dept Water AIIairs and Forestry •
ldam auItIariy &control,abslraction
lpennits,forestry permits.
, Urngeni WIlIer • dlIn monitoring and
control.
, Dept ~ric &Env • EIA enforcemenL
, AI planning, development control
depls • conlrol of hard surfacing land
uses.

Standards

, AlmospI1eric pollutant
ooncenlralions and
emisllions standards.

, Dept WIlIer Affairs and Forestry •
'alrAJent discl1arge pennits.

, SIriIce and , Urngeni WIler. water quality
Igroundwater quality moniroing. .

IguideInes. , Metro water &waste •water quality
• Estuarina and marine monitoring.

walar quality guidelines. , Mello Wlstawater • control 01 efluent
, PoIlIbiilty standards. quality. .

' Disdtarge regulations , Industry • control of aftIuent quality.
and standards. • Dept ~ricUture •control 01
, Minillum inslream flow agroc/Ierlical uselllming practice.
requirement standards. •". planning. dewlIopment control

Depls • control of polluting Ianduses.

Moderate Air Quality

Poor Air Quality

These 8 themes are evaluated in terms of pressure, condition and response (see page 3).
Information from the table on page 3 must be collected before the Indicators can be applied in
the status quo assessment. Relevant norms and standards are used as the yardsticks against
which the indicator information is compared. Known norms and standards are presented in the
column third from the right. Where the indicators show that the environmental condition is in
line with the relevant standards, but there are still negative responses, the standards ere not
adequate and must be reviewed. Certain authorities are responsible either these standards, or
for collecting the information relating to an environmental theme. These 'Responsible
Authorities' are listed in the column second from the right.
For ease of reading, each of the environmental themes has been allocated a symbol that is
used to represent the condition of that theme in the catchment (good, moderate or poor).
Colour coding is used (green: good, orange: moderate, red: poor) as well as repeated
symbolisation. For instance,

~ Good Air Quality

• Incidences of lung &respiratory diseases and allergies.
, Medicale~ on lung &respira1cry related illness 01
communilies.
• Change In toumm and reaealienal use with cI1ange in air
quality.
, Change in property values with cI1ange in in air quality.
• Community aQon against poor air quality.
• CosIs associated with mitigatory actions (eg increasing stack
heights).

, Treatment cosls for achieW1g polllbiIity.
'lncidences of water-borne disease (e.g. cI101era).
• O1qe in reaeationalIlDurist use wiltl cI1ange in
SlIfaceImarine water quality.
• CosIs associated with ciearHJp Ii alien species invasions
and algal blooms.

• Change in agriQl/tural production where irrigation is required.
• CosIs (at cI1ange in cosls) 01 potable water with inter-basin

Ir8nsfer1 and more dams are constnJcled. I'Min' . flow• Incidenceslchange in incidences 01 bilharzia and malaria with .mum ,nslream
cImge in flow veklcities in riYerslsb'eams. ~ts.
, Change in reaeation and tourism potential in rivers wiltl Abstraction standlrds.

change in flow velocities.
• Cost of bfeaching closed estuaries.

, Outdoor air qua~ty: visual and odour nuisance.
, PoIIulant concenlrations in Ihe almosphele.
'Acid rain.

, Change in flow IewIs over lime, perennial slr8ams

become IlCJI11l8I8MiaI &visa YIlI18.

, Incidences 01 estuary moultl closure ~ not previoosty Ihe
case.
, Incidences 01 borel1oIes drying up.
, Wetlands and tIoocIlJtains showing intrusion 01 drytand
II/lflCies ~.e. start drying up).

, VllUaI quality and potabi~ty 01 surface and ground waler.
, Nutrient &cI1emicalloads andIat b8clIlrial contamination.
• Algal blooms and alien species invasions.
, Rate of fishldll incidents,

• Levels of walar absnclion relative to aVlilabillty.
, Dams retaining flow and losing water to evapcnlion.

• Coverage 01 forestry, alien vegetation at other waterconsu~
land uses in catcI1menl
• Coverage 01 wetlands and ftoodpIains in cald1menl
• Coverage 01 selied surfaces in catchment.
, Sleep IllPOl18PhY with low infiltration potential.

, Range, extent and number of pollutlVl~ nu1rient and sediment
ldischarges from point and non-point souroes relaliva to river length
andftow.
• Levels of acid rain at other atmospheric pollutants contained in
!rainwater.
• Frequency of exoeedances of diacherge permit conditions (epills at
regular exceedances by ceI18in induatries).
• Risk of splla from lnInsport infrastructure and pipelines.
, SeasonaNy closed estuary, conoenlrating poIIullr1ls.

, Extent of inWstrialisation and lransport infrastructure.
, Coverage, diYel1ity and location of natural eoosystems relative to
emissions.
• TlllOiI8Ollrap/lical conditions fill atmospheric dill/l8rsion.
• Number oIarnissions penniIs.
• Frequency of exceedances of emissions pennit oondilions by
industry.
• Level of air quality monitoring, lhus levels of control of emisaions
pannit oondiIions.
• Coverage 01 norHlleclrified settlement, crops and natural habitats
lhat require buming (sugar cane, grasslands).
, Landfill si1es, wastewaler Ile8tment WIll1cs, quanies elc. with
:JlOtential odour and dust nuisance.

~
!
~

t
l
I

f
I

Theme I I Status Quo Indicators I I
Pressure Condition Response

Environmental Status Quo Indicators
A strategic catchment assessment should undertake to evaluate the social, economic and environmental situation in the catchment. This
study, however, has focused on providing a tool for assessing the environmental status of catchments. The eThekwini Municipality should
expand this tool to incorporate the social and economic information required. The following table of indicators must be used to undertake the
first stage of the strategic catchment assessment process: 'status quo catchment assessment'. The indicators are presented within the
terms of 8 environmental themes:
~Refers to the visual quality, odour and actual chemical qualityof the air. Important for health, quality of life and tourism potential.
Water Quality' Refers to the visual quality and actual chemical quality of river and sea water. Importlnt for health, recreation and costs of treating for
consumption.
Water Quantity' Refers to the amount of water in a river, wetland, groundwateretc. Oten affected by water consuming activities (abstraction, forestry
etc. ).Important for health, watersupply and agricultural production.
~ Refers to the potential for flooding to occur. Important for human health and safety, risk to economic assets and potentlallnfrastructural
damage.
Sedimentation/Erosion: Refers to achange In the natural sediment regimes of rivers and beaches, and to unnatural soli erosion on land. Important for
agriculture, risk to economic assets and potentiallnfrastructural damage.
Loss ofBiodjversitv: Refers to the reduction offloral and faunal biodiversity. Important for recreatlon/lourism, property values & conservation.
Agricultural production' Refers to productivity and diversity ofagriCUltural activities. Important economic and human health consideration.

• RecreationallCulturallEducational Use: Refers to the quality, accessibility and diversity of recreationaUculturaUeducational natural assats.
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Theme Status Quo Indicators Standards Responsible Symbol
Pressure Condition Response Authorities

• Coverage of sealed surfaces in catchment -- ....,~ ..~ ~ '-'" .. ~. .. ..~ --~ ~ .. ",,-.....~" AA
• Coverage of poorly wgelaled unsealed landscape (e.g. agriculllnl Low Risk

~
will1low vegelative coverage, degraded lends). • Level and frequency of ftood damage.

AA• Levels of &lOOnW8t8r detantion and llIlention in catchment coverage • Frequency and intensity of ftooding relative to • Expenditure on ftood damage rllpIir to infl'aslllu;llft and • Department of Walllr Affairs and AA

f
of dams, wetlands and ftoodplains, slllrmW8ler infrastructure 1:101501100 year standards. property. '1:10)'881,1:50 )'881, Fonsslly. Moderate Risk
will1lw1thout detention ladities, levels of on-slte stormwater • Flash ftood frequency during high ralnfan events. • Bladclsling of properties agalnst IIoodilg by insurance 1:100 )'881 ftoodIines. • Local autlorilies: Slormwater
oonsemtionldetention. • Levels of scour of streams, rivers and estuaries. companies. Management Departments.

~• Tcpograplly causinglreducing accelerated MKJII. • My loss of life associated with ftooding in catchment
• Portion of catchment outside municipal bou1dary. upslreem lIdMties
that afl8cl ftood risk downstream.

High Risk-
•Agricultural practice in catchment adequatellnadequale soil •.~
oonservation oontrols. • Dredging frequency and costs for estuaries, rivers, canals,
• Coverage of aien vegetation, forestry or amual harvest crops such • Levels of river and stream Incision. harbours and dams. GoodCondiUoo

~ as sugar cane. • Evidence of erosion dongas, gullies or sheet erosion. • Costs for repair,loss of property and IWe from incidences of • Soil conservation and
• Department of Minerals and Energy.

"- • Mining and sandwinnlng activities in catcl1menl • Rates of sitation of dams, estuaries, rivers, canals, slumps, landslips IIld landslides. good agricull\lal practice

~ • Quality and extent of wgelative coverage in caldlment. harbours, weuands and ftoodplalns. • Inveslmenl and oasts for mitigating beach erosion (e.g. glidelines.
• Department of Agriculture. ••J! • levels and frequency of ftooding in rivers. • Beacl1 erosion. groynes, earthworks, infrastruclural damage In adjacent • Mining standards and
• Local aull1011ties: Stormwater Moderate

I • Levels of streambenk vegetation disturbanoe. • TlIbidity and sediment loads In rivers. areas). guidelines.
Management Depariments. Condition

• Number and size of dams and weirs acting as sediment traps. • Inddences of slumps, lendslips IIld landslides. • Many sandwinnlng operations in middle and lower reaches of •••• Erosivity rI soil types and topography. catchment indicates high sediment loads from upstream.
• level of oonstruction activities in catcl1menl. Poor Condition
· unsus",,"aOHlI arve....,g praCDceS.

*• Levels of infrastrucl\l'e and services in urban areas: reUance on • Extinction or cI1ange in scarcity of species.
natural prodlcts. • Change in populations of migratory bird spedes over • Change in or high values ofnatural products traded in lI1e • '-tJnicipal by~aws on

• Department of Water Allalrs IIld

t • Demand tor food security or economic gain from agriculture, fishing. illegal dumping. Law Loss
time. open mari<el·lndlcales scarcity. Forestry.

• Population figures and growll1 rates, will1 associated demand for •mas Invaded by alien species or disturbed by Illegal • Levels of Investment and mMagernenl costs associated wiII1 • Nation8Vprovindalllocal
• Departmenl of Minerals and Energy. •i land for developmenl dumping. managing alien vegelation encroachment, e.g. Working for

servioe standards.
• Department of Environment Allairs

iii • Demand tor economic growll1, will1 associated pressures on land for • Change in diversity Md volumes of fish harvested. Water. • Fishing bag limits.
and Tourism.

'Cs industriaVcommercialAnfrnstruclural development • Slash and bum agriculture found or encroacl1lng in large • Levels of and cI1ange in lourism and recreational use of
• Suslainable harvesting

• Conservation I'uthorities: KZN Moderate Loss.. • PriOI1~sation and ma18g8ment of natural areas by local guidelines for medldnal
8 areas. natural areas. Conservation services.... aulhoritiesl1andowners. • mas of fonner forest reduced to scrub by heavy • Community oonservancies and lobbies for oonservation.

p1Mts.
• Local hJthorities. --• Coverage of protected open space. harvesting pressure. • Weeds Control Ad.

• Access to solid waste disposal services: likelihood of Illegal
',~"l~

High Loss

~
• Levels of or cI1ange In cover of Lrban land use. •i
• Agricultural practice: adequaleAnadequale soil oonservation conlrols. • Change in productiVity of crops over time. •Agricultural Bioresource Good Condition
• Frequency of harvesting and levels of recycling of vegetallve matter • Frequency/cl1ange In frequency of outbreaks of pest

• Levels of or cI1ange in Input costs.
Units. • Department of Agriculture.

"to soil, resulting In cI1ange in soil fertility over time.
species.

• Change in returns on produce.
• Water harvesting, solt • Department of Environmental Nlsirs

i • Change in ftooding of ftoodplalns as aresuil of dams, canals ele. • Areas of former tannlands teft fallow or used for
• CosVcI1ange in cost 01 produce in local marKets will1 need 10

oonservation, agricultural and Tourism.
• Change in water quality and quantity available for inigation. import from other areas. Moderale
•Change in polllnator habitats near to egriaAturallands.

allemative purposes. management guidelines. Condition
'5, t4l: • Tcpograpl1y and soil eroslvity.

Poor Condition
u

~U-6

~i
• Levelslchalge in levels of usage of environmental assets • Levels or cI1ange in levels of Investment into Good Use & High

for recreation, cultural experience or education. recreation8Vcultural/educationaJ assets and events. • Depar1ment of ErMronmental Nfairs
PotenUal

~~ • PopulalionllJser demand to recreational asset ratio.
• Quality and safety of assets. • RetIJmS or cI1ange In relUms from reoeationaJ and toorist • Area per population &Tourism. ~~~1i • Prioritisation, management and investment into

~I
recraationaVculturaVeducational assets.

• ,t(:oesslbility of recreational assets and distribution assets. required for recreation. • Localaull1Ol1ties. Moderale Use &
relative to population distribution. • Costs or cI1ange in costs to locals for recreation (have to • Private land owners. PotenUal

J
• OIver.;ity and capacity of reaeational assets. travel fIriler or pay more). ~

Poor Use & low
PotenUal
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PI • The following map forms the basis of the Spatial Development Framewor1< for theannI ng eThekwini Municipal Area (May 2002). The Spatial Development Framework is the
spatial response to the Long Term Development Framework (LTDF) and
Draft Integrated Development Plan (IDP) prepared for the eThekwini Municipal Area.

To determine the implications of the status quo of eThekwini's 18 catchments for strategic planning, the Spatial
Development Framework map has been analyzed against catchment status quo information. This approach is
reactive rather than proactive. A proactive approach would have been to use catchment status quo information to
assist in guiding the development of the Spatial Development Framewor1<. However, the timing of the two projects did
not co-inicide in this instance. Future strategic planning exercises should adopt this proactive approach.
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SPATIAL IMPLICATIONS OF CATCHMENT CONDITION
Environmental quality varies spatially within the Municipal Area. Multifaceted strategies will thus be required to
remedy or mitigate environmental Impacts. Environmental service assets and service levels vary between
catchments, but they also vary between the lower, middle and upper reaches of the catchment.

The catchment status quo assessment has shown that the majority of the 18 catchments in the eThekwini
Municipal Area have urban development demands that exceed, or are rapldly approaching levels that exceed,
environmental service supply. This implies that Intervention on a number of levels and fronts by all the
Municipality's stakeholders Is needed. A set of coordinated, cooperative remedial, preventative and
developmental actions must be implemented to ensure a good future quality of living and working environments
in the Municipal Area.

Exl.tlng and Proposed Urban S.ttI.....nt Area.
The majority of urban development occurs within the lower reaches of the catchments on the flatter and more
accessible coastal plain. As a consequence of the geophysical and infrastructural suitability ofthe coastal plain
for settlement, future development will Intensify in these areas and place additional pressure on the natural
resources and Infrastructure. The existing urban settlement areas have severely eroded environmental
resource bases within them and they are, in most cases, located downstream ofthe functional upper catchment
environmental resource bases. These areas will therefore require concerted environmental management and
associated Infrastructural investment to both remedy existing poor conditions and prevent future additional
impacts on environmental quality.

Agricultural AnI••
Agricultural activity exists in complex spatial patterns and sectoral systems throughout the MunlclpalArea, but the commercial
or Intensive activities are invariably located on the Municipal periphery.These activities need to be carefully monitored in terms
of their Impacts on environmental quality In downstream areas. With careful management and sustainable agricultural
practices they can become an environmental asset that assists or enhances the supply of environmental services. These
areas also play an Important role In the economic base of the Municipal Area and surrounding region. The erosion of good
quality agricultural land by alternative forms of land use needs to be carefully assessed against the overall longer term viability
orsustalnablllty of other settlement options.

MANAGING MA,JOR EXTERNAL INFWENCES
Many catchments have significant land areas falling outside the Municipality's area of jurisdiction. The consequence for the
Municipality Is that it has to pick up the cost of mitigating the Impacts It generates internally from Its own development initiatives,
and also the costs of impacts from areas located upstream (in some cases as far as the Drakensberg Mountains). The Mgenl,
Umlaas and Mkhomazi are good examples of large catchments with extensive settlement and agriCUlture upstream that has an
Impact on catchment quatity in eThekwlnl.

Current planning-related legislation provides for the coordinated and integrated development of municipal areas. The
eThekwlnl Municipality should use the full force of these Instruments to establish effective engagernent with adjacent local
government structures and with relevant provincial and national government agencies to ensure that the environmental quality
of the eThekwini Municipal Area Is protected. This could potentially be conducted through Catchment ManagemenlAgencies
(CMA's) sometime in the future, but the eThekwlni Municipality needs to take its own action as soon as possible.

RuralAnta.
The rural areas on the periphery of the Municipal Area are mostly located in the upper and middle reaches of
river catchments. These settlements are situated on fragmented and steep topography. It is imperative for both
the environmental quality of the settlements and the avoidance of downstream impacts that settlement density,
land use types and activities are assessed, monitored and managed appropriately.
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MANAGING INDIVIDUAL CATCHMENTS
Physical Charact.....tlcs

Specific management approaches and strategies will need to be determined for each catchment since each has its own
physical characteristics in terms of size, hydrology and geophysical profile (soils, rainfall, slopes etc). These characteristics
should be used to determine "customised" strategies and tools for land use and environmental management.

Sub catchm.nts
The larger catchments such as the Mgenl and the Umlaas have sub-catchments that are larger than some of the other 18
catchments in the Municipal Area. These have their own physical characteristics and, more importantly, have very direrent
settlement and development profiles desplte being part of the same catchment. These need to be accorded appropriate
recognition and assessed individually. Appropriate sub-catchment management strategies should be identified so as to
ensure that management is effective and efficient.

ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY MONITORING STRATEGIES
The study has revealed that the current levels of information as well as the monitoring systems for various indicators that are
required for accurate and ongOing evaluation of the state of the environmentai quality, are Inadequate. Thus it is Imperative to
any future endeavour at improving the state of the environmental quality within the Municipal Area that erective and efficient
monitoring systems be established for each of the various indicators that assist in understanding the state of environmental
quality (see page 4 & 5).

STRATEGIC ASSET IDENTIFICATION
The strategic catchment assessment process has enabled the identification of strategic assets that contribute to the
environmental quality of the Municipal Area.

Envlronm.ntal Assets
In the first instance the natural environmental resource base is a prime asset which the Municipal Area currently enjoys at no
direct cost. This asset which is in the ownership of many organisations and individuals has a capacity to provide a significant
part of the solution to the current state of the environment and the direct and indirect costs related to improving and I or
maintaining its condition and performance for human habitation. The asset consists of major Inland and intact terrestrial
habitats in the west, and the riverine, estuarine and marine ecosystems In the east. Each of these systems plays an Important
role, both individually and collectively, in the urban ecosystem and their ongoing protection and enhancement is critical to
achieving the vision ofa quality living environment in eThekwlnl.

Installation.
The Municipal Area has key installations that play a role In both sustaining its residents through the provision of essential
services and in ensuring environmental quatity_ These include the major dams and the harbour. In instances where these
installations are not managed by the Municipality, a concerted and sustained effort should be made to ensure that their
planning, development and management is integrated with the environmental objectives and initiatives ofthe Municipality.



Settlement Antas 10 Major 5lraltglc Developmentlllu" identified In the eThelcwtnlMunlclpal AIM

Finally, each of the various types of settlement that occur within the The proposed intensification of the urban COl8 and urban periphery wil increase the pressures on the environment with a likely decline in environmental quality. It Is flus assentiallo both
Municipal Area should be conceptualised strategically as assets that 1 manage and increase the capacity for environmental service supply throughout the affected catchments.
contribute to the achievement of good environmental quality In
eThekwini. These settlements consist of land uses and infrastructure
that, If appropriately serviced and managed by residents and

2
The proposed intensification of the urban core and urban periphery also has major implications In terms of the need to provide adequate infrastruetln capacity and impact mitigation measures

authorities, can minlmse pressures on environmental service assets to augment the dininished environmental service supply and to prolecl environmental quality In the high value coastal strip.
and limit required expenditure on "mop up" Initiatives.

Many of aThel<winl's larger catchments extend far inland, with the bUk of the catchment falling outside of eThekwini's edmiristrative control. The eThekwlnl Muriclpality needs to engage with

SETTLEMENT PLANNING, 3 authorities outside of the municipal area to ensure that adequate land use management is implemented in these upper catchment areas to protect the high value and intensive development In
eThekwini.

DEVELOPMENT AND Intensive coastal development has diminished tha coastal open space asset and resulted In major pressure on the limited assets for recreationllourisl use. Strategic recreation and tourism

MANAGEMENT APPROACHES 4 opportunities exist in the remaining large inland open spaces (with associated economic opportunities), such as game pao1<s and eco-iourism facilities. These large open spaces shoud also be
protectedimanaged as envirom19lltal service supply areas buffering the inpacts generated by land uses outside (upstream of) eThekwini.

Guidelines have been prepared for the design and development of
human settlements by a host of govemment agencies. These form The majority of catchments within the municipal area are already in the red or will become red if current development pressures continue, which indicates that the ability of the natural resource
part of the standards and norms by which settlements ana established. 5 base to provide environmental services Is already over-subscribed and needs to be augmented or Impacts need to be reduced. This is assential if the eThel<winl Municipality intends to avoid
However, given the findings of this study, their appropriateness with negative economic and social responses to poor enW'onmental quality (e.g. community outcries in the Durban South Basi'l).
naspect to sustainability needs to be reviewed.

The rural and agri<:ulUaI areas 011 the urban periphery need to be proactively planned for and developed In away that protects the environmental quality of the downstream catchment andIn short, the Intellectual and technological capacity to remedy existing S
shortcomings and 10 effectively prevent future Impacts is available. All high value development in the coastal sIr1l.
that Is reqUired Is: The manner in which settlements are planned, developed and managed will need to be reviewed to ensure that the oil-site impacts of developments are reduced and that errvironmental quality
1. an acknowledgement by the Municipality's leadership of the fact 7 Is maintained and, where possille, enhenced.
that eThekwini's environmental quality is severely compromised, and
2. follow-up commitment, with resources directed towards The larger catchments within the eThekwini Municipal Area, such as the Mgeni and Umlaas River catchments, contain anumber of significant su~lchments with varying conditions that
systematically improving the current situation. S require a variety of management responses. The eThekwinl Strategic catchment Assessment should be unciertaken at a more detailed level to identify specific management responses within
The long term benefit of naducing expenditure on remedial action each sub-catchment.
could nasuit in more positive expenditure on developmental initiatives.

The monitoring (information collection) systems that supply the necessary information for application of the catchment indicators should be improved. This will allow ongoing assessment of the
~ WHAT HAPPENS IF WE DON'T 9 trends in catchment status quo fIVer tine. These trends can be used to determine changes in environmental service delivery, associated costs to the municipality/residents and future
I development potential within the municipal area.

RESPOND TO THESE ISSUES?
Key stretegic assets that need to be protected through adequate land use and calchment management include the lnanda Dam (eThekwini's major water souroe), the "Golden Mie' beachfront

* Rapid erosion of development opportunities related to 10 (Durban's main tourism asset), Durban Bay estuary (eThekwini's main estuary and a major investment area) the Mgani River and estuary (major reaeational and ecological assets), coastal
environmental service assets and reduction In the capacity of environmental quality along the eThekwini's north coast for future urban and tourism growth.
catchments to support future development.* Direct impacts on the health and overall quality of life of eThekwini Call:hmant Type S AIlectIId Catl:hmantI
residents and visitors with respect to air and waterbome diseases and MaIntain large lII'4IorMctionaI environmental service ereas In upper portions of the catchment to act as a

MgenI, Umlaas, Mbokodwenl, Lovu and Mkhomazithe consequent reduction In attractiveness of eThekwini as a place of Large buffer proteding the eThekwiri Municipal Nee from upstream impacts and kl protect the envirOlYll8l1ta1
residence and investment location. uaIItv of downs~eam coastal develooments and amerities.

catchments.I* Impacts on the Tourist Economy through reduction in the character
sae Medium

Secln the remaining environmental service areas and link to create an Integraled open space system that Tongart, Umdloti, Ohlange, lllIban Ba~ Umbio,
of eThekwinl, particularly the quality of the water-related recnaatlon can deal with develO<lfMnt lmoacts. Umhlatuzana Catchments.
events and activities e.g. Ocean, Mgenl River, Harbour.

Secln the remaining environmental service areas and enlarge where possIbIeInecessary kJ ensure !hat
AmanzimkJrt, Uttle Amanzimtort, Umzimbazi,* Recurrent costs to the Municipality to ameliorate impacts by "fixing Small ~beba, Ngene, Mahlongwana and Mahlongwa

up" will incnaasingly detract from investment into new developments. development pressures do not exceed the carrying capacity of the catchment.
catchments.

SO WHERE TO FROM HERE?
Exercise strict control to ensure !hat the catchment condtion does not deteriorate further. Aim il inlprove
status il 0IW1g8: undertake Inlrastructure upgrading, boost supply of environmental services (through beIler

MgenI, Durban Bay, Umbilo, Umhlatuzana, Umlaas
~ Create political awananess and political commitment through the Red management andIor rahabililation), ensure internalisation of costs of enviroomental protection (lIood

and Amanzinltoti catchments.
allocation of budget and resources to respond to catchment status detention, water quality etc.) of new developments, identify high inlpaclland use areas and Implement

quo Issues. mitioation measures.
~ Cnaate public awananess with regard to the contribution that Condtlon Enst.re !hat the catchment condtion does not deteriorate to ared status by provi<ing appropriate levels of Tongati, Umdlotl, Ohlange, Mbokodwenl, Uttle
Individuals and organisations can make towards improving Orange infraslructUllli services, by boosting the environmental service supply, by controllng land use and designing Amanzimlllti, Lovu, Umzimbazi, Ngane and
environmental quality and the benefits of an improved environment. selllements IllllIODriatelv to minimise imoads. Umkhomazi catchments.
~ Incorporation of the findings of the catchment status quo Encourage low impact land uses and activities (e.g. tourtsm/recreation) !hat capitalise on the good

Umgallaba, Mahlongwa and Mahlongwana
assessment into the Long Term Development Framework, Draft Green environmental quality. ProecIiveIy plan to ensure development does not undermine the good environmental

catchments.
IDP,Area Based Management Initiatives and Sectoral ualitv.
Planning and Programming Processes.

North
Major new urban growth trend that needs to be managed to ensure !hat catchment condition does not

Tongati, Umdlotl and Ohlange Catchments.
~ Establish appropriate settlement development principles, deleriorate.
gUidelines and procedures that can be used to develop and / or

Major ongoing growth In existing h1!tl1y developed catchments !hat needs kJ be managed to enso.re !hat MQerI, Durban Bay, Umbilo, Umhlatuzana, Umlaas,
manage new and existing settlement. Location Cen~al MbokowenI, Amanzimilti and UttIe Amanzlmtoti
~ Establish effective integrated Inter-sectoral monitoring and catchment condition does not delllriorate further. catchments.
information systems for regUlar generation and assessment of

Soulh
UttIe or no urban growth with opportunities for tourism and recreational development based 011 higl coastal Lovu, Umzinbazl, Umgababa, Ngane, Mkhomazl,

envlronmentallndlcalors. environmental auality. Mahlonawana and Mahlonawa catchments. 8



RESULTS OF THE
2002 STRATEGIC STATUS QUO ASSESSMENT

Strategic Review of the Vision uslng the Caldlmeflt

Vision Status reports to determine responses In Ienns of

environmental responsbUlty and accountability.

LONG TERM Review of oacI1ln lenns of balance between

DEVELOPMENT Objectives
environmental, social development and economic

development objectives in relation 10 the oppor1Unities

FRAMEWORK and constraints.

Review In tenns of the spatiallmpacls of proposed

SDF spatial development on oacI1 caldlmeflt in tenns of the

response 10 both opportunnles and constraints.

Review plamlng prooesses 10 ensure that

environmentallnfonnants ared~ from lI1e

AREA BASED LOP's catclvnent assessment and translated Inlo applOpliate

settlement density, land use and Infrastructure
MANAGEMENT proposals.

• Are.....d Precinct
M.lnt__•

Plans
As above but wtth more detailed Inputs.

• " .......d
D....lopm.nt LUMS Review zones, clauses, negulations and prooedures In

(i.e, Planning terms of their response to envionmental quality

Schemes) ccnlJol and mooltoring requinld.

SECTOR Procedures Review planning prooesses and procedures In terms

PROGRAMMES and of integration with relevant environmental databases

Processes and Catchment Status reports.
1. economic

D.....opm.nt
Review development Policy and Standards "';th

Policy and respect to their contrlbotion and/or response to
2- Housl...

Standards opportunilles and constraints identified "';lIlIn

3. T..nsport.tlon Catchment Slatus reports.

4- Infrutruet... IDP Review budgeting and plioritisatlon with respect to

• P.rks/ Programme Catchment Status reports and also 10 Policy and

R........lon Priorities Standards.

Planning and management procedures and processes within their own sectors, and between themselves and
other municipal and / or other stakeholder agencies.
Sectoral planning policy and development standards.
Development and bUdgeting priorities and programmes.

The table below provides guidance on the focus of the abovementioned review

PAGE 4
The table presented on this page is a summary of the key findings of the study with regard to: -

Environmental Opportunities and Constraints associated with the catchment.
Long term Spatial Development scenarios for eThekwini and their implications for the catchment.
Anticipated environmental impacts that could arise If future development scenarios go ahead without
appropriate managementofeach catchment condition.

The third column in the table identifies strategic issues that need to be addressed and interventions that will need
to be made if the catchment environment is to be managed for the benefit of eThekwini's inhabitants. The
interventions are related to three sectors of management: Land use planning and Land Use Management;
Environmental Service Asset Planning and Management; and Infrastructure Planning and Management.

PAGE 3
This page presents the results of the catchment status quo assessment. The lable is formatted in a similar way to
the status quo indicators: pressure, condition and response as the three column headers at the top, and the 8
environmental themes as row headers on the left. Colour coding (red/orange/green) has been used to show
whether the pressures, conditions and responses for each of the environmental themes are high/moderate/Iow or
poor/moderate/good. The relevant symbol showing the condition of the theme is represented in the left-hand
column. Essentially, the more green visible on the page, the better the catchment status quo. The more red that is
visible on the page, the worse the catchment status quo.

--

PAGE 1
This page presents an aerial photograph map of the relevant catchment, and a number of oblique pictures of
various aspects of the catchment. The pictures and map are aimed at providing the reader with a sense of the
catchment topography, predominant land uses and any other interesting features.

The catchment information presented in the following section Is a combination of collected Information and results
from a strategic status quo assessment of catchments In eThekwini undertaken In early 2002. There are 4 pages
of information for each of the 18 catchments In eThekwinl.

PAGE 2
This page provides general information about the catchment and some of the results of the status quo
assessment, including:

• the overall rating ofthe catchment: red, orange or green;

• a statement on the status quo ofthe catchment (positive and negative aspects);

• a symbolised summaryofthe condition of each environmental theme in the catchment;

• the size of the catchment;

• the percentage of the catchment that falls inside and outside the eThekwini boundary;

• the percentage land area that the catchment occupies of the eThekwini MunicipalArea;

• a list of key settlement areas and land uses in the catchment;

• a pie chart showing the break-down of land uses in the catchment;

• population Information;

• a graph showing levels of servicing;

• a list of key environmental service assets/open spaces and the land area that they occupy as a percentage of
the entire catchment land area;

• the environmental services that these environmental service assets/open spaces supply.

The fourth column identifies the municipal agencies that should lead the intervention process. This column also
identifies the agencies that should initiate and sustain the review of their roles and responsibilities in the following
planning functions:

------------------------1
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•_'ed lun.of! h"" ",lIroIlVIllformal .._enl (3725ho) .ugtr cene &"Ilroct.lt"'"13609tIa)
agtoc:hlmc.a seQmenl ~II& tWJr.enls
· _led run.of! &"""'"get hom Bososa' Rd _ .... 3_,...... r..,,,,,,, ............01' (l577ht1
& transpon I"lf'8struetur, (Q'Ia)
• t-igh rl$k of poIuanl spllils tom .'llIPOfI nfrlSln.clure (N2 Nofth COISl Rd ~19 "4 In.ndI Rd '111wtys
nell·1hort ocean)
Al. proportion or !he C8tchmenl hes outside eTh8I.wl'li mIM118tNe bolIld9ty waler qJahty enW!f1l'lg
eThel.1ft'lfl1 tI&Ielo,edflc:ult 10 rrwnage

• HIgh lUrbo<I'Y • pool ""ual quat<ty
• ExtentHtl CO¥tfagt of water hylontl (Edlhomll CI"lJSSf)t$) If! bNef reaches of Umglfllei'noslllXPJ1 of flE"
lyear ScatllOd """"'91 01 ••,.. hyaonm &w,,,... ltrtuee (Pr,.. ,w_JI4"lreom olln.ndo Dam
Conhnual m&nlgement of Wller hyacinth lnfesllllOnS '" lnitods o.m undeI'mken by Umgent Water
• lnaodl Dam ptrbrming I7lpOI1lnl ,011 ., dellWlg poor quIll1'f w••, "om upstleam catchmenl
•WI" tom Mo'-n r;bullry lrvoug/l KIooI) good qLe''Y
• Wo.. hom AI... rlbulery (hough New Gllmeny &Clermonl) very poor quaI>'Y (,n<lJsnol poIIul<lll & high
.coo)
•Wa.. hom Ptlmet ',bulary (tlI..q, WesMIt) pool qLe''Y IlIJrbrd hogh.coo)
•Wa" t"" Umi"langene '1bu1ll1'( (1lvough K.-"" _. Effrngahm-AYOClI) poor quai,'Y (turbd hogh
.coo)
•Al RI'e'Ifdeoe, Ungent rllltf aheelth mk 55% of !he year & • _IOUS health rISk m of lhe yea' Sefe br
r1Cflt1lOll21'11 01 ~)'Ill' 177 dtys)
• Al eslUlry moult rNel' 8 healtl ,.~ of the veer &. stnOUS heettl nsk 23% of Iht yell' Saf, br
rlCfOOIlOll 23'11 of tho )'Ill' 18. dtys)

• Retea. lrom lnaodl reqwtd 10 clI8f watll t?yecinth for canoe rac.
· Cossoldao"'"ll""''' hytclllh 11 lnendfl Dam. RI62OOlilr •• l'Ilf pI_ml
•Costs estoCllltd \lrllh dt.-.ng bttch wt*11'1ood1 dtc:harge water t'tilonfl onto btIc:htI
•GtSl'..Il....nt! _ "",,,,,lid durl\lllMl Canoe M1<a~ ('!luZl Gu...)
• Bad~ m0Cl81ed WIth lJSI of !he l)ngetllR~ for teae8llon die to h9h ecoli ~efs

w__1/ty

·5 me"" -.on tho Umge~ (Modtnlf AI>e!I F..... HeMly Noglt Inando) .,'h obt'JOC1lOIl ilr ,eg""",1
s~ & """ "9nmCllll'1Iow r<WcllOlllalloll1lClIOIllO SlW/ P!o1Il & oThel<Nn) (866 m6on ..... tbluoe1eO
peldaylrom5dam. ISO.""," WIS hom Ioondt 516moloon .....om,. "".. tom tMn.. &AIborl

FoIsj·5lo<ge dams .rth hogh _alNO_.

Mod.,.,
• Major IrMStmenl Ink) 1n8nd1 Dem as a regIOnal waler ~Iet'

• Coitll$l()l;:l8!ed With bterachtng lkngeru mou1tl

FIoodIrtf Riot

~

• eThtlWlfV klCatedlllhe lower end of al,rue legonaf t!V'8f C»t:hmtnt • high Inhttenl toad nsk from
upstream Areas ou\llde .crnIOI5Ir&M boun<Bry cannot be N!llty managed 10 ,edooe~ nsl
• Stttp llpOgr"l'!'Y & ,nosed _ ...~ ...".. .......,. & ItkJs _o,"flood "si< High

•ConcenIJI~& denH setlemenl pal.nw w.lh hgh de!J.. cl klCIIMd "aired surtaong (21 (71ha. 28\ of • LOCIIlwd l"ICtease Ifl fffl(JteflCV &ntenslty ofloodlrlg. underaztd IXbbng Sllfmwattf .,fraStlUCkl'8
C3tchmtnl) . CllUSl!l!l bod<loocing
• LOCIllOnolseMedsu'fICeS(eg PllleltHl'ntt~any'lhNdofAAer& PalrTU1lllflCl"ta5eS ftood,. • Reduced lrequencyofsrnall tIoods nman UngenI fJYel' lIS a 1M:1J1 of dams &c:onseq.,enl It'fYestmenl "'10

•""nng Iocthsod dMt>prntnl &"""'9 0I •..nace. doYelopmenl on """,*"".. (I 9 SplOgield ~bfmal_' hogh '''' durong ialge IIoods
• S9'l11'lcant dams conlltll'fl'lg sma. fb'xis bul rtOllllllrge ones Stotmwaler IfIfraswudure noc deslgMd 10
felalMJe'9ln ftowt
• Exten&1I/t sugar C8M &.gncullure ClUlII'lQ acc*r&1ed run4f aeasonaIty,

•CIIWIIII8IlOn of lkngent through Spmgfield 10 ~OItcllndustt18!llcomrneIQaIt.l"slruclurallrlvtStmenl on
nooq,ItIns
•Flood damtge & Ios. 01.11 along PaIm~1 &Lmhltngene O'ibu.....

Good • Sgnilicanl ltWes1tnenl Into recreallQl1allaahllM 10 cslChmef'1I for canoe Mnthoo, tn8ride cem and 81
• Wide va"ety of& ICCIsslO recreallOnaI q>por1un:lIes/asselS beachtronl
• Rec'..llontl ...... mo.tIy good que1,ty & ,,",I-manoged (mostly Ioctted ~ form.. DUIban MuntCl])ailCenret • Income genera1ed ~rough uso 01 ne"". '1S1lVOI. golf courses
IArea) • High Irwestmenllnto &relums from deveq)menls wt1h ...ews onto natural features (Kranzkloof G>rge,
• Dromal~ lopograplty· ~.ual~ _ir9 Iandscepe Lmgo.. "~lJlY, ocean f"o,,"II1)

nd1snibutlOrl of reefesllQnlll ooen SPAce relel1Ve to POPIllallOfl dtsmbl.lllOfl • T0tll'19m MeD~r In H~lcre,lI8o[hJs

• Reduced of W111e1 Sl.WI~t1 of Nndl Dim and polentllllfMlSlmenllnlO new ftglOl'lal watet~
dam
• 13 sandwlnntlg <¥*ItlOM 11 calchmenl
•ExpendIu, of Dr.-.ge Il'ld Coes&aI Eng.neenng on deanng .seQmen1 torn SlOrmwater d\annets ... Cbn
"I:lr1h
•COSI of englneellf19 I sedlmlnlltlp to protecl8elc:h'NOOd Mangtcms
•Cos! of bftk:hng estl*'y moolh

• Food HCUllty not acNewd expendlturt on IIl'lpOI'lIhCWl of rh pi'oclJcts Il"lIO the mea

•Anlliillli 01 COIl5efVancfOS & hogh profiili Icbby 11014" _ become est8biiSiiOd iliroughoul tho co_enl
•Cosl of c:onSlflJCltng sed'"*1llrap 10 prated tit Beach WO» *,\anglo.oet

• All.. 01 K.aXJnba _ been ,noe,po..ted 1010~ prcposed _.roam", Game Pill< ~cl,,"ing Ill..
hoghboodNersf1yvtlJe
• I --·lton of Um<:Iem &d Park.

Poor
• SmeN ae subststenet falmlOg predonUMteI
• W,l·kateda~ 1iInd. bIf'Ig c::orwlf1ld 10 more vaIuIitl6t relldtnu~,""OIlAndustrlll utII

HIgh
• LIlgt(anddtll"'-.<a.onw,thhogh",.. -'nd
• RtgoonaI ""..lJOIlII_
• t1gh dlYeloprNnl P'",UI" on ItmllIW'I9 open speoes
• Poor WIltf qua.ly Mull YIIue 01 rNef, .t\J8ry &neal1hOl'. oot8n as I conllCt flCJe8:'«l amI

• Sleep topOgraphy rode: Ol.llcrops &san6{ erocttl6e SOIts ~ITWI owortmllles & aa:en b !91CU11Uf.
• HIgh Iewts of~11OO has resulted If'lIlrMed undeveloped land rem9l0l0g Ifl ftall.r 'tee,
• _ pio~"""""" r..... iP""9 _.1oIg_1ands

f"'lo',."f_

Hlgli
• Extstng dense dIYeIopmenl n mid &klwer tltchmenl
• HIgh dMlopmenl pr...... 1twooghou, colCltmenl
• t-tgh pt_nur. fer IClOOCll'nIC grOW!h In C8lctment

h"rvft"iHlQCl\'~lltJflll~WQ()(fm'

-,
ErNlon I' Ex'EKll1Ye lInd uses WIth t.gh SOlI er05t01l ns\. II'll4lS1ream cat:hmtnt· 0UfSldI,ThekW1OlIQTlIm5""1Ve IrAO' ~r1t

boundary. <WIcul11O mIn89' hlgh 1ll1*1ICIM1les
• Stttp llpOgr"lJI'y &..ndy ..__• _ert erosoon '$'
• Ex1ena1Vl tgneWlUrt (3519No) &",Ionnelso"'",,,"n, (3725/1a) w,th hogh pIllenl..' for .....OSIOll
A S'"P tlpC91Iphy ""11$ agncl.i1l.1e & tnCOt.fIgIS rtrnl::N8l of ftoocilIar1 wge1a1Q'l tor Igl'lCUhtn

• ~htId ltuh 'UIlS """' Sptghel' ~nc""" 10 Mgen4 RN'" _ A_ Rd' ",11I>1,1)' ns'
• "W1Cl.tlUr. on sleeP sIopts C8US1'lQ SOlI erOlO'l
•~h pressure for deYetoprntnl (lXltISlNCtOn 1C1NllleS) 11ca~1
•5malOf dims: Il glee.rC8~ (a 5mllOl' secimem traps)
A 11 ....~n .. ' ....... .."....,..,,,r1r\"'l,. I """"""H~""\ ,.,I"m.t In Mlr-

UnAnl ~lvp.r C,Atchment Mgenl River Catchment



, D.-ban Mm Housing
, eThll<wini Was_fer s.vices
'DraInage end Coastal Engn«ing Oepartnenl

InIralIlruc:tun~:
, il ordlIr -. proIIIct major_~ IoIIiarMwealion ...... and arwiom1anlll quaity .1 ... COIIl, Mlr. ""-'IndunIaI

dMlclpmanI" need I:lln....erMrlllmInlll protacton COIls 0IHilI and ""'9' uppIad bulk intasl'uclInI,
• M.jor _ de'IaIopnants IlIlIl provida~1I 0IHilI stlrrnwIlIr Intntuc:lln. sucII08 daIontion lac:dilial. I:l mIniniaa
downIhlIIl_ in1*II and IoocIng rilks. Bulk _lnhIiucUe IX syslIm IlIlIl be prMIad 011.... -. dllII will
IlIllllqlIlod Incr_ in IlIIaca nJ1OlI.
• RAwIIW IIIllIlmant aIIIndarda being appIlod In ..... porlon 01 catctmant-. pm«rt....~ on downItalIIl_ quIIIly,
coaaIaI anviorrnenIaI quality and high value 1olIIInl_along III COIIIl.
• Adaquall bulk _ dIIpoaaIlntaatudIn IIIIdB -. be provided -. _ ..._ quaItf il the__,....,.

and nwllhorl OCIIn Is not poIulod -.. point whn ill reaeaIollIWbIin polInlll Is undInninId or 1a8l.
• Bulk ......... t...... and diIIposallnhltUdln IlIlIl be"'l -. stlngent opntional conlroIs b ...... Ihat elIIuanl
opIII do not act.wIIIy atIact _ ..darwimnentaI quaity along IllI COIIIl.
• 0IYIl0p and anhanoa the c:apacity 01 lie nnnt _co bale -. .1IlIisl wiIll1e mitigalion 01 in1*II as part 01 III _
manag_1 and _ tllbnenl systIIm for the Cllc/'manl

SpIlIII Development FIWMWOrt< Indlc_: AnIlclpIticfIlliPecb on~ sen.lCiiI~ InlInIIona:
, lkban Core in w. catlmont: Ollben North, Ras8:voir Hils, WesIvIe, •~~ and InbmIIIIIllJdlg and exllnaill1""";O ...... in a major Irlo-. il saaIed sriIcea and
Pile_ lamal residential areas. Springfield, Phoenix, ElIIngham'Avoca, IilJ1IftcInIy illlNilld 1Ind.. in1*II wIlhI~ _ runo« and IoocIng riIk, 1ncr8llld~ and
New Germany induslrial areas, nor1hern beachtronl recreational .ea with 1na8llld... poIulion -. .._twhn ita aldlling 'retI ...... illkIIy -. be reillaced and aaoarbalod.
hIgtl ........... levals. • PollntllllXlllllcl_ qlllIlIion. upgrdlg and InlII~I lliIl_-llIeed bnmkec:rellion, lIIlich iI dIpondInt

'lkban f'at1>hery: KwaMashu, NtuzulT8, Inlnda, Newtands mixed on good onvillIIlIentII cpIIIty. Ollben'1l Galdan IotIe bNcIIas.. chcty.tleclad b)' _ ~ I:om the IotganI Riv8'.
residaritlalareas will moderalll tevels in the~ cal:hment 01 ' SItlItMIIII..-nont oxi8lIl on the Sprilglllld Iooq:JIain ..d olhIr poIInlIaly toodad1_. Incr8IIId lIoodilg rill< •• rasuft
lie cal:hment FrecMle residential and Harrison Flels indusl'i.llI'ea 01 e>panalon and ilM de'IeIclpmanls wlIlrlo-. the ftood rill< il ....._
with modafalll I:l high sem::e levels in the 'WO' cal:hmenl • Incr8IIId~ lXlI'Itli1ad will poor 1Ind..managemont in~ calcItnenl .. rIlIJIl il~ ............ -.d
, R..al Pefiphofy in the remainder of the catdment K-.of, Gilills and poIIuIon 01 lie lnanda DIm, _ willl1darmil1lll1lhl1lgic -1UIlIJIY and raaoationaIlunc:tion 01 the dII1l in the
HIlaest formal residential .... will moderatel:l high 9IlMceleYeIs; "mun:;:;icipII;i'::;:';-:::;'~= -f=======~ ~

Vafllly 01 a Thousand HiIs, KwaXime nralIagicUtII'at lI'oas .... Iow 9IrIlIgIc RIapoMM: 'lkban Snlagy Dopnnent
servioa leYeIs. • Thant ila need I:l.,.. dIIIeIopmenIpraBnllln lleCllclmonl andl:l ........ ramadal.cton ilordllr 1:l_1hIl1Ie 'Connt.1nn« and Oular West Opnlonal Entities
'Major Economic In"",*"",,t Poillat lJmhlllnga. alll8llt'rad" ......oIthe_lsnot..-balod. Envionmanlll quality IlIlIlbe ~1Ild_!orexlslingand Planning -.d IleveIc:tlmentdaparinents and Parb
'MixId InveomentPoinlsat KwaMashu, Unk City (and HPPTN Node) ftlVI U8S. Shlagir: _IIICh08Inanda 0.." lie Mgani Riwr andllUry.nd'" main llIIllIn baacIltonlllllllbe -.d NaIlrIlArees daparinents
end Ellnghll'n Avoca in the UmhlangM8 !U>-catchmenl prolIdad. ThIs can be doni b)' provktlg ......bUfllnhsl1lclln,~...a..... 1n Ill .....~ , Envillmlantal Management Branch
, Rural Investment Point at KweXinba ilthe 'WO' ca_I inlImIIIIIIng IINiomlInlII quality prolIction COIlIIn _ diIIvIIDpmanlI, bolIlIrilg III envionmIntII.w:e1llqltf c:apacity il ' 1.111'0 We.. Slrvices
, HPPTN llIong Rl02 .nd RI 03, ftiPTN Node at Unk City and F_ the eat:/Ilwrt, IdanIttinD and IIlMIgIng hiltI iI1*I ....... 1IICh • inbmII_
Routes along M4, MR93. etc. • .-... and IIIIIIllIlI~~-.lhIirdIMIapnan~1 and 1lWitlrrnI..-t condIIion pn:Ilhs,

• Monitlr dlMlopnant and land _ outaIda the.ThIInliri boundary -. _1laIdIIInaitIllI do nollncreeee -. a polnI_
Urbon Growth. InIormalUpgrldlnglExtenslon and Indullrlol Growth arwimnentaI~ and dIIIeIopmenI polInIIl wltllin the 1IIUIliapIl_ illInatanad.
Sc»narto with: Und lIaa ......-: ' 0IIben l.1fto HousiIg
• Expansion and consolidation of lna..sly and innsl'ucllreln Springfield • Monitlr and.,.. de'IeIopnant and land u_ il "IlP8'_Inconjunction will upeham IIUlhoriIes 10 _1haI poor • Con"l, Inn« and Oular West Opnlonal Entities
end ElIngham-Avoca il the Umhlllngane ~tetvnent In I1a short to _ quaIly and ......t11ion d InandII 0... do not undarmi1a ill hn:tion n. shIagIc we. IlUOII and r....tionII nodi." Planning end IJelleqJmenI depnnenls end
mecilIn loIm and Cal:l Ridge In the Mshwatisd><:i~ in the long the moat danaely IIlIad __ ,n eThak>Wli. iltaaucua _ departnants

torm. • Enu.1hat ""'" davaIDpnanta intamaIiIa the COIls 01 protacling _ and .. qualty, and 00IlWaIing soil ooOIion I:l protocl ' EnvJorrnonIat Management Branch
• Linited expansion of Plloenix end New Germany indJstriallI'eas due 10 stalaglc••a, sucII n lnanda 0... and MgInl RMr. and lie COIIlIIIII'I'IicrmanI (pri:uIartf the 0IIben -tonl) ." 'lkban Sntagy Dapnnent
IITilad tilt land (il the lJmNangana endP- ~tetvnenls ~ and axiIling hiltI value JlIllI*lY dMiDpnlnl ' PI.. B80Id MlWllIg_I Co<lrdinaln
~). • ldanlti land will high agriaAnI polanlIII and Inllgrall will ..- _ IqllIlsion. ' Econanic OMlopment Deparinent
, FOflI1IIfisatiln,~ng and Inll 01 residential seltlement~t tha • ContIin ...... om.. dMIapnanI_ III om.. edge and Ii11il donIIliaIon the.-ban~ -. ..... II1II the~
mun~ porlon of the catdmenl btJt plWticullltty II KweMashu, lnande, catclwnanllXlllllrue -. bdon O8. "1ponga" -.d buIIar prolacIng ...1Jai¥ and manogIng~ 1ewIa." the _
Ntu2ImlI and Newlands in the Umhlllngane stt><:a_I, ClemlonU *".
KwaDabeka. MoIweni and Lange\:lnlaln in the M_nl sd><:ilchmant and 'En... lhlllllelamllillllion oIln_lIIlImInll.nd IlN kJw.inoomI hoUling <IMIoprIwla..oaqllamanlod b)'
Fre<Mla end KweXinba il the MncgMIli arid Mshwati sut>calctrnen& ~ In III protoc:lion 01 clowmItMn arwiom1anlll quaIily for aociII and 1CllIlllllIc ........
, Ongoing IIben deVeIopnenland Inlormal_t around 'FI'ornola IICJIdDnII and IolIIInl dM\:lpnInt andIor uae 0I1lI1nanda DIm and III Mgani RMr and 1SlBy.
PielornBilz!Jll'g and "!P:UlUaland n...1activities upsl'eam of I1e • InVllllgata the polInfIaI 01 ... will 00_." III dMIapnanI 01 a glIIlI_1Ild 1ICXl-loINn.
municipel bolIldary.
, CofMf'lion 0I11e more aocessilIe porions 01 retalivetf pristine naual Envl-al S8McI Meat RIapoMM: I' DraInage and Coastal EngiMnlg
h1nlllrtand to nnI salltemantand ~121ng -.d agriclJltlralleicls. • 9lan1le clIIlaCOldon, IleecIIwoodMaf9ol/ll, Mganl-.y, 8lm'en 8uIhNave~, MganI RN«8COlogblcaridor, 'Envillmlanlat Managemont Branch

PamI8tNaUa~. KranlZldool' NaUa Raaarve, lnanda 0... and IlITOUnda, the major Inland open lIplIC8I. EIlIl.fIIhat • Con"I, Inn« and Oular West Opnlonal Entitios
e- high j:rllrtty envinlnITlaMIl...a _ ..conddalod and prclIclod tllm IIIllIlmant 1IlI:nlICImanI. Parb and NaUII Areas dapnnants
'E.-....COIIlIII_.I~"*,agadand~-. acamnodIIta recraationll acMinralalod -. 1lI_.
BIuI Lagoon, BeacIMood Marv:.... and Ipats IIlCiIIn.
• Mlinttln "" large .....rorm..tII...a _In........_10btJlIar lie IThakwlnl Munq,ll Plea I:om..."
""**and prMIa~ ICllIlllllIc opporUifias.

llowlopmonl Con1IrIlnts:
, Mm ca_I il ille eThei<ooOM~ Plea
".;a, extensive IeYels of deVelopment generating
major ctn1ulati'l8~ that are tlen
concentralod at tha a>asl
, Co!rl>Iex sl'ucue of ~1:Irnen1s each with
"er own develq>menl profiles and management
roqui-emen&

DovtIopmtrt 0pp0rt1l111lu:
, Wld OOllrland ." develq>menl 01 game r090M
ond_.
, Inlndll Dtm !or de'leiojlmeol of r""eatiln and
.....ilIm.
, Eslua-y and river !or r""eeliol>baiom.

UnAnl River Catchment Mgenl River Catchmenl
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~• •Mod.rat. Ii ~

• pllalriles • laps i1 rMeIrg
• odw walef scuca C taps on sile

Wastewatef Waler Solid Waste
• waterborne sewerage

Dcommoo laps

DlliYalelnodi5jlosal

Eleclricity

80%

0% I "

20% ~,------j

S.rvlce L.vel.

40'1(, I • I

60%1. No •

Data
Available

100% Ti------,

Loss of Blodlv.rslty: Mod.rat.

SUmmary of Conditions
Wat.r Qu.ntlty: Mod.rat.

Agrlcultur.1 "roductlon: Moder.te

R.creatlon, Culture, Educ.tlon Us.:

Flooding RI.k: Low

Air Quality: Good

Wat.r Qu.llty: Good

Sedlm.nt.tlon & Erosion: Good

• 11ha D6ha .4ha
0.6" 0.391 0.2l'
Road/Rai Urban Formal CornmerciallRetai

.11ha
0.6"
Reaeolional

Land U.e and "opulatlon

• low population density: 3people per Hectare. catchment population: 5960 people.

.65ha
3.391
RiversIOamsIE$Iuarles

lJnItIbIba~·z_

,1lIolwInIArta-Z2I1JJho

Catchment Size and Description

Umgababa

• Undulating topog:aphy. Sleep in placJJ6 Flat coastal plains containing a large estuary.
• low to medium density peri·Ulban setUemef~ thr<>uglout most (/ the catchment. intefspersed with smal-scale

agriculture. Contains Mnini & Umgababa Dam.

Status Quo Sytement: Umgababa RIver Catchment
Th. Umgababa river catchment I. prlm.rily peri-urban. Level. of ••rvlclng are v.ry low. Llmlt.d environmental

r••ourc•••••t r.maln., confin.d to the co••t.1 .trlp .nd rlv.rin••re.s.
Negative .nvlronm.ntal asp.ct. of the catchm.nt are:

• Dlmlnlsh.d river ftow.
• Limited blodlv.rslty.
• Declining agricultural production.
• Limited dlv.rslty and capacity of .cc.sslbl. recreation.I open sp.c••.

\i.&.a::a-011''0.ltlv••nvlronm.ntal ••pect. of the catchm.nt are:

• Good air qU.llty.
• Good wat.r qu.llty In th. riv.r .nd ••tuary.

• Low ftood rI.k.
• Llttl. erosion .nd low rat.s of .edlm.ntatlon of th••stu.ry.

• Good quality coastal zon•.

Envlronm.ntal S.rvlc. As••t. Envlronm.ntal S.rvlc••

1DOl'

8O'lI

6O'l\

4Ol'

1O'lI

0"

ToIII open SflIC8lSseI: 416ha (21% d the calchmenl).
• Estuary. river & floodplains; dune forest & thicket on dune cordon; beach. rocky shore & near·
shore ocean; Umgababa Dam.
• Much (/ the land has been converted to settlem~ & agOcukure. with very little nalural open
space remaining. Most open spaces have been encroached by alien vegetation. The estuary is
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• Dune cordon. beach & near·shore ocean are impor1alltlocal & regional recreational assets.
• Dune cordor' & marine eflVironmenl impooant regional refuges & cOfTidors for species migralions.
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, eThe«wlni Water and Waste SeIvices
, Duban Metro Electricity Depa1ment
'Traffic and Transportation Departnent

, Environmental Management Branch
, South Operational Entily ParXs and Recreation
Department

IAncI UIe R8epon_: ' Area Based Management Co-ofdnatofs
, MaIntain the existing ruraVagrtclitlnlland uses and en8ll8 that rural setlIernent densities 818 oommenstllll8 with ' Urban Strategy Deparb'nent
the low selIIice levels envlsaged for the catcImlnIlo protect the ClITllllIlunction 01119 calchment as a 'sponge' or ' South Operational Entity Planning and
butIef provicing good W8Illr~ to the coast DeYelopment Department
, Establish the Umgababa Rural Investment PoInt In the lower portton of the cat:hment tl .... the SIJITlUldng rural 'Economic OMopment Department
settlements.
, IlMIS1Igate the pot8n1ial for esllitllishing a Iow-Irrpad coastal recreational node with adBqualtl8l.\lPOl'l facilities in
the calchment

Infrlllruclural~:
, Provide aminimum level 01 sel'licea to~ rural end agrIculturalactMties wilhin the catchmenl and to n1nlrrise
the irl1lacts of lhMe ectMttes on the envi'0IYllIIltaI quality end recl8lliorVbJrism polllntial of the C08St

, Provide for oo-slle wastIwaI8r dsposal (and rot WlIllIltlome -.ge) to AlSlricl~ dlMIlopmenlln the
calcIInen~ alleast i'lthe IIhort to meaum term.
, Provide hoUS8holds with an adequate elecllicity SI4lPIY to rec1lce the haJvesting 01 nalLral products and prolect the
remaining IIIIQ9I8lion CO\I8l' In the cR:hment
, Provide conlrolled road and pedeslrian lICC88S 10 the beach and proposed coastal rec:nlllblat facilities.

Envlronmental SInIlceAIHt~:
, Sea.nlthe c1nl cordon, the lower I'llIIChes of the Umgababa~ c:orTidor and its norflem IrtluI8Iy corridors, and
_ that t1ese hq1 priority environmental &efV1oe assets In proI8ctIld from 58llIement encroachment and
pl8SUes.

'IrrplMlthe inter-<:all:lment Mnkages with the Ngane, Umzlntl8zi, Mkhomazi and low River catclYnents.

liUUIIC~:

, In order to maintain exlsling h91 environmental quality and protect the \luism and I8CIlIIIlional potenllal 01 the
IcoastaI slrip, enSU18 that rurallMlltlement does not inlBnsify oa point where W8Illr ~ity, soil erosion end
88ltmenI8llon IMs .. degraded.

Rural ~arlo with:
, No majorpr~ urban developments.
, Consolidation of existing settiement

iAntlc:lplted ImpKtI 011 EnvtnlnlnlnQl Selvlce~1nlentlonI:
, Rural Pel1phery throughout the catchmen~ consisting , Abeence d lJt8l dIMllopment MU resiAt In a continuation d the sIa1Us CJlO will no SIAlslanliallncr8llse In
predominantly of rural settlement and agriclitural actMties with low dlNeIopment irl1lacts.
service levels. ' An inlensfidatlon of rural aettlement may Increase soil erosion, redJce water~ty and incl8ase sedimentation.
, Rural Investment PoInt at lJmgababa in the lower catchment ' Inland de\/eIopments may afIect qualily d coastal zone.

1===:=:---------------4:7--;:--;-:-:--~__::_.,.____lDewlopment Constraints:
, Small catchment situallld mainly in the
coastal strip with moderate capacily 10 deal
with lrJ'4lilCls from increasing sel1lement
pI8SSlX9.
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INTRODUCTION TO INTERVIEW: MUNICIPAL STAFF

(Introduction by phone; adapted for email)

I. Introduce myself - Currently undertaking a Masters degree in Environmental Management
at the University of Natal. Worked for provincial government in KZN and Canada as a
town and regional planner for approx. 8 years. Interested in the connection between
environmental issues and planning, and in the impacts of development decision-making on
the environment (i.e. environmental decision-making).

2. Introduce thesis topic - In broad terms, my thesis looks at environmental decision-making
in the eThekwini Municipality. As a case study I am reviewing the Urban Strategy
Department's recently completed project "eThekwini Catchments 2002 - A Strategic Tool
for Planning". I would like to get a sense of how the eThekwini Catchments Report is:
(I) perceived by municipal staff across a range of sectors in the municipality; and
(2) being used by staff in both their strategic planning and day-to-day decision-making

concerning development in the municipal area.

3. Request to interview - I would appreciate an opportunity to meet with you to discuss your
respective department's perspective on this project, and the use of the eThekwini
Catchments report in your work.

4. Interview details - I would like to meet with you for no more than one hour at your office,
or elsewhere should that suit you better. I will need to tape the interview, in order to obtain
an accurate record of our discussion. Taping also means that I won't slow you down while
taking notes. Your name will remain anonymous, although I will need to make reference to
the name of your department, and your position in the department. My interview will aim
to get a sense of your department's perspective on the project, although you will be
welcome to give your personal opinion if it differs from your department's perspective.

5. Although the interview is intended to be an informal discussion, the following outline gives
you a sense of the issues I would like to discuss with you:

A brief description of your department and its responsibilities and functions, as well
as your area of responsibility.
Your involvement in the eThekwini Catchments project.
The idea of using catchments as a basis for improved strategic planning and
integrated development planning.
The status quo assessment of each of the 18 catchments identified using
environmental indicators.
Linkages to the Integrated Development Plan, the Area-Based Management
initiative being piloted in the city, and other city initiatives.
The use of the eThekwini Catchments report in your department's strategic and
day-to-day work.
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'ETHEKWINI CATCHMENTS 2002': GUIDELINE INTERVIEW QUESTIONS

CONSULTANTS

A: Introduction to the interview

Explained to consultant being interviewed what I wanted to gain from the interview:
• An understanding of the 'eThekwini Catchments 2002' project process and the consultants'

role in the project;
• An understanding of the different perspectives of the various role-players in the project and

the wider municipal administration, and how this did or did not influence the project process
and end product;

• The potential (or not) of the project to influence planning, development and environmental
management in the city.

B: Questions: General

I. Please could you give me an overview of your professional experience, the type of work
you are involved in, and areas of interest or expertise.

C: Project Process and key influences on the project direction/focus

2. Provide background to eThekwini Catchments project - how the project got initiated, and
how the consultant team got involved.

3. The catchment approach - where did this idea originate from? What is the value of this
approach?

4. What other key ideas/concepts underpin this project? Elaborate.

5. Explain the project process - how municipal role-players got involved in the project.
Number of meetings, function and format of meetings (debate or merely updating work?)

6. Who were the most dominant role-players in the project? Did they buy in to the concept of
using catchments in this way? What ideas did they bring to the project? How did their ideas
influence the development of the project and the final result?

7. Do you think the requirements of the terms of reference were met? (Read terms of reference
- process of integrating environmental issues into planning vs. environmental technical data
set). Did the terms of reference change over the duration of the project? If so, why and
how?

8. How did indicators get chosen as the key methodology in the project? Were there any
conflicting views on the use of indicators, particularly the focus on biophysical indicators?
Explain.

9. Were there any (other) conflictual issues, disagreements, negotiations, compromise as part
of the project? How did these get resolved?



D: Influence and application of the project in planning, development and environmental
management in the city

10. How has the project contributed to achieving the integration of environmental resource
management with city planning processes and programmes, such as ABM, the lOP, sectoral
planning, strategic planning and LUMS? Has the project achieved its aim? Do you think it
will be able to influence planning and development in the city?

11. Have you had any feedback about how the project has been used in the day-to-day work of
city officials, as well as their strategic planning exercises?

12. Are there any other issues relating to the project - process and outcomes - that you would
like to discuss?

PROJECT MANAGERS (Urban Strategy)

A: Introduction to the interview

Explained to official being interviewed what I wanted to gain from the interview:
• An understanding of the 'eThekwini Catchments 2002' project process and the person's role

in the project;
• An understanding of the different perspectives of the various role-players in the project and

the wider municipal administration, and how this did or did not influence the project process
and end product;

• The potential (or not) of the project to influence planning, development and environmental
management in the city.

B: Questions: General

I. Please could you give me an overview of your department and your role and responsibilities
in the department, as well as your professional experience. Also background information on
the institutional arrangements in the city at the time.

C: Project Process and key influences on the project direction/focus

2. Provide background to eThekwini Catchments project - how the project got initiated, and
your role in the project.

3. The catchment approach - where did this idea originate from? Do you support this
approach?

4. What other key ideas/concepts underpin this project? Elaborate.

5. Explain the project process - how municipal role-players got involved in the project.
Number of meetings, function and format of meetings (debate or merely updating work?)

6. Who were the most dominant role-players in the project? Did they buy in to the concept of
using catchments in this way? What ideas did they bring to the project? How did their ideas
influence the development of the project and the final result?



7. Do you think the requirements of the terms of reference were met? (Read terms of reference
- process of integrating environmental issues into planning vs. environmental technical data
set). Did the terms of reference change over the duration of the project? If so, why and
how?

8. How did indicators get chosen as the key methodology in the project? Were there any
conflicting views on the use of indicators, particularly the focus on biophysical indicators?
Explain.

9. Were there any (other) conflictual issues, disagreements, negotiations, compromise as part
of the project? How did these get resolved?

D: Influence and application of the project in planning, development and environmental
management in the city

10. How has the project contributed to achieving the integration of environmental resource
management with city planning processes and programmes, such as ABM, the lOP, sectoral
planning, strategic planning and LUMS? Has the project achieved its aim? Do you think it
will be able to influence planning and development in the city?

11. How has the project and the resulting report influenced your work, and the work of your
department, both strategically and in your day-to-day functions?

12. Have you had any feedback about how the project has been used by other departments in
the city?

13. Are there any other issues relating to the project - process and outcomes - that you would
like to discuss?

MUNICIPAL STAFF (involved in the Catchments Project process)

A: Introduction to the interview

Explained to official being interviewed what I wanted to gain from the interview:
• An understanding of the 'eThekwini Catchments 2002' project process and the person's role

in the project;
• An understanding of the different perspectives of the various role-players in the project and

the wider municipal administration, and how this did or did not influence the project process
and end product;

• The potential (or not) of the project to influence planning, development and environmental
management in the city.

B: Questions: General

I. Please could you give me an overview of your department and your role and responsibilities
in the department, as well as your professional experience.

C: Project Process and key influences on the project direction/focus

2. How did you get involved in the eThekwini Catchments project? What role did you play?



3. What is your perspective the concept of using catchments as an approach to integrate
environmental concerns into strategic and spatial planning in the city? What is your overall
perspective on the project?

4. Who were the most dominant role-players in the project? Did they buy in to the concept of
using catchments in this way? What ideas did they bring to the project? How did their ideas
influence the development ofthe project and the final result?

5. Do you think the requirements of the terms of reference were met? (Read terms of reference
- process of integrating environmental issues into planning vs. environmental technical data
set). Did the terms of reference change over the duration of the project? If so, why and
how?

6. How did indicators get chosen as the key methodology in the project? Were there any
conflicting views on the use of indicators, particularly the focus on biophysical indicators?
Explain.

7. Were there any (other) conflictual issues, disagreements, negotiations, compromise as part
of the project? How did these get resolved?

D: Influence and application of the project in planning, development and environmental
management in the city

8. How has the project contributed to achieving the integration of environmental resource
management with city planning processes and programmes, such as ABM, the lOP, sectoral
planning, strategic planning and LUMS? Has the project achieved its aim? Do you think it
will be able to influence planning and development in the city?

9. How has the project and the resulting report influenced your work, and the work of your
department, both strategically and in your day-to-day functions?

10. Are there any other issues relating to the project - process and outcomes - that you would
like to discuss?

MUNICIPAL STAFF (not involved in the Catchments Project process)

A: Introduction to the interview

Explained to official being interviewed what I wanted to gain from the interview:
• Awareness of project and use of the report information.
• Usefulness of this type of project, its concepts and information to your specific role and

responsibilities.
• Influence of the project on planning, development and environmental management in the

city.

B: Questions: General

I. Please could you give me an overview of your department and your role and responsibilities
in the department, as well as your professional experience.



c: The project

2. Are you aware of the catchment project? If so, please elaborate/explain your understanding
of the project.

3. If not, I will give a brief overview of the project. Describe how project originated, process,
contents of repol1 - brief and descriptive.

4. What are your overall perspectives on the project, its concepts and ideas?

D: Influence and application of the project in planning, development and environmental
management in the city

5. How has the project and the resulting report influenced your work, and the work of your
department, both strategically and in your day-to-day functions?

6. How has the project contributed to achieving the integration of environmental resource
management with city planning processes and programmes, such as ABM, the lOP, sectoral
planning, strategic planning and LUMS? Has the project achieved its aim? Do you think it
will be able to influence planning and development in the city?

7. Are there any other issues relating to the project that you would like to discuss?
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